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1. SUMMARY

1.1 Short Introduction

The EDF Rural Water Supply Programmein Swaziland is one of the

EEC-funded projects selected for the “Thematic Evaluation on the

Integration of Women in Rural Development”, carried out in order to

assess the participation of women in the development process. The

[~aim of this multi-sectoral evaluation is to develop general and

~sector-specific guidelines for the integration of wornen in EEC-

funded projects. This report concerns the field mission to the

Programme, the purpose of which was to evaluate the extent of

women’s integration in the rural water (and sanitation) project in

Swaziland.

The evaluation was carried out by Ms L. Hoffman, Rural Water Supply

Sociologist, who was in Swaziland from 23 July to 12 August 1989

and held talks with the staff of the EC Delegation, various

national- and district-level government officials, local WID (women

and development) experts, bilateral donors, NGOs and community

menibers as well as individual women.

Some 11 communities were visited during the field work, including

Lomé II and III project communities as well as coimnunities served

under the USAID, ODA and Emanti Esevi projects. Subsequent to the

completion of the field work, the findings and preliminary

conclusions were presentedand discussedat a joint debriefing in

Mbabane.

1.1.1 The Project

The EDF Rural Water Supply Progranime in Swaziland began in 1983

under Lomé II funding as a project to improve the health and living

conditions of the rural population. The provision of a safe water

supply situated within a reasonable distance of the homesteads is

expected to improve the beneficiary rural population’s health and

increase labour productivity, the latter having a positive effect
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on Lood production and income. The improved water supplies are

provided for domestic purposes, Le. drinking, cooking and food

preparation, washing dishes, bathing and laundry.

Women and children are expected to benefit mast from the time- and

labour-saving opportunity offered by the improved supplies, as they 1
have the main responsibility for water collection.

During the first phase of the Programme, the Lomé II project’s

components included community development extension activities and

the construction of 11 reticulated pipeline/standpipe water

schemes. The first phase ended - after extension - in 1988. The

second phase, under Lomé III funding, which is currently in

progress began in 1988 and is expected to have a 3.5-year duration.

The Lomé III project aims to provide water schemes to 12 commun-

ities, with a total of 18,000 inhabitants, giving them a per capita

water consumption of 30 litres/day. The project applies a more

integrated approach and combination of components as a means

towards its alm of improving health. In addition to the construc-

tion of the water schemes, the components inciude the community

\ self-help construction of ventilated, iniproved pit (VIP) latrines,

community development extension and training of the community

~members, as well as health education and maintenance activities.

Expatriate technical assistance is also provided to the implement-

ing agency, the Rural Water Supply Board (RWSB), to assist in the

coordination of project activities, in particular the synchroniz-

ation of the social and technical phases of the project, as well as

in the coordination of the health education activities and in the 1
provision of training to the community members. Counterpart

training is also to be provided to RWSBstaff.

The implernentation and construction of rural water supplies comes

under the responsibility of the RWSB of the Ministry of Natural 1
Resources, Land Utilization and Energy (MONR). The implementation

of both Lomé II and III differs from other ongoing water projects 1
in that commercial engineering consultants and contractors

1
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implement the design and construction activites in the EDF-funded

rural water projects, with the RWSB responsible for the overall

supervision of the projects and the implementation of all other

project activities, including the community development, health

education and training components.

Community participation and cominunity responsibility for the

management,maintenance and recurrent operation and maintenance

(O&M) costs are the two essential elements which characterize the

first and second phases of the project.

However, in its community developmentactivities, the second phase

places a much stronger emphasis than the first on preparing,

mobilizing and training the communities and putting into place a

community-based management and maintenance system.

1.1.2 Procedure

This evaluation of the Swaziland Rural Water Supply Programine

concentrates on the various phases of the project cycle in

exainining:

- the community needs assessment

- - the comniunity development, health education and training

activities

- community participation during the design and construction of

the water schemes

- community participation in maintenanceactivities

- the community-basedmanagementand maintenancesystem.

The following questions arose at the following stages of the

project:

During project planning and design:

- what is the relatjon between the project’s strategy, resources

and activities and its objectives?

- does the project design reflect women’s important role in water

supply and sanitation and identify wonien as a target group?
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- what is the relation between the project objectives and the

activities of women?

- have affordability studies specifically directed at women been

carried out?

During project implementation: 1
- were women consulted as to their water needs and uses?

- did women participate in decision-making for the design of

supplies?

- what was the level of women’s participation in coinmunity

development and training activities? 1
- what was the level of women’s participation in the management

and maintenance of supplies?

- what was the level of women’s financial participation in the

recurrent maintenance costs?

- does the effective involvement and participation of women in the

design, management and maintenance of the supplies:

lead to an increased and correct usage of the supplies? 1
improve the community’s capacity to manage and maintain the

supplies?

lead to a greater reliability of the supplies and a better

rate of functioning?

lead to a greater level of sustainability? 1
Two questions are central to the evaluation: are women integrated

in all project activities and what are the consequences of the

(non-)integration of women for project efficiency and effective-

ness? In addition, an assessment is made of the project’s effects

upon women and the comniunity in general. -

The actual project evaluation is preceded by an overview of the

situation of women in Swaziland with special emphasis on the

position of women and female-headed househoids in the rural areas.
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1.2 Summaryof Findings and Conciusions

1.2.1 Planning and Design of Lomë II and III Projects

In comparisonwith the Lomé II project, a markediniprovement can be

seen In the planning and design of the Lomé III project.

Aiming for a reduction of water-related diseases and a general

improvementin the rural population’s health and living conditions,

the ~.6~JI- project activities deal mainly with the installation of

the ~water supplies, and the project’s budgetdeals with the people

and materials neededto instali the new facilities.

The project’s objectives and its activities are inconsistent in

that It is difficult to leap from the installation of a number of

new water s~chemesto en improvement in the health of the commun-

Itles without first providing for en effective utilization and

sustainability of the water supplies.

The essential role women have to play in reaching these objectives

has beenoverlooked; women havenot beenidentified as a key target

clientele of the project’s activitles and their priorities have not

beenconsidered in the project’s policy-making.

rfrhe design of the Lomé III project reflects a serious attempt to

/~provide for the intermediateobjectives of en effective functioning

1 and utilization of installations. The project activities deal with

the preparation, organization, education and training of the

communities so that they will be well informed, understand their

responsibilities, be organizedand be competentto assuineresponsi-

bility for their operation and maintenance tasks, as well as

acquire a basic understanding of health which will motivate a

hygienic and consistent use of the facilities.

Moreover, the community participation approach, which was very

limited in the first phase (Lomé II), now allows for a greater

degree of community involvement. However, the project’s improved

community participation strategy does not provide any safeguard
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that women will also participate in activities on a systematic 1
basis throughout the project.

1.2.2 Women’s Roles and Needs 1
Women, who are traditionally responsible for the collection, use 1
and management and maintenance of traditional water sources, have

vested interests in the establishmentof a safe and reliable water

supply and sanitation system. Theseinterests concerntheir health

and that of their fainilies, their productive useof water and waste

and the time and energy saved that may be used for other activ- 1
ities. For the women in this project, water is a major priority.

One of the dominant features of Swaziland is the labour migration.

The rural areas are, to a large extent, devoid of able-bodied men.

Women remain behind and, consequently, the proportion of female-

headed households, both de facto and de jure, may go as high as

50%. In many of the households,women are the sole providers for 1
themselvesand their children.

The high rate of male labour migration means that women are faced

with extra responsibilities. Some 70% of’ all agricultural work is

carried out by women with some assistancefrom children. The major 1
taak of food production also falis upon women, as do the majority

of community self-help activities, construction or other activ- 1
ities.

Women are overburdened by their tasks as mothers, household

managers, food producers and economicproducersof a cash income to

cover the family’s subsistence. Before the introduction of

improved water supplies, a woman’s workload amountedto a 16-hout’

working-day, four hours of which were spent on the arduous task of

water collection. Conveniently located water supplies can provide

/ women with a 25% time saving, freeing them to engage in their much

needed income-generating activities.

Men and women have separate financial responsibilities, incomes and

savings. Women are responsible for paying a large part of the

1
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householdexpenditures,including those related to water. The most
frequently heard complaint of women is their lack of time coupled

with their need to generate a cash income.

1—~-Several constraints limit a woman’s ability to productively

generate cash: her lack of direct access to land, her lack of

access to credit facilities and outside labour and her lack of

access to appropriate skills and extension services.

Another major constraint is the limited supply of water, as a large

nuniber of women’s productive income-generating activities, such as

vegetable gardening and brewing beer require en accessible water

supply. The cash generated from such activities provides women

with the means to support the fainily and, as is often the case, pay

the water fees for the recurrent O&M costs.

1.2.3 Project Design and Womenas a Target Group

Women have been established as the principal beneficiaries of the

improved supplies, which will alleviate the time-consumingburden

of water collection. However, the Lomé II and III projects have

- not acknowledged woinen’s role in the project as independent

ecônomicproducers and co-funders of the O&M costs, or as partners

in the decision-makingand in community managementand maintenance

of the installations.

The implicit assuinption underlying both projects is that cost

recovery and all O&M costs would be the male household head’s

responsibility. This assuinption has acted as a constraint to

project planners and managementcarrying out affordability studies

to determine who within a householdwould pay the water fees and

whether they had sufficient income to do so, particularly the

female householdheads.

Consequently, women were not acknowledged as a separate target

group with their own interests and needs in generating cash to pay

the water fees. The project has been designed to provide women

with water to carry out their domestic tasks as housewives and
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mothers, but not to use for economicpurposes,which women needin

their role as generatorsof cash to pay for the water fees.

1.2.4 hiomen’s Participation During Implementation

During the initial stages of Phase 1, women’s participation in

project activities was rather limited. Women were scarcely

involved in the planning and design of the water schemesand were

greatly under-representedin the water committees which decide on

water-use regulations and tariffs, hours of operation of public

standpipes, etc.

Thus, during Phase 1 women have, to a large extent, been displaced

from their traditional role as water managers, responsible for key

decisions regarding water. The RWSBtechnical design criteria and

water-use policy precluded women from being consulted as to their

water needs. The use of coinmercial consultants and contractors

precluded women from collaborating in the design and siting

decisions.

A socio-cultural bias towards men in decision-making and technical

functions, combined with the selection process applied to select

the community water committeesdid not favour women’s participation 1
in the community-basedmanagementand maintenancesystem.

The community participation approachand the limited amount of time

the community developmentworkers had to organize the communities

were also contributing factors which favoured male predominance

during Lomé II.

One area, however, where there has been a high level of women’s

participation - of’ten higher than that of the men - is in the

financing of the 0&M costs. Women were found to be solely

responsible for paying the monthly water fees in ~0% of the

househoids, while in another 30% they shared this expense with

their husbands.

1
1
1
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Thus, women account for 70% of the target clientele financing the

O&M costs. Of crucial importance for the viability of the water

schemesis the fact that some 30% of the househoids(amongstwhich

f’emale-headedhouseholds predominate) cannot af ford to pay the

monthly water fees.

In the Lomé II communities, there has been a gradual change, and

a progressive increase in the level of women’s participation in

those water committees where the water schemes have been in

operation the longest. Some of the communities recognized that

their majority male leadershipcommitteeswere poorly motivated and

ineffective in ensuring a reliable operation of the water schemes

and called for new lections. Consequently, women hold prominent

management and ]rea ers ip posit~ons in several of the water

committeestoday.

The recent training provided to the communitieshas also been en

important factor in providing women with the confidence and

—competenceto function well in their managementpositions. Some

5~ of the participants attending the training workshops were

—1-women. Women’s participation in the training has increased the

water committees’ ability to continue with the management and

mamntenanceof the water schemesonce project assistanceends.

Improvementsin the design and approachof the Lomé III project are

also facilitating women’s participation in the communitymanagement

and maintenance and in the planning and design of the water

schemes.

More attention is now given to the preparation, organization and

education of the cominunities and to the training of the water

committeemembers. Attempts are made to involve the communities in

the choice of technical equipmentby first providing them with the

background information so that they can make inf’ormed choices.

Women are taking en active role in these discussions. However,

women’s participation is not yet commensuratewith their important

role in water and sanitation becauseno active policy has been
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adopted to encourage the participation of women on a systematic

basis.

1.2.5 Impact of the Project 1
Women themselves perceive the improved water supplies as a major

improvement in their lives, contributing to:

- a reduction in their workload and 25% time saving

- the availability of water for personal hygiene and bathing as

well as for other domestic tasks -

- a reduction in water- (and sanitation)-related diseases 1
affecting their fainilies, particularly the infants and children.

In general, the daily per capita water consuniption has increased

-‘~----~from 5-10 litres to 25-30 litres. The principal changes in water-

use pattern~ are that women have a sufficient supply of accessible 1
water to carry out their domestic activities so that they for

example no longer have to bathe or do laundry at the river. The

availability of water has reduced women’s workload by some 25%,

giving them more time to rest, carry out other chores and engagein

income-generatingactivities.

Thesepositive benefits are not evenly distributed amongthe women, 1
however. In en increasing number of communities served with

improved supplies, access to the tap is denied to those households

who do not pay their monthly water fees. Therefore, during any

~~~iven month, 30% of the women derive no benefits from the improved

water supplies. 1
In some of the communitieswhere the majority of the community have 1
difficulty paying the O&M costs, the water committeehas restricted

overall water consumption. The daily per capita water consumption

in these communities is only 5-10 litres. In such cases the

—_-~projectbenefits are severely curtailed.

1
Moreover, if access to the iniproved water supply is determined by

a household’s financial ability to pay the fees, the project may

-~.inadvertently be increasing the disparity between the “have” and

1
1
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“have-nots”, with the “have-nots” usually being female-headed

households.

In terms of the viability of the water schemes, the 25% time saving

the rnajority of the women are now experiencing is of crucial

importance, as it is this additional time which permits women, to

a large extent, to earn the cash which finances the functioning

costs of the water schemes.

However, women’s special needs in increasing their income-earning

capacities were not taken into account during project planning and

design. Hence, the women are not able to use the additional time

in the most cost-effective and productive way at present. The

income earned by the women is often insufficient to pay for the

additional expense of the water. In order to maximize the economic

benefits of the additional time and engage in productive activ-

~-j ities, women will need access to training, skills, credit lines,

extension services and, above all, a convenient supply of water.

The project’s presentwater-usepolicy is counter-productive to its

goal of sustainability, becauseas long as women are not allowed

- to use the improved water supply for productive ends, they will

have difficulty in financially sustaining the supply.

1.2.6 Consequencesof Women’s (Non-)Integration on Project

Efficiency and Effect iveness

A significant consequenceof the non-integration of women as

partners in the design and decision-making and in the management

tand maintenanceduring Lomé II, is the negativeeffect this has had
1 on the viability and sustainability of the project.

On the one hand, the lack of women’s involvement in the planning

and design of the water schemeshas resulted in the supplies not

fully meeting women’s water needs and hence not providing en

optimal andeffective utilization. On the other hand, the inappro-

priate siting of the standpipes has resulted in higher operating

costs and managementproblems for the communities. This has
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contributed in some cases to the non-functioning of the water

schemes and in others to the loss of investments.

The inappropriate siting of some of the standpipes has indirectly 1
contributed to the higher water fees which some of the poorer

households, especially the female-headed househoids, cannôt afford. 1
Consequently, the women in these househoids are excluded from --

access to the improved water supply.

Wonien’s lack of participation in the community management and

- decision-making for the water schemes has resulted in the adoption 1
1 of tariff policies which do not take women’s needs into account and

are in fact very unfavourable to women. Women’s exclusion from the

decision-making has thus been counter-productive to the project’s

effectiveness. In some cases coverage was not achieved, in others

women have been obliged to continue using contaminated water 1
sources.

Overall then, there has been a reduction of project benefits as

well as en inequitable distribution of benefits to the disadvantage

of the poorer households in which the women are the providers.

By contrast, wherever women have participated in the management of

the water supplies as partners in the decision-making, their

involvement has contributed to the improvement of project effi-

ciency and effectiveness. Women have been instrumental in

~ft1trOduci~ng en effective cost recovery system and financial

managementsystem - both essential for the sustainability of the

supplies. Women’s participation in key management positions within

the water committees has strengthened the committees’ organiz- 1
ational and problem-solving capacity, contributing to the ability

of the committees to function autonomously and be less dependent

upon the community development workers.

The strongest argument for the integration of’ women as partners 1
with the men in the project is one of cost-effectiveness, seeing as

the cost of not including women during Lomé II was lower project

effectiveness, inefficiency and a low rate of functioning of the -

1
- 1
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supplies. The inclusion of women as partners with the men in

management, operation and maintenance can greatly increase the

project’s success in achieving its objectives of effective

utilization, functioning and sustainability.

1.3 Main Recommendations

1. Project management should explicitly acknowledge the role of

women as active partners with the men in the communities in

planning and design, decision-makingand community management

and maintenance,and as co-financers of the O&Mcosta.
--

2. An active policy should be ad~pted to encourage the participa-

tion of women throughout the project. The promotion of

women’s participation should be included in the community

development workers’ task description.
--

3. In order to effectively promote women’s involvement in project

activities, the community deve1opment~workers will require

further training: -- - -

- in the assessment of women’s needs

- — in identifying the existing constraints to women’s

involvement

- in the methods to promote women’s participation.

4. Affordability studies should be carried Out in all Lomé III

communities to determine who in the household will be

responsible for paying the water fees and whether they have

«~/ sufficient income to do so.

5. In the interests of the effective functioning and sustainabil-

ity of the water supplies, the RWSB should make a concerted

effort to collaborate with other government agencies, donors

and NGOs which are active in the project areas in the

provision of the services and inputs necessary to improve the

/ income-earning capacities of those with the most urgent cash

needs - the female household heads.
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6. It is recommended that the RWSB critically review and re-

assessits current water-usepolicy, so as to enablewomen to

use the water for productive purposes.

7. In order to increase women’s participation in particular and

participation of the community in general in the planning and

design of the water schemes the project should:

- draw up a protocol defining the design decisions open to

community choice

- prepare a detailed work plan specifying how the software

and hardware components will be woven together and who will 1
be responsible for what, at what time and in what place.

8. The training of the committee members and water operators!

attendants must take place before the watër supplies are put

into operation, so that the community memberswill be skilled 1
and competent to carry out their managementand maintenance

responsibilities when the water schemes are handed over to

them. Training should be provided to each and every committee

member and water operator/attendant. The location, duration

and content of the training workshops should be arranged 50 as

to encourage women’s full attendance.1
9. In order to foster community responsibility and ownership of

the supplies, a reciprocal, mutually-binding contract

specifying maintenanceand repair responsibilities should be

signed by the community and the RWSB at the handing-over

ceremony. Women’s prominent role in water supply should be

strengthened and given public recognition by placing women in

the centre of attention at the public ceremony. 1
10. In order to improve project efficiency and effectiveness, a

monitoring and evaluation system should be implemented. This

een serve as a tool to monitor project progress and make

necessary adjustments, to monitor women’s participation and -~

its effect upon the achievement of the project’s goals, and to

assess the effects of the project on the women and men. 1

1
1
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11. A female national coordinator/advisor should be appointed to

the RWSB to provide institutional strengthening and the

assistarice required in the implementation of Lomé III to:

- promote women’s and community participation

- coordinate the training of communities and the inputs and

delivery of services needed to improve women’s income-

earning capacities

- iinplement a monitoring system.

12. Short-term (three-month) female technical assistance is

required to assist the RWSB and provide backstopping and on-

the-job training to the female coordinator in carrying out her

tasks.
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2.1 Purpose and Proceedings of the Evaluation

The developmentaid of the EuropeanCominunity attempts to enhance

the participation of women in the development process. A resol-

ution stipulating the integration of woinen in EDF projects was

accepted by the European Cominunity Council of Ministers and

endorsed by all ACP countries in 1982. Six years after the

declaration of this policy it was deemed timely to assess the

resuits.

A “Thematic Evaluation on the Integration of Women in Rural

Development” was launched, comprising the evaluation of a number of

EDF projects in different African ACP countries. The thematic

evaluation, carried out by BMB/FEMCONSULT, concentrateson the role

of women in the sectors of agriculture, livestock, rural water

supply and forestry, and aims to produce a set of general and

sector-specific recommendations with a view to identifying the most

appropriate and effective project strategies and measuresfor the

integration of women. The mission to the Swaziland Rural Water

Supply Programme forms part of this comprehensive evaluation

exercise.

f/The purpose of this mission was to evaluate the integration of

women in the Rural Water Supply Programme Lomé II and Lomé III

projects in Swaziland. The Terms of Reference for the mission are

provided in Annex 1.

The goals of the mission were:

- to assess women’s participation in the project

- to evaluate whether women’s needs and interests have been taken

into account in the different phases of the project cycle

- to investigate whether baseline data on the position and role

of women have guided project preparation

- on the basis of these data, to assess the effects of the project

on the position of women with respect to income-generating

2. INTRODUCTION

v

1
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capacity, access to means of production, workload, social

status, decision-inaking position and living conditions

- to analyse the consequencesof (non-)integration of women for

the achievement of’ project goals

- to assess the appropriatenessof project objectives for the

enhancement of women’s status

- to recoinmendadjustments for ongoing projects

- to formulate conclusions and recommendations for a more

systematic involvement of women in EDF-funded projects.

The evaluation was carried out by Ms L. Hoffman, Rural Water Supply

Sociologist. The mission in Swazilandwas carried out from 23 July

to 12 August 1989.

2.2 Methodology

The checklist “Evaluation of the Role of Women in Rural Water

Supply and Sanitation Projects” served as a guideline for the

collection of data and information (see Annex 2).

- Prior to the mission, documentation and literature on the project

and the role of women in Swazilandwere consulted (seeAnnex 3) and

interviews were held at EEC headquartersin Brussels.

In the field, data were collected from as wide a variety of levels

as possible. Interviews and discussions were carried out by the

project at national level with staff of the EC Delegation and other

EC projects as well as with representatives of various ministries,

i.a. the MONR, the Ministry of Health (MOH) and the Ministry of

Agriculture and Cooperatives (MOAC) - Home Economics Section - as

well as the RWSBand the Department of Community Development.

Discussions were also held with staff of the bilateral donors and

NOOs active in the rural water and sanitation sector. Representa-

tives of national women’s organizations and NOOs active in WID were

also interviewed. Moreover, discussions were held with representa-

tives and credit officers from various national development banks.
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Meetings were held at project level with RWSB field staff at the

district and community level, and district-level health personnel

were met. A visit was also made to a training centre for rural

health motivators. (See Annex 4 for a list of the persons met.)

To obtain detailed information on the communities in general and

the situation of women at community level in particular, a

combination of planned and unplanned meetings were carried out in

a sample of eight EDF project communities, located throughout the

four districts, which were either already served or going to be

served with en improved water supply.

For purposes of comparison, three other communities served with en

improved water supply under other bilateral donor and NGOprojects

were also included in the survey. During the field work, the

Consultant was accompanied at various times by RWSB community

development extension workers, health inspectors and women

representatives from the MONR as well as the RWSBDesign Engineer

and the EDF technical assistanceProject Expert.

The selection of the 11 communities inciuded in the field work, a -

list of which i~~pr-ovïd~ in Annex 5, was made in conjunction with

the RWSBDesign Engineer according to the following criteria: 1
- duration of time the scheme was in operation

- community developmentconsidered successful or not

- socio-economiccharacteristics

- accessibility - distance of community from market and major road

- geographical representativeness. 1
In addition to group discussions attended by both women and men, 1
sometimes up to 60 people, meetings were also held which were

attended only by women.

Impromptu discussions were also carried out with women gathered to

wash clothes. To complement the group discussions and meetings, 1
individual interviews were held with women during visits to their

homes. Moreover, direct observation was made of water collection

and water-use behaviour at the water points. Finally, visits were

1
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made to reservoirs, pumping houses, pipelines and standposts to

assess the performance and functioning of the water supplies.

Subsequent to the completion of the field work, the Consultant

presented her findings and preliminary conclusioris at a joint

debriefing, during which feedback was given by the interested

parties of the rural water and sanitation sector andWID progranimes

attending.

2.3 Main Characteristics of the Project

2.3.1 General Project Characteristics

The mud-term target of the national rural water supply and

sanitation sector is to provide safe water to 50%, and improved

sanitation to 33% of the rural population by the end of 1991.

To date only partial coverage has been achieved with 37% of the

rural population servedwith improved water supplies and 15% with

improved sanitation.

Thé EDF Rural Water Supply Progranunein Swaziland (Phases1 and II)

represents EEC support to the national sector in achieving its

target.

The overall objective of Phases 1 and II is to improve the health

and living conditions of’ the rural population. The provision of

sufficient and safe water within a reasonable distance of’ the

homesteads, sanitary facilities and health education (Phase II) is

expected to iniprove the beneficiary users’ health and increase

labour productivity, the latter having a positive effect on food

production and income.

Improved water supplies are provided for drinking end for domestic

purposes, i.e. cooking, food preparation, washing dishes, bathing

and laundry. Women and children are expected to benefit most from
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the time- and labour-saving opportunity offered by the project, as

they have the main responsibility for water collection.

The first phase of the Programme, the Lomé II Rural Water Supply 1
Project, started in 1983. Originally scheduled to be of three

years’ duration, the project was extended until 1988 to allow for

the completion of all 11 water supply schemes. At project

completion the 11 water supply schemes provided 25 litres of

water/day to some 17,000 rural inhabitants, situated in 11 comznun-

ities spread Out over the country. The original budget for Phase1

was ECU 2.k5 mullion, but actual expenditure has remained below the 1
budgeted amount at ECU 1,392,000.

All but two of’ the schemes serve communities with schools, while

six of the communities have clinics as well. Overall, 31.5% of the

population served by the project are school pupils and staff. The 1
project’s major emphasis during the first phase was to provide

coverage through the construction of’ rural water schemes. 1
The water schemes involve the extraction of groundwater through

boreholes, using submersible punips with reticulated gravity

pipeline distribution through public standpipes. Five of the

schemesare powered by diesel generators, while the remainder are 1
connectedto the national electricity grid.

Project activities carried out during Phase1 inciuded:

- construction of water supplies

- community developmentextension. 1
Phase II of’ the programnie, the Lomé III project, which is currently 1
in progress, began in 1988 and is expected to have a duration of

3.5 years. Some 12 communities spread out over the four adminis-

trative regions are to be served with improved water schemes,

providing the 18,000 rural inhabitants with a daily per capita

consuinption of’ 30 litres of’ water. Project activities plannedand 1
currently under way for Phase II inciude:

- construction of water supplies

- self-help community construction of VIP latrines -

1
1
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- community development extension and training

- health education

- maintenanceactivities.

The design of Lomé III, the second phase, reflects a more inte-

grated approach to improving health in that its project components

include water supplies and community self-help constructed

sanitation f’acilities as well as health education. In addition, a

major eniphasis is placed upon the institutional and human resource

development of’ the RWSB in the form of technical assistance and

counterpart staff training. Training will also be provided to the

12 communities served.

The budget of ECU 2.6 inillion has been allocated for:

- the drilling of 30 boreholes

- the construction of 12 reticulated pipeline water schemes

- ventilated, improved latrine supplies for 2,400 latrines

- technical assistance (3.5 years)

- counterpart training for RWSB staff

- local training seminars and external conferences for RWSBstaff

- training courses for 12 communities in management, operation

and maintenance

- the preparation of health education visual aids

- the engineering consultents’ contract

- contractors for construction work.

The project will be carried out over three implementation years

with the first activities already under way in the I-Ihohho region.

To date, 16 potential communities have been identified by the RWSB,

but ultimately only 12 will be inciuded in the final selection.

The implementation and construction of rural water supply schemes

fails under the responsibility of the RWSB, en agency of the MONR.

During both Phase 1 and II, however, the RWSBhas beenpreviously

committed to other donor-funded projects and has not had the

construction capacity to implement the EDF-funded water schemes by

direct labour.
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Therefore, the implementation of the Lomé II and III projects -

differs from the other donor water supply projects in that special

arrangements have been made for the EDF to fund commercial

engineering consultants for the design, tendering and supervision

of the water schemes as well as borehole drilling contracts and

commercial construction work contracts.

Nevertheless, the overall executing and supervisory agency for the

project is the RWSB. The selection of cominunities, the siting of

boreholes, community mobilization and training, the supervision of

sanitation works and technical aspects of the maintenence of the 1
water schemesall fali under the RWSB’s responsibility.

During Phase 1, en RWSB engineer supervised the project and

coordinated its implementation. However, during Phase II the

Project Expert (technical assistance) is to assist the RWSB in

performing these tasks. He is also to assist in strengthening the -

RWSB through counterpart staff’ training in the installation of a

computerized data base for water supply activities end en account-

ing system. 1
The tasks of the Project Expert also inciude menaging the project’s

imprest account and providing assistance in carrying Out the 1
training workshops for the community members.

The activities of the RWSB are carried Out from the

construction/maintenancedepots, located in each of the country’s

four administrative regions. Maintenance activities which were

centralized under Phase 1 will now be decentralized under the

current reorganization plans which will create the separate 1
maintenenceunits within each district.

All community development extension activities are carried out by

the RWSB’s community development staff. During the first phase the

community development field staff was united to two workers. 1
However, the staff has recently been enlarged to allow for one

community development worker to be based in each of the four 1
districts, so that a larger field staff of four will be able to -

1
1
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implement the community development extension activities during

PhaseII.

In addition, these four staff, assisted by the Project Expert, are

also responsible for training the communities in the management,

operation end maintenenceof the supplies. The community develop-

ment workers initially received training in community participation

techniques. More recently, however, in the context of another

donor project, they have been provided with follow-up skills

upgrading in community organization techniques, communication

skills, problem-solving and financial accountability/water fee

collection methods.

The mechanical technicians from each of the RWSBdistrict mainten-

ance units are to provide technical training to the community’s

water operators and attendants in the operation of the water

schemes and simple maintenance and repairs.

It should be pointed Out that Phase 1 did not include a budget for

such community training activities. As the RWSB did not have

adequate finances to fund such training itself, during the Lomé II

project the communities did not receive management, operation and

maintenance training until 1989.

Health education linked to sanitation works, a new activity

implemented in the second phase, fails under the responsibility of

the Health Inspectorate of the MOH.

Liaison with the RWSB is accomplished through the Public Health

Unit, which has been set up in coordination with the MOH. Regional

health inspectors are directly involved in the community develop-

ment meetings.

The Health Education Progranime inciudes information on water- end

sanitation-related diseases, hygiene education and proper use of’

water supply and sanitation systems. Health education materials

are prepared by the Health Education Centre of the MOH.
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2.3.2 Maintenance System

The maintenance requirements of reticulated pipeline/s tandpipe

water schemes consist of:

- paying electricity or diesel-fuel buis (operating costs), minor

repairs such as broken taps and valves, and cleaning intakes and

drains, etc.

- major repairs such as pipeline, generator and pump breakages,

pump control and electrical equipment, replacement of parts and

equipment, preventive rnaintenance end servicing of equipment.

The maintenance and repair of the water supply schemes are the

joint responsibility of the RWSB (for the major repairs and-

replacement of equipment - a service that has been provided free of

charge to date) and the community (for operation, minor repairs and

simple maintenance). The communities are responsibie for paying

all recurrent O&M costs themselves.

Community responsibility for the management, operation and

maintenence of the water schemeis en underlying principle of’ all

RWSBrural water projects, including Lomé II and III. Hence, one

of the project’s goals is to assist the communities in putting into

place a viable community-based management and maintenance system as

well as a community financing scheme to cover the recurrent 0&M

costs. 1
Therefore, cominunities must establish a special fund to meet these

costs. The amount to be collected by the community’s water

committee treasurer is decided on the basis of the nunber of

homesteads and the anticipated running costs of’ the water scheme.

The RWSBestimates E 2 (ECU 1) to be the average monthly contribu-

tion per homestead in existing schemes.

With en average of’ 100 homesteads per scheme, this contribution is

expected to cover a coinmunity’s annual 0&M costs, the anticipated

level of which is set out in the following table.

1
1
1
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Item

Anticipated Annual Cost
per Scheme

ECU E

Electricity or diesel-fuel
bills

Minor repairs

Total

650 - 850

250 - 400

900 - 1,250

1,430 - 1,870

550 - 880

1,980 - 2,750

To date, the RWSB has provided its maintenance and repair service

free of charge to the communities. Repair calls are received

either by the District Community Development Officer or the

Maintenance Supervisor of the cent~’aldepot who in turn assigns his

staff to attend to the reported problem. However, once the re-

organizatioh and decentralization of’ the maintenance structure

takes place, this repair service will be carried out from the

district depots.

An additional task of the mechanical technicians based at the

district depots will be to train the community-selected water

supply attendants to carry out simple maintenance and minor repair

tasks. As already mentioned, during the Lomé II project this

training did not take place, as no funding had been foreseen by the

project. This type of training, however, is budgeted for and

scheduled during the Lomé III project.

In addition to this training, the communities’ water operators are

expected to recieve on-the-job training in the operation of the

equipment of their schemes by working closely with the RWSBcrew

during the construction phase. However, in order to benefit from

such practical, on-the-job experience, there must be a provision

for community involvement during construction on a voluntary or

paid basis, so that the selected water operators can work alongside

the crew.
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2.3.3 Project Community Development Approach

Phase 1

1
The implementation of a water project begins with a water supply

request from the community. On receipt of the request, the RWSB

design team, consisting of the Design Engineer, the Public Health

Engineer, the Head Community Developruent Officer, the District

Community Development Officer and the District Construction Clerk

of Works makes a preliminary site visit to assess the technical

feasibility of’ the proposed scherne, the existing water supply 1
situation end important health problems related to the unavail-

ability of’ water end sanitation f’acilities.

Subsequent to this initial visit by the design team, the District —

CommunityDevelopinent Officer convenes a meeting with the community u
leaders to explain the processto be followed end discuss community

responsibilities in order to receive assistance from the RWSB/

project.

The community is expected to:

- establish a water committee

-- participate in the construction of the water schemes (voluntary

labour for trenching and backfilling the pipeline, digging the

soakage pit and filling it with stones)

- set up a finencial management system to cover the operating

costs and minor mainteriance

- nominate a member of the community to act as water supply

operator/attendant, to be responsible for the operation,

maintenance and minor repairs of’ the water schenie.

The community leaders are expected to transmit this information to

the community. Subsequently, a foliow-up meeting for the entire

community is held at which the water committee is selected by the

comrnunlty and a community member is selected for training as the

local operator/attendant.

1
1
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At this same meeting, a Memorandum of Understandingis signed by

the RWSBand a representative of the community (often the chief),

which outlines all the aforementionedcommunity responsibilities.

In principle, construction of the water supply scheme is only to

take place once the community is mobilized, prepared and fully

organized and understands and accepts its managementand financial

responsibilities.

Final project selection of the conimunities by the RWSB was based

upon the feasibility of a water supply source and the community’s

need in relation to its health/water suppiy and sanitation

situation.

Phase II

The approach appiied in Phase II, although similar to that applied

during Phase 1, contains certain adaptations to allow for putting

a community-based managementand maintenance system into piece.

Subsequent to the initial site visit by the RWSB design team, the

District Community Development Officer, accompanied by a regional

health inspector or assistent, convenes a meeting with the entire

community in order to explain the proceduresto be foilowed and the

community participation inputs expected before a community can

qualify for project selection and be served by a water scheme.

The approach followed inciudes a strong emphasis upon securing that

the community is prepared and mobilized before the inception of the

project. The expected community participation includes:

- formation of a water and senitation committee, responsible for

organizing the community, managing the accounts, operating the

systems and arranging minor maintenance;

- establishmentof en operating and running costs fund (mainten-

ance f’und) containing a minimum initial amount of E 1,000 (ECU

450) and deposited in a bank account. Once the minimum target

is met, the community should make inonthly contributions on a

homestead-to-homestead basis to ensure the operation of the

schemes;
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- mobilization of the community to construct VIP latrines prior

to the implementation of the water project;

- involvement of the community in excavating and backfilling

trenches, digging a soakagepit and filling It with stones; 1
- nomination of three members of the community to act as local

water operators/attendants.

At a subsequent meeting the District Community Development Officer

returns to the community to assist it in the orgenization of’ its 1
water end sanitation committee.

During further preparation meetings, the Health Inspector or Health

Assistent returns to the coinmunity to carry out water and sanita-

tion health education in order to mobilize the communities to

construct the improved latrine facilities, using the materials

provided by the project, the ventilation pipes end concrete slabs. 1
Only when the Community Development Officer and the Health

Inspector feel that the community has satisfied the preconditions,

is the community preselected. In addition to the identification of

en adequate water source, the new criteria the project has adopted

in its selection of’ the communities to be served with en improved

water supply during Lomé III are community readiness in:

- electing its water and sanitation committee

- establishing its maintenence fund and depositing the fund in a

bank account

- selecting its water operators and attendants

- constructing latrines. 1
It is important to point out that, as the project will only serve

12 communities in total, only those communities which provide these

inputs in the shortest time will be selected to be included in the

Lomé III project.

At a later stage, the training of the water and sanitation 1
committee members and the local water operators and attendants

takes place.

1
1
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Upon completion of the water works, the water schemeis handedover

to the community by the RWSB at a public ceremony, symbolizing the

community’s acceptance of its management and maintenance responsi-

bilities.

2.3.4 Evaluation and Baseline Studies

Two general evaluations of’ Phases 1 and II have been carried out:

- 1987 Final Evaluation of Lomé II, Appraisal Study for Lomé III

by Geo Science Sri of Florence, Italy;

- 1988 Ex-Post Evaluation of Lomé II by the Technical Officer of

the EC Delegation in Mbabane, Swaziland.

No baseline data were collected prior to the commencement of

Lomé II. WhIle no baseline data were collected from the project

area itself’ during the appraisal of Lomé III, en attempt was made

to reconstruct the demographic, health and socio-economic household

situation based on government surveys and baseline studies and

evaluation reports of other donor-funded water projects in the

project area 1)

However, no actual aff’ordability study in the project area was

carried Out to determine the viability of the O&M costs to the

intended users.

2.4 Information on Project Area

2.4.1 Environment

Swaziland is a geographically diverse country of 17,000 kin2,

consisting of four topographic regions which greatly affect land

use, sources of water and health. Elevations in these regions vary

1) Swaziland Rural Homestead Survey. Government of Swaziland. 1978-1979.

Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices of Water and Sanitation in Swaziland. IJSAID Rural
Water-Borne Disease Control Project. 1982-1983.

Baseline Study for Swaziland Rural Water Suppliei Project. London. 1978.

Ex-Post Evaluation of Swaziland Rural Water Supplies Project. ODA. London. 1983.
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from a minimum of 60 m above sea level in the lowveld to a maximum 1
of 1,830 m in the mountainoushighveld.

The lowveid is characterized by high temperatures, low rainfall and

bush vegetation. Springs are rare and rivers are polluted and

often located at great distances from the homesteads. 1
In contrast, the highveld is well provided with water, which rises

in numerous springs and mountain streams and is generally available

near to the homesteads.

The middleveld occurs as a belt occupying the centre of the country

at elevations ranging from 330-1,070 m. The annual rainfail in 1
this hilly region ranges from 760-1,140 mm.

The Lubombo~escarpment forms a belt 10-20 kin wide end nearly 100 kin

in length in the east of Swaziland along the border with Mozam-

bique. The altitude averages 600 m and the annual rainfail is 635-
1,016 mm. -

In the highveld, rural water supplies are typically obtained from

springs and streams, while in the lowveld they are typically

obtained from groundwater which is exploited by means of boreholes. 1
The middleveld uses a combination of these two sources and on the

Lubombo escarpment small springs are the common source of water. 1
The prevalence of environmental diseases related to water and

faecal contamination is significantly higher in the lowveld than in

the highveld.

2.4.2 Project Population 1
The communities served by the Lomé II and III projects are located

throughout the rural areas of the four administrative regions:

Hhohho, Manzini, Shisleweni end Lubombo (see map on page v).

The population in 1986 was estimated at 706,000 end the rural

population consisted of 470,688 people or 70% of the total 1
population (see Subsection 3.1.2). Dispersed settlement patterns

1
1
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characterize the rural areas and the village structure is not to be

found in Swaziland. The provision of a water supply and basic

sanitary facilities remains essentially a problem of serving a

dispersed rural population. with strong traditions and leadership

structures which must be considered carefully when implementing

projects.
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3. POSITION OF RURAL WOMEN IN THE PROJECT AREA - 1

3.1 Present Position of Wornen in the Family and Coinmunity - 1
3.1.1 The Social Organization of Present-Day Swazi Society 1
The central features of the social organization are patrilinearity,

polygamy and a prof’ound division of labour according to gender.

The majority of the Swazi live on a homestead consisting of one or

more households. A homestead is a yard with a group of huts end/or 1
houses, a cattle byre and arable fields. The homestead can be

regarded as a unit of production, with the various househoids as

units of consumption.

The homesteads are dispersed over the country end vary in size from 1
less than 4 to over 40 people. About 70% of the population is

rural, residing on Swazi Nation Land (SNL), with the right to land 1
for residence, subsistence agriculture end grazing:

“Although Swaziland lacks villages in the usual sense of the
term, there are clusters of dispersed, extended-faniily

- homesteads that have a dear sense of belonging together and
coming under the authority of’ a recognized leader. Home-
steads are grouped together in a ward, otherwise known as a
community and communities in turn, are grouped together in
chiefdoms. Communities with dispersed residence, neverthe-
less, seem to be at least as organized end mobilized for
participatory development as those village-based societies
elsewhere in southern Africa.” 1) 1

Female residents outnumber males by a ratio of almost two to one

and, consequently, women perform the bulk of the agricultural and

domestic labour. 1

1
________________ 1
1) Green and isley. 1988 (rel’. ~O, Annex 3): 161-162.

1
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Almost all (97%) rural homesteads attempt to cultivate the staple

food, maize, but in en average year only half of them succeed in

growing the annual required quantity ~.

The head of’ the homestead is ideally a man (the Siswati word for

“head of the homestead” has no female form). The widow takes over

when the homestead head dies until the heir (always a son) is old

enough to succeed his father. A large homestead can sometimes

include more than one household: the head man, his wives, his

unmarried brothers and sisters, his sons when married, with wife

and children, his unmarried daughters end other distant relatives.

A small homestead, on the other hand, night just include one adult

with a child (children) 2)

Polygamy is on the decline; about one-third of the married wonien in

rural areas and 10-15% of those in urban areas are polygamously

married. Also, the role of the polygamous family is changing.

Traditionally, the polygamous family lives as en extended family on

the homestead, helping each other in the numerous homestead duties.

Nowadays, however, new patterns have emerged, with men taking

various wives who have different social and economic roles. For

example, wife one lives on the original homesteadand takes care of

thé ageing in-laws, wif’e two lives at the farm where the cattle are

kept and wife three lives in town to fulfil social duties related

to a “modern” lifestyle 3~.

Although urbanization is on the increase, the homestead still

maintains its central place in Swazi life. Migration of the mainly

male members of the homestead - in the past to the South African

mines, but nowadays more to industrial centres within Swaziland -

provides some remittances for homestead production, but these can

vary considerably, as will be discussed later.

1) de Vletter. 1983: 22; Russel, 1986: 2.

2) de Vletter. 1983.

Barendregt and Brouwer. 1985 (ref. 35. Annex 3): 19.
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1
The male head of household may therefore be absent from the

homestead due to wage labouring or to his shifting residence

between two or more homesteads in a polygamous situation. Most

Swazi spend their youth on the homestead and retire to it at a 1
later age.

Cattle are the central feature of economic, social and ritual life.

They are not only required to arrange a traditional marriage for

the bride price portion in cash; they also function as ban 1
collateral for banks. Cattle, however, are the property of men,

although women may have one or two beasts given to them on special 1
occasions; the husband has control over these beasts but does not

have the right to dispose of them.

Only about 60% of all homesteads own cattle. The number of cattle

renges from 1-100, but averages 18 per head. Economic differen- 1
tiation between rural homesteads is therefore apparent, not only in

ternis of cattle, but also in terms of access to land end to cash

through wage labour, end in terms of access to other sources.

A high percentage of the poor homesteads are headed by women. 1
Rural homesteads are not only agricultural enterprises, but can

rely on a combination of’ activities, such as agriculture, wage 1
employnient, handicrafts and other activities, or just one single -

activity ‘) 1
Traditionally, men take all major decisions on the homestead and

supervise all activities. The high rate of migration of men, 1
however, and their absence from the homestead would suggest that

this would leave women more room for decision-making. In reality,

however, women are not always allowed to fl11 this “power-vacuum”.

Major decisions, for example on crop production, livestock and

investments still require the approval of’ the homestead head.

These investment decisions have direct implications for the 1
sustainability of’ rural water supplies, as they include such

1
1
1

1) Rusael. 1986: 4.
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decisions as whether the wife will be able to allocate part of’ the

remittances from the men’s wage earnings to the homestead’s

contribution to the community’s water supply maintenance fund.

Therefore, the duality of Swazi society produces a tension which

has a great impadt on women, who make up the majority of the rural

homesteadpopulation.

3.1.2 Population, Labour Migration and the Implications for Rural

hiomen

The national census carried out in 1986 indicated that the total

population was 706,000 end that the rural population accounted for

69.6% of this total at 470,688 inhabitents. For the purposes of

rural water supply, the rural population consists of the inhabit-

ants of communally held SNL, and does not inciude the inhabitants

of the indi’vidual tenure farzns or the inhabitants of the company

industrial estates.

Provisional data from the 1986 census indicate that there are a

total of 64,987 rural homesteads end 75,160 households 1)• ~ is

worth noting that the number of homesteads is smaller than the

number of households. This suggests that perhaps 10,000 homesteads

(1~%) are composed of two households. Most literature and reports

recognize a homestead as having 10 members, but the ratio of

homesteads to the population in 1986 suggests en average of 7.4
members per homestead.

Two of the major characteristics of the Swazi population are the

high fertility rate and high proportion of children and the excess

number of females over males. The average number of’ children per

woman is 6.9; a recent USAID study, however, reveals that women in

the rural areas have 10-12 children.

In addition, there is en ever-increasing number of teenage girls

having children out of’ “wedlock”. Generally, these children are

either lef’t at en orphanage or with their maternal grandmothers

1) Summary of Homesteads. Household and Population Compoaition by Tenure, 1986 (quoted in
EEC/EDF Lomé III Rural Water Project. Pinal Report. 1987).
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(12% in rural areas, and 10% in peri-urban areas) 1)~ This

increases the number of children rural women have to care for and

further limits the amount of free time a woman has to devote to

productive economic activities. 1
The proportion of women is higher amongthe resident de facto rural

population. The ratio of males to females is 45.6% to 54.4% in the

rural areas. This is a direct result of the migration of working-

age rural men (wage-earners) to the Republic of South Africa and, 1
more recently, to the industrial and urban areas within Swaziland,

and also of the phenomenon of the male household head shifting his

place of residence between his dif’f’erent homesteads and his urban

residence in a polygamous situation.

The percentage of temporary absentees among the rural population

has risen from 4.9% in 1976 to 5.4% in 1986. While this out- 1
migration from the rural areas is not limited to men, the number of

male migrent wage-earners going to South Africa or to the indus-

trial end urban areas of Swaziland far exceeds that of female

migrants. In 1976, male migrants made up 75% of the total nuniber

of “absentees”. 1
The high rate of’ male labour migration has serious implications for

rural women. An FAO/USAID Swaziland Rural Homestead Survey

reported that:

- some 35% of all rural householdsdid not have a resident male

over the age of 16

- some 75% had at least one absent adult male 1
- some 38% of the male absentees were away for more than one year.

Labour migration does not affect all regions equally. The low-

potential areas have a markedly higher rate of labour migration.

Many migrants are able to return to their hoinesteads during the

planting season. A large number of’ this group are mme workers 1
who, because of their nine-month labour contracts cen return home -

_______________ 1
1) USAID, 1989 (ref. 23. Annex 3): 6i

1
1
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to help in pboughing and planting. Many other wage labourers,

however, cannot leave their jobs, and their contribution to

agricultural work at the homestead becomes limited to weekends and

holidays. Stil! others are daily commuters, especially the members

of homesteads bocated in the vicinity of urban/industrial or agro/

industrial areas.

The high rate of male labour migration has hada substantial impadt

on the women lef t behind, the de facto female householdheads who,

during the man’s absence, become the farm managers. This raises

important issues for rural women regarding:

- the lack of male family labour for agricultural tasks and the

solutions to this problem

- the decision-making authority cf’ women over the deployinent of

resources

- the remittance of earnings and power of’ control over their

utilization (whether the remittances are available or adequate

to cover the household’s expenses, such as farm maintenance,

f’ood, medical costs, education, water fees, etc.).

A demographicpicture emergesof en ever-increasing exodus of a

large part of the productive segment of the rural population,

leâving behind mostly f’emabe-headed households. The burden of

production within the subsistence agriculture sector falls, for the

most part, upon the shoulders of women.

The above-mentioned demographic characteristics will have definite

implications for the long-term financial sustainability of rural

water supply systems.

3.1.3 Female-Headed Househoids

According to the national income and expenditure survey carried

out in 1985, the proportion of female-headedhousehoidsin Swazi-

land is 38% 1)

1) Government of Swaziland, National Income and Expenditure Survey, 1985 (quoted in

Ginindza, 1989 - ref. 39, Annex 3: 24).
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1
A closer look at the survey figures indicates that the vast

majority (89%) of the country’s households headed by women are

situated in the rural areas. Some 53% of the 75,160 rural house-

holds are headed by women ~. 1
This proportion is not surprising when one considers the high rate

of’ male labour migration and absentee males. The total proportion

of de facto fernale-headed households in which the husband is absent

is 30-35%, and approximately 23% are de jure female-headed in which

the female head is either unmarried/an unmarried mother, divorced,

separated or widowed. 1
3.1.4 h’omen’s Legal. Status, Legal. Capacity and Economic Rights

In present-day Swazi society women are legally considered minors,

subordinated to the control of men. This situation has resulted 1
from the combined influence of the marriage laws in the Roman Dutch

law end in customary law and also the Christian religion’s teach- 1
ings, which propound the subordination of’ women to men. Together,

these ideas reinforce the present status of women being dependent

upon men.

Two different judicial systems coexist side by side today: the 1
traditional Swazi customary law end the Roman Dutch law. In

customary law, traditional values are emphasized and the female’s

legal position is based upon her traditional role as wife, child-

bearer, f’ood producer and household manager.

Although Roman Dutch law puts forward general notions such as

individual choice, freedom of control end individual property 1
rights, at the saine time it specifically accords women the status

of minors, thereby denying theni, for the most part, any individual

choice, f’reedom of control or property rights. Of ten It is not -

dear which law has to be applied to a particular case.

_____ - - -1
1) Government of Swaziland. National Income and Expenditure Survey. 1985 (quoted in

Ginindza, 1989 - rel’. 39. Annex 3: 24).

1
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Marriage according to customary law is potentiably polygainous, with

the husband having a great deal of control over his wife’s (wives’)

life (lives), covering such matters as travelling, clothing and

employment. Most property, particularly land and cattbe, belongs

to the husband, but women can pass on such minor items as household

utensils.

A wife’s earnings and any property she night acquire through her

own efforts are in principle hers. This custom, however, orig-

inates from a time when the economic possibilities which exist

today were absent for women.

Customary law is not dear as to what women’s rights are, and this

brings women a lot of hardship with regard to property. The

husbandcan take her pay-chequeor property, or when he dies, his

family can. Customary courts do not offer women protection when

such things happen 1)•

A Swazi couple can marry according to either customary law, or

Roman Dutch law, or both. Especially the latter provides a

possible trap for women. Under Roman Dutch law, property rights

are more dear, although not in favour of the wife, as a wonen has

thé status of a minor under parental guardianship to the husband or

to a male member of her fainily (father or brother).

The husband’s inarital power accorded to him by the Roman Dutch law

is of crucial importance to married women with regard to devebop-

ment. The husband has power over the property of his wife. He

administers their joint estate 1f the marriage is in community of

property or out of community of property and marital power is not

excluded. In such cases the wife cannot make loans without the

husband’s consent or be the sole owner of the business. She cannot

freely use wealth or property as collateral either. She cannot

acquire property as en individual or even obtain a travel document

or a passport without her husbend’s consent.

1) Armstrong and Nhiapo, 1985: 15-30 (quoted in van Driel. 1987 - rel’. 37, Annex 3).
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This law, therefore, places wonen in a position of perpetual

minority and is a major constraint to their ability to obtain loans

from financial institutions for business undertakings. The lack of

title to property and other assets which can be used as collateral 1
when applying for boans from financial institutions keeps women

from getting suf ficient working capital.

Some banks, however, have special arrangementsfor giving loans to

working married wonen who have their salary directly deposited in

their bank account. The ban repayment installments are automati-

cally deducted from their salary. Such arrangements, however, 1
exclude those wonen who do not have savings accounts or who do not

work in wage einpboyment.

Many men claim that, because they paid a bride price, they are

entitled to~any wealth the wife accuinulates. The husbend gives a 1
beast (beasts) to his wife’s parents in order to establish his

right to control her earnings ‘~.

In the case of divorce, there are meny problems, such as: who gets

custody over the children, who has to maintain them, is the divorce

legal according to customary law, etc. Under customary law, only

â. husband can apply for a divorce on grounds of’ his wife’s adul- 1
tery, while under Roman Dutch law both husband and wif’e cen apply

on groundsof adultery and malicious desertion. As a result, women

can be divorced according to one law, but not according to the

other, with all its legal consequences

Apart from property rights, maintenanceand child support are the

second central problem for wonen. To overcome the problems created

by the dual judicial system, a general law was passed in 1970,

overriding both laws in maintenance matters. This Maintenance Act

does not differentiate between child support and support for

husband or wife. In most cases wonen use the Act to obtain child

support from the fathers of their children. 1
1) Armstrong and Nhlapo, 1985: 30-42 (quoted in van Driel, 1987 — rel’. 37. Annex ~ 1
2) ibid.

1
1
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Due to defects in the Act itself and the duality of cultures, the

Act does not work as it should. Wonen’s ignorance of the legal

possibilities, the reluctance of male officials to apply the Act

against other men, general cultural unwillingness to take family

matters to court and the preferenceof’ men for the traditional way

of settling matters within the extended family are probably the

more expbicit reasons for the malfunctioning of the Maintenance

Act ‘).

The steadily increasing incidence of births outside marriage and

the very high birth-rate suggest en evasion on the part of some

wonen of the traditional control of’ men over wonen through the

bride price and marriage. A growing number of wonen, however, will

probably face severe dif’ficulti63 in supporting their children.

This is already en increasing problem, especially anong young

female school-leavers who become pregnent.

3.1.5 Access to Land

SNL land, comniunally owned by the Swazi nation and held by the King

in trust, is allocated to the headsof households (as a rule a man)

by chiefs in each area an a “right of use basis”. Upon pledging

aliegiance to the area chief, each applicent is assigned land for

building a homestead and cultivation. The portions designated as

pastures are used communally and while each user has the right to

cultivate his land, he cannot sell it or use it as security for

loans.

For all practical purposes, therefore, land is traditionally

controlled by men. Married and unmarried women cannot be allocated

land for eny purpose without male representation on nation land,

because of their legal position of perpetual guardianship. As a

rule, therefore, wonen get access to land through the male head of

the household who assigns his wife or the wonen of the household a

plot of land for cultivating food.

1) Armstrong and Nhlapo. 1985: 30-42 (quoted in van Driel, 1987 - rel’. 37. Annex 3).
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After the death of the male household head, it is the eldest son,

not the wife. who inherits the land. Under special circumstances,

especially amongthe female headedhouseholds,somé women are able

to get access to land in their own right by applying to the chief 1
via the representation of a male relative.

In a survey of’ a rural area in the middleveld of Swaziland, it was

found that in 1974, 22.7% of those who had right of usage of land --

were wonen. Of these, about two-thirds were from female-headed

households end the remainder were wives of the household heads 1)~

1
Married women cannot purchase property on SNL without their

husbend’s consent, but unmarried wonen can. For applications to

set up small businesses on SNL, Swazi Cominercial Ainadoa, which

controls the setting up of such businesses, requires evidence of

suff’icient working capital. 1
As the control of SNL by men is the nam basis of power remaining 1
to them, it is doubtful whether they will relinquish it. This

poses a problem for women who want to establish small businesses in

rural areas. Traditional and governinént authorities need to be

made aware of’ the negative consequences of this law on economic

devebopment, in particular because the above-mentioned legal 1
constraints hinder the majority of the population in the rural -

areas, namely the wonen, from fully contributing to economic and

rural development.

3.1.6 Wonen in Agriculture 1
Over 70% of the population live in the rural areas, and despite the 1
prevalence of wage labour among the homestead members, the rural

population, inciuding the wage labourers, depend on land for the

production of at least part of its subsistence needs. In recogni-

tion of these facts, the Rurab Devebopment Areas Programme (RDAP)

was set up with a view to reorganizing lend—use patterns, providing 1

1) Allen. C.J. (quoted in Tabibien, 1985 - rel’. 60, Annex 3).

1
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adequate infrastructure 0fl SNL and supplying inputs and extension

services.

Preferencewas given to areaswith high agricultural potential and

to “progressive farmers” who, because of’ the better resources

available to them, could af ford positive attitudes towards new

agricultural methods.

This division of the RDAP into two categories: “intensive” and

“10w” input has, however, resulted in further increasing the

economic gap between the various population groups.

Of particular importance to women, are the assumptions underlying

the design of the rural developmentprogrammesend how they affect

wonen, In en effort to slow down the rate of labour migration from

the rural areas, a policy of agricultural devebopment was adopted.

Agricultural commercialization was introduced to raise the f’armers’

income levels and, at the seine time, create new job opportunities

for the rest of the rural population.

An important factor, nevertheless, which was overbooked in the

impbementation of this policy was that families may have different

indome levels and different levels of access to resources. So

while those with better resources could benef’it from the new

agricultural policies and opportunites, those with fewer means and

more need for assistance lagged behind ~.

The current rural development policy ignores the separation of

resources end roles of husbands and wives and assumes that the

increase in men’s income is enjoyed as much by their wives and

children as by the men themselves.

The next assumptionwhich particularly affects wonen is that the

farmers were all men. This was despite the fact that in Swaziland

men only contribute one-third to the total farm work and over 20%

of honesteadsare headed by wonen (de jure) while women are de

1) Tabibian. 1985 (rel’. 60, Annex 3): 127.
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facto heads of another 30% of the househoids. Based on this

assumptiori, the input services and agricultural extension services

have been aimed at men and not at wonen, who are in fact respon-

sible for the family food production. 1
The present pattern in the division of’ agricultural labour is that

wonen, with the help of their children, perform two-thirds of the

farm work ‘~. A woman’s labour contribution to agricultural activ-

ities depends on the position she has in the household (e.g. 1
daughter-in-law or grandmother) and the access of a household

within a homestead to band, labour and capital. These factors 1
determine to what extent agriculture is undertaken and what the

contribution of women will be.

Wonen’s major responsibility and central role as feeder of the

famuly is growing the f’amily’s food. Wonen do almost half the work 1
necessary for maize production. Men’s contribution in this respect

is only half’ that of wonen. In cultivating beans, enother staple

food, wonen do 72% of’ work, men 13% end children 15%.

Moreover, wonen set up vegetable gardens or raise chickens and 1
goats to supplement the family food. Men usually have very littie

ôr no share in the labour necessary for these gardens or for 1
raising smaller animals. 1f’ the products are sold, the proceeds

belong to the wonen.

Wonen’s agricultural activities are, naturally, more intensive in

the female-headed households. Here, the part of the work usually 1
done by men is carried out either by the wonen themselves, or by

hired labour, if’ possible.

The following table, based on a study carried out by the Government

of Swaziland, underlines the high degree of wonen’s involvement in

agriculture.

1
________________ 1
1) The World Bank. 1977: USAID. 1981 (quoted in Tabibian. 1985 — rel’. 60. Annex 3).

1
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PersonsPrimarily Responsiblefor Different
Agricultural Activities

(7.)

Type of Activity Wonen Husband Children Relatives

Preparing land 34.7 54.6 9.2 1.5

Fertilizing 39.7 47.2 10.6 2.5

Ploughing 24.4 61.9 12.7 1.0
Planting 52.7 35.8 7.8 3.7
Hoeing 88.9 1.9 3.8 5.8

Weeding 91.0 - 3.8 5.2

Harvesting 92.4 1.3 0.4 5.9

Sorting and
storing 88.7 6.0 1.0 4.3

Preservation
of fodd 96.4 - - 3.6

Looking after
sheep end
goats 47.3 21.8 27.3 -

Going to the
cattle dip 34.6 30.7 33.9 0.8

Source: Government
1979: 10.

of Swaziland, Rural HomesteadSurvey, 1978-

As a rule, wonen and children do the time-consuining jobs such as

hoeing and weeding, while men are responsible for activities

requiring physical strength but which are less time-consuming, i.e.

pboughing. With the introduction of the tractor (197Os), many of’

the male wage-earners who were absent during the ploughing season

sent home remittances to hire tractors and operators.

De Vletter reports that by 1980 about 40% of the rural homesteads

used tractors, and in some Rural Development Areas (RDAs) the

figure was as high as 80%. In contrast, as the folbowing table

indicates, only 18% of the wonen who considered themselves

primarily responsible for pboughing used hired tractors (a

percentagemuch bower than the national average). The reason given

by these women for not hiring a tractor was their lack of cash.

For these wonen hiring a tractor also meent hiring en operator.
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Some of the wonen who participated in the sainple study in fact

suggestedthat women shouldbe trained to operate tractors.

• These percentages do not represent share of labour input.
- coming from different people.

but frequency of any assistance

Source: Government of Swaziland, Rural Honestead Survey,
12.

1978-1979:

The figures in the two preceding tables indicate women’ s heavy

workboad. In addition to participation in the production of f’ood

for home consumption, wonen also contribute considerably to the

labour needed for cash crop production. They do 40% of the work in

cotton cultivation as opposed to 22% for men, while in growing

tobacco, the share of wonen’s work is 58% and men’s 26%. Taking

into account “that the labour requirements for plenting cotton are

twice and those of tobacco are six tines those of the staple crops

of maize end sorghun”, one can see how the trensition from

1
1

Source of Labour Assistance to Wonen
Who Are Primarily Responsiblefor Tasks

(%)•

1
1
1

Hired/
Type of Activity ~Husband Children Relatives Friends’

Labour

Preparing land 19.6 37.3 35.4 9.8

Fertilizing 25.3 47.4 22.1 5.3

Ploughing 21.1 35.1 26.3 17.5

Planting 30.4 37.8 25.9 3.9

Hoeing 22.6 40.9 29.6 6.9

Weeding 12.6 40.8 41.7 4.3

Harvesting 23.4 48.1 20.7 3.9
Sorting and

storing 42.9 23.5 30.3 3.4
Preservation

of food 3.2 35.4 - 61.3 0.1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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subsistence to cash cropping has increased wonen’s workload on the

farm 1)

With regard to the nutritional aspects of cash cropping, a study

of the cotton growers in the south of Swaziland shows that the

acreage under food crops, including staples was reduced on many

farms.

Thus, while the shif t to commercial agriculture may be economically

rational, studies have shown it has en adverse effect on the

nutritional status of’ the faniily. Furthermore, the income from

cash crops belongs exclusively to men, who usually prefer to invest

their money in cattie. Consequently, the wonen have little or no

access to this money in order to purchase f’ood and supplement the

family’s diet. Moreover, wonen are required to work on their

husband’s plots as unpaid labourers.

In addition, the higher labour requirements for cash crop produc-

tion leave wonen with less time to attend to their vegetable

gardens and fulf ii their responsibility of f’ood production for the

family.

Coiisidering the above factors, a decline in the nutritional status

of the rural population would seen inevitable.

3.1.7 The Gender Division of Tasks and Wonen’s Workload

As a].ready discussed in Subsection 3.1.6, wonen, with the assist-

ance of’ their children, carry out two-thirds of all agricultural

activities. With regard to the division of household tasks between

men and wonen, women have the principal responsibility for

cultivating and providing the food to feed the extended faniily’s

household nembers.

Wonen are also responsible for a multitude of other domestic

activities in relation to the household which include food

1) Funnel, 1982 (quoted in Tabibian, 1985 - rel’. 6o, Annex 3: 129).



preparation, caring for the children,~ the sick and the old,

cleaning and washing and collecting water and firewood. Some of

these tasks are done with the assistance of children. However,

with the increase in the number of children attending school, this

source of assistance has become limited.

The table below further indicates the division of responsibilities

between husband and wife for the donestic chores.

Type of Activity Wonen Husband Children Relatives

Cooking 87.5 0.3 4.3 7.9
Washing up 71.8 0.7 21.3 6.2

Cleaning 87.7 - 6.0 6.3
Fetching water 79.6 0.7 15.6 4.1

Washing clothes 90.6 - 5.1 4.3
Gathering grass 95.4 - 0.8 3.8
Gathering wood 84.2 2.1 6.2 7.5
Brewing beer 90.0 - 1.1 8.9
Looking after

children 85.7 0.5 5.3 8.5
Plastering walls/

fboors 95.9 1.5 2.2 0.4

Buulding and
maintenence 15.0 73.8 9.9 1.3

Source: Government of’ Swaziland/UNICEF,
Tabibian, 1985 - ref’. 60, Annex 3).

1978/79 (quoted in

As the above table indicates, the only major responsibility of the

men regarding household activities is the building end maintenance

of the homestead which, traditionally, is a male activity.

Attempts made by the Consultant during the field work to recon-

struct the baseline situation of the wonen in the project area

1
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before the introduction of improved water supplies indicate that

the women had on averagea 17-18 hour working-day to carry out all

their chores. Water collection was one of the most time-consuming

tasks, as wonen usually spent four hours each day walking long

distances of up to 4-6 kin to collect some 5-10 litres of water per

fainily member. This usually entailed the woman making a trip in

the morning and afternoon, carrying en open 2O-litre container on

her head (in the event of larger households three or four daily

trips would be made).

The scarcity of water certainly affected the wonen being able to

carry out the other household chores such as cooking, washing or

plastering the wails and floors. According to the Rural Homestead

Survey in 1983, “only 10.7% of the homesteads had access to a

community standpipe, piped water at home or a cistern; another 3.3%
could make use of welis or boreholes” ~. The rest had to rely on

contaminated rivers, streams or springs. Other time-consuming

activities in terns of’ distance are gathering grass for thatching

the roof’ or weaving nats, washing cbothes at the riverside and

collecting wood for cooking.

Appropriate technology for home improvenent (e.g. cheap and

effective facibities for storing water and food, drying and

grinding food, or cooking) is not yet in use on a widespread basis

by rural wonen 2)~ Although efforts have been made to introduce

these self-constructed labour-saving devices, more cominercial

technology is available on the market which is more expensive but

also more efficient. While some households find the cost of such

items prohibitive for their budget, others prefer the modern

appliances available for sale from South Africa. Only the

construction of cement water storage jars appears to be popular.

1) de Vletter. 1983 (quoted in Tabibian. 1985 - rel’ 6o, Annex 3: 140).

2) The UNDPWID Project includes a village technology unit which teaches the trainees how

to construct such iabour—savi~ng devices as cement water storage jars, maize storage
tanks, soiar dryers. mud ovens, and maize grinders. In addition. the SWAMDP—sponsored
appropriate technology workshops have also trained rural women in the construction of
these devices.
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1
3.1.8 The Gender Division of Financial Responsibilities Within

the 1-lousehold for Household Expen.ses

Besides their responsibilities for household and agricultural work, 1
wonen are also expected to finance a large part of the budget for

the household’s subsistence expenditures. As Swazi wonen are

responsible for all matters pertaining to the home (including

domestic food production), this ineens they are also responsible for

paying the major portion of the expenses for the goods and 1
household items they are unable to produce themselves.

Wonen’s primary financial duty is to contribute to the upkeep of

the extended family. This includes:

- the provision of food

- clothing

- school fèes 1
- nedicine and health care.

In addition to these above-listed household expenses are the water

budget costs involved in water collection and storage. These -

include the cost of the containers for water collection and storage

as well as any costs related to the upkeep, operation and mainten-

ance of the water supply source or equipment. These costs, 1
however, are usually minimal when the water supply source is a

traditional one.

The husband’s finencial contribution to these above-mentioned

expenses is not an obligation, but takes the forn of a gift and 1
depends upon his prerogative.

From the interviews conducted during the field work of this

nission, en attempt was made to reconstruct the baseline situation.

Husbands and male household members who resided at the homestead or

conmuted home on a regular basis (internal migrants) usually shared

the cost of’ store-bought purchases or other household subsistence 1
expenses with their wife (wives). A large portion of the husbend’s

or the other males’ wage earnings, however, was spent on farm-

equipnent purchases (or the renting of tractor operators) and was

1
1
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not necessarily contributed towards covering the household’s

subsistence costs.

Husbandswho were external wage migrants, on the other hand, absent

from the homesteadfor a large part of the year, tended to spend

their savings and remittances on investments in cattle and in farm-

equipment purchases. Moreover, they tended to remit money very

erratically.

This pattern appears to correspond to Palner’s findings (1985), in

her study of’ wege migrants in Swaziland 1)~ The husband or male

household nember always retains the decision-making authority over

the allocation of the remittances sent home. Prearranged agree-

ments determine which expenditures the wonen is permitted to use

the remittance money for.

The majority of the wonen interviewed in the project area who

received remittances or financial assistance from husbands or other

relatives for the family’s subsistence emphasized the fact that

this money took the form of gif ts, which were never sufficient to

cover all the househobd’s expenses.

Furthermore, due to the unreliability of’ this income source, the

wonen considered it en absolute necessity that they earned en

incone themselves over which they had complete control, so that

they could be assured of a reliable cash incone to pay for the

household’s subsistence expenses.

1f originally wonen’s incone-generating activities were carried out

in order to earn “soep and salt” noney to supplenent the home-

stead’s cash income end to purchase the food that the wonen could

not grow themselves, this is no longer the case. The transition

from a subsistence to a cash-based economy, coupled with the fact

that nany wonen work as unpaid labourers on their husband’s cash

crop plots, has resulted in many wonen having less time to produce

food for the fainily. Hence, they are obliged to purchase a large

1) Palmer, 1985 (rel’. 48, Annex 3).
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1
portion of the Lood for the family’s diet - sometines even the

maize. Therefore, their cash needs are such that the wonen are

obliged to earn en income adequate to cover the inajority, if not

all, of the household’s expenditures. 1
3.1.9 Wonen’sInco,ne-Earning Capacities and Income

Rural wonen’s wage employment opportunities in the formal sector

have been limited by social and cultural factors. Their limited 1
education has kept many wonen in rural areas from wege employment,

as they have few marketable skills. In spite of the fact that in

1983 the enrolment figures for girls in primary school were higher

than those for boys, the high drop-out rate ainongst young teenage

wonen is alarning.

Many girls drop out of school because of pregnancy. Very few are 1
able to return to school afterwards, because they have to earn en

income to support their childreri. Consequentby, they swell the

ranks of wonen with little education end no skills 1)•

Moreover, young wonen are usually excluded from technical and 1
vocational training programmes 2)~

Thus, rural women’s access to enployment in the formal sector

becones restricted. These wonen’s options for income generation

are particularly linited to either wege employment in agro-

businesses as bow-paid seasonal labourers or the infornal sector.

The majority of’ rural wonen turn to the informal sector - to

homestead-based, self-enpboyed income-generating activities - not

only because of a lack of other opportunities, but also because by

being “own-account” workers they have enough flexibility to also

perforn their multiple responsibilities around the homestead and in

their fields.

_____ - 1
1) Ginindza, 1989 (rel’. 39, Annex 3): 25.

Government of Swaziland, Education Statistics 1979-1983 (quoted in Tabibian. 1985 - rel’.
60. Annex 3: 77).

2) Tabibian, 1985 (ref. 60. Annex 3)- 144.

1
1
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The involvement of’ rural wonen in income-generatingactivities,

therefore, is, on the one hand, a sign of economic necessity and,

on the other hand, en indicator of the back of other job opportun-

ities.

The income-generating activities wonen engage in can be divided

into two categories: agricultural and non-agricultural in nature.

Wonen’s Income-Earning Capacities in Agricultural Activities

The emphasis in the rural areas on agricultural devebopnent in the

form of cash cropping has not been to the benefit of rural wonen.

In spite of the fact that wonen already do 40% of the work in

cotton cultivation and 58% of the work in growing tobacco, they

work as unpaid labourers on their husband’s plots. Hence, all

income earned from the cash crops goes exclusively to the men (see

Subsection 3.1.7).

With the existing socio-economic barriers, few wonen, however, can

engage in cash cropping on their own. As farners, many wonen lack

the know-how, equipment, resources end access to services necessary

for cash cropping. Wonen depend on men (husbands, fathers) for

access to their most essential meens of production: land. Of ten

the land they are allocated is of poor quality or inadequate in

acreage to cultivate a cash crop. Access to outside labour and

equipment is also a serious constraint for the wonen, as the

majority of then cannot aff’ord to hire labour or a tractor and

operator.

Despite the overwhelming evidence on the contribution of Swazi

wonen to agriculture, their access to the resources necessary to

improve their productivity has been severely liinited. The reason

prinarily lies with a socio-cultural bias which is male-oriented.

As a result, the crucial role of wonen in agricultural development

is neglected and men are assumed to be the only farmers.

Thus, training courses designed to familiarize the farners with new

techniques are organized for and by men only. Agricultural
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1
extension agents attempting to introduce innovations such as ferti- -

lizers, inproved seed and terracing, direct their attention

primarily towards men, and access to loans and cooperativeswhich

is necessary for investments in modern agriculture is mostly 1
limited to men 1),

Most extension programmes for men have increased the expertise of

male farmers, and are primarily economic-oriented, while most of

the wonen’s programmes have been primarily concerned with the

welfare of’ the family end have, for the most, ignored wonen’s role

in food production.

In addition, wonen’s access to credit end ban facilities is

united by their lack of knowledge of such facilities, lack of’ 1
collateral or social end cultural limitations (e.g. the need for

the man’s approval of wonen’s econonic activities and his signature 1
on eny ban application).

1f wonen’s income from agricultural activities does becone

considerable, there is always the danger that men may decide to

take over the activity and take control of the income. This 1
naturally has served as a disincentive for women to engage in or

éxpend cash-cropping, ariimal-raising, or other farm-related income-

generating activities on their own.

1f this situation is turned to advantage, It could act as a

potential incentive in future for wonen to engage in agricultural-

related income-generating activities on a collective or group

basis, whereby wonen would have greater control over the income

earned. 1
Wonen’s Income-Earning Capacities in Non-Agricultural Activities

Approximately two-thirds of the women on rural honesteads were

found to be involved in non-agricultural incone-generating 1
activities. Two homestead surveys found that 60% of the wonen are

________________ 1
1) Rosen-Prinz, 1978: 6 (quoted in Tabibian - rel’. 60. Annex 3: 137).

1
1
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involved in handicraft production, 42.2% in brewing beer, 11% in

selling cooked food, 10.6% in preparing and selling traditional
medicine, 7% in selling cbothing and 6.2% in trading at markets and

roadside stails ~

Amongst the various home-basedself-employment activities, thus,

handicraf t production is the most widely practiced, despite its

very bow earning potential in conparison to its labour-intensive

nature. It represents one of the avenues through which wonen get

access to and control of’ cash in the expenditure of which they

exercise independence.

Vegetable gardening is another popular econonic activity wonen

engage in. It expanded considerably in 1981 when the importation

of fruits and vegetables from South Africa was banned, because of

cholera. In 1981 prices rose by over 400%, making the labour-

intensive cultivation economically attractive to those within easy

reach of water. Wonen see vegetable growing as a viable alterna-

tive to handicrafts.

The reason more wonen do not grow vegetables, in the words of one

woman, is because “There is not enough water. 1f’ there were, I’d

préfer growing vegetables to doing hendicrafts” 2)~

Wonen’s involvement in these activities has been part-time and has

had to be fitted in whenever farm work and household chores

permitted. The amount of time invested especially fluctuated with

the agricultural season end the amount of’ labour available for

agricultural activities. These activities, however, especially

handicraf t activities, are often combined with other responsibil-

ities at home.

Tabibian, in her study, found that the wonen interviewed spent four

hours per day or 124.5 hours per nonth on income-generating activ-

ities, the equivalent of a full-time job in the employnent sector.

de Vletter. 1981, 1983 (quoted in Tabibian - rel’. 6o, Annex 3. 1/12).

2) Russe]., 1985 (ref 58. Annex 3)~ 141
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1
These hours are in addition to the time the wonen spend on their -

donestic and agricultural responsibilities on the homestead.

Wonen’s income-generatingactivities consist of a complete chain

including not only production, but also transportation and 1
marketing 1)

The degree of wonen’s involvement in these income-generating

activities is en indication that wonen have chosen this field of

work as “occupations” and not merely as “hobbies”. The amount of’ 1
time invested in these occupations also shows the degree of wonen’s

economic needs; it highlights that the wonen have urgent cash needs 1
for survival, to support the fainily and not, as is generally

perceived, to earn a littie extra “soep and salt” money to

supplenent the man’s contribution to the household’s expenses.

The necessity of, and aspiration towards, earning a greater cash 1
incone usually become a burden on en already heavy schedule. In

order to find the time for the additional activities, nany wonen

have had to decrease the anount of time they spent on other

activities. As the following table indicates, about 70% of the

wonen in Tabibien’s study f’ound it “easier” to cut down on their

time spent sleeping, as it would disrupt the household routine the

least. - 1
“This choice is, partly, a reflection of men’s attitude towards

wonen’s invobvement in incone-generating activities and, partly, an

indication of the division of labour within the household” 2)

1

1
1
1

1) Tabibian, 1985 (rel’ 60, Annex 3): 2011

2) Ibid: 205.

1
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Major Tasks Wonen Have to Spend Less Time on
in Order to Engage in Income-GeneratingActivities

Source: Tabibian, 1985 (ref. 60, Annex 3): 205.

Tabibien’s study also reported that the amount of assistance

extended by other family menbers and relations to these women in

carrying out householdchores hadbeen reduced by 50%. This is due

to the exodus of economically-productive young adults to the urben

areas as well as the increase in the number of children attending

school.

The wide extent to which traditional-type handicraf t production is

practiced, in spite of its low earning power, is due to a combina-

tion of’ factors: wonen possess the necessary skills, as they have

learned them within the honestead;many of the naterials neededto

produce the handicrafts - sisal grass, wood, etc. - are natural

products which wonen can gather free of charge; end handicraf t

production cen be carried out at home end combined with other

donestic activities.

The production of non-traditional handicrafts, off’ering a higher

earning potential is becoming increasingly popular. A good example

is women’s local production of’ water storage jars, adapted to local

needs.

Average
Activities (%)

Resting 70

Washing clothes 28

Collecting firewood 24

Child care 22

Cooking 17

Working on the farm 14

Going to clinic 13

Fetching water 13

Vegetable gardening 12
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The disadvantages and obstacles wonen face in carrying Out tradi-

tional handicraft production are nultiple, however. Not all

handicraft production is based on raw naterials; knitting,

crocheting and sewing, for exainple, require a capital investment in

materials. For most rural women obtaining such working capital is

a major constraint. 1
Two studies carried out in 1985 and 1986 on wonen’s income-

generating activities, reveal that the wonen interviewed considered

en important obstacle to their self-enploynent schenesto be their --

lack of capital for purchasing raw naterials end the necessary 1
equipment. This was one of the most important factors which forced

wonen to stop working. 1
The results of one study of 290 wonen who had participated in en

income-generating training course indicate that 87.7% of the wonen

had little or no knowledge of how or where to apply for a ban. Of

all those interviewed, only 21% had ever appbied for a ban, and 1
half of these were from the tJN-funded WID project 1)

The two inajor problens facing those who sought loans were the lack

of collateral end references. The uncertainty of’ the business and

the fear that they night not be able to repay the ben were 1
important factors prohibiting the wonen from seekingloans. Family

nernbers or relatives (38.7%) cbosely folbowed by banks (34.7%) were 1
the two major sources that the wonen in the study turned to for

loans. Only 6.6% of the wonen had requested a ban from the

revolving fund.

A special feature of the WID project’s revolving fund is that UNDP 1
has set up a “guaranteefund” at the SwazilandDevebopmentBank, so

that the bank does not require collateral from the wonen ben

applicants.

1
1) Tabibian, 1985 (ref. 60, Annex 3). 225.

2) van Driel, 1987 (rel’. 37, Annex 3): 49. =

1
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Unfortunately, however, these wonen are not able to have complete

economic independence, as the bank still requires a wonen applying

for a ban to obtain the signature of her husband or a male

relative to “guarantee” her should she default on ban repayment.

According to the bank’s ban officer, this is because legally, in

the event of defaubt of ban repayment, the bank cannot reposssess

equipnent from a minor.

It should be pointed Out that only the graduatesof the UNDP WID

project’s training course are eligible to apply for a ban from

this revolving fund. When a ban from the project is obtained to

purchase, e.g. a sewing machine, a deposit of 10% has to be paid

and within one year the whole amount has to be repaid. Van Driel

reports that, for a sewing machine, this meenta repaynentof E 30-

50/month, and for a knitting machine even E 6O-100/month, amounts

which are out of reach for newcomers to the narket. Given the fact

that these wonen had to reinvest the majority of their profits

towards the purchase of new materials, it was extrenely difficult

for then to repay the ben from the income they earned and many
could onby make the ban repaymentswith the f’inancial assistance

of other family members 1)~

Thé People’s Participation Project (PPP) is another NGOwhich has

set up a guaranteefund, enabling rural wonen to obtain small-scale

loans without collateral through the PPP wonen’s groups. Based on

the merits of the group’s past history, It can qualify for a ban.

Two to three of a group committee’s officers are required to sign

for a ban. Thus, the group status enables wonen to get around the

legab constraints limiting wonen’s access to credit bines. The

experience of several of the PPP groups who have received loans

through this scheme has not been completely positive. The wonen

feel that nost of their profits have gone to repaying the boens.

Moreover, the wonen feel they were not properly advised by the

Swaziland Devebopment Bank’s ban officers (the administrators of

this ban schene) when they went to apply for a ban. The women

conplained that they received bittie advice as to the feasibility

1) van Driel, 1987 (rel’. 37. Annex 3): 49.
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1
of their planned ventures and insufficient assistance as far as

ban repayment was concerned.

An additional line of rurab credit open to (femabe) farmers is the 1
EDF Rural Credit Scheneadninistered by the Swaziland Devebopment

Bank. This fund provides smali-scale boensof a minimum of E1,000.

1-lowever, as the EDF has not set up a guarantee f’und, the bank is

not able to waive the collateral requirement for female appbicants.

This is a constraint for wonen applicants, as they must obtain the 1
signature of their husband or a male relative, thereby limiting

their economic independence. Exceptlons to this requirenent exist 1
for widows and for wonen who have not married according to custom-

ary law. However, as the bank does not keep records of’ the gender

of the ben applicants or beneficiaries, it was not possible to

assesshow meny rural women have taken advantageof this line of

credit.

It is worth mentioning that the Swaziland Devebopment Bank has

carried out a study which indicates that wonen are better credit

risks than men. In spite of these findings, however, the bank has,

to date, made no attempts to facibitate women’s access to its 1
boens.

In addition to these above-nentioned credit lines, in many rural

wonen’s associations - e.g. Zenzele groups, Rotating Savings,

credit associations, etc. - wonen have forned modest revolving

funds Out of their group menbership fees. The fund is then made

availabbe on a rotation basis to the wonen who need a ban for 1
their income-generating work.

A reconstruction of the basebine situation in the project area

before the introduction of the inproved water supplies reveals

that, whibe the najority of women engaged in handicraf t production,

they did not consider It a cost-ef’f’ective activity. The income

earned was 10w in comparison to the effort and time involved.

Factors such as cost end scarcity of’ materiabs, bow sales price,

and back of’ customers and nearby marketing network were cited as

the causes of’ the bow earning potentiab. Moreover, a bot of

1
1
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profits were eaten up by the transportation costs to travel to town

to purchase the materials and sebb the products at the market.

This also meent being absent from home, which for many wonen

conflicted with their child care obligations.

An alternative to selling at the market was spending many hours

walking from homestead to homestead to sell the goods. As a

partiab solution to the marketing problem, a Handicraft Marketing

Board was introduced by the Ministry of Connerce. The Board’s

representatives travel to the various Zenzebe groups in the

communities and purchase their goods at standardized prices. The

products are then resold at the Mantenga Handicrafts Centre near

Mbabane.

In addition to buying their products, this marketing systen also

provides the women’s groups with the raw materials at cost. This

marketing service thus provides the wonen’s groups with raw

materials and buys their products, thereby freeing the wonen from

the need to traveb the long distance to procure inaterials and find

a market. At the saine time, however, the groups are encouraged to

produce a single item, thereby creating a dangerous dependence on

this marketing system and ori products which may go out of fashion

orwhose markets may become saturated. Thus, the eff’iciency and

convenience of’ the marketing system has eliminated, to sone extent,

producer choice and initiative ainongst these Zenzele group menbers.

Another disadvantage is that this marketing service is onby

available for those women organized in Zenzebe groups, leaving the

individual wonen producers to find their own sobution to the

probbems of procurement of materiabs end marketing.

The constraints many of these wonen face as “own-account” workers,

in addition to their bimited access to marketing outlets and credit

and ben facilities, are their lack of business skills end

inability to carry out simple feasibility studies of the potentiab

profitabibity of a planned income-generatingactivity.
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Wonen’s Income and Expenditures

Abthough women were reported to spend some 1214 hours/month on

income-generating activities, the income earned was rebatively low. 1
Vbetter reports in 1979 that, excluding beer brewing and the sale

of’ traditional medicine (which provide incones much higher than 1
those of other activlties), the average annual income fron non-

agricultural, homestead-based income-generating activities amounted

to E 133.60 1)•

In 1985, Tabibian reported that, of the 290 rural wonen interviewed 1
who had taken part in various training courses to improve their

skills, 80% earned less than E 50/month 2)~ Van Driel,in her study

on wonen graduates of the UNDP WID training courses, found that the

average nonthly income of the wonen was E 30 3~.

Russel, in her study on the handicraft inarket, found that the

averagenet nonthly income from handicrafts was E 37 per woman ~. 1
According to the pricing system of the Handicraft Office of the

Minis try of’ Cominerce and Industry - whose representatives purchase

wonen’s groups’ hendicrafts end resell then at the Mentenga market

- a rate of E 1.50/hour is paid for 6 hours of’ work (materials

included). At this rate, a woman who devoted 124 hours/nonth to 1
hendicraf t production could earn E 31/nonth.

During the field work carried out in a conmunity presebected to

receive en Improved water supply under Lomé III, wonen were

interviewed in order to determine the basebine situation with

respect to their income level. One wonen had to support seven

school-age children and her blind husband, who could not work.

After deducting the cost of transportation and the investment cost

1) de Vletter, 1979 (quoted in Tabibian. 1985 - rel’. 60, Annex 3: 1/12)

2) Tabibian. 1985 (rel’. 60. Annex 3).

van Driel. 1987 (rel’. 37, Annex 3): 56.

4) Russel. 1985 (rel’. 58, Annex 3): 1/12.

1
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in materials from the sale proceedsof E 175, she earnedE 55/month

from the sale of dresses.

Interviews during the field work also revealed that wonen earned

approximatebyE 1O-15/month from the sale of vegetables or poultry

and eggs. Thus, in reconstructing the basebine situation of the

wonen in the project area, from a combination of agriculturab as

well as non-agricultural incone-generating activites, wonen could

earn E 30-60/month, en incone over which they had control and which

they could spend on household expenditures.

The tabbe bebow indicates wonen’s expenditure patterns.

Patterns of Expenditureof Wonen’s Income from Handicrafts

Item

Wonen Abbocating Part of
Income to Item (%)

Tabibian (1985) Russel (1985)

Food

Cbothing

School f’ees

Reinvested in production

Heabth/medicine

Savings

67.5
64.3
60.2

34.6
20.7

57
38
33
19

19

Source: Russeb, 1985 (ref. 58, Annex 3): 144.

3.1.10 Wonen’s Organizations

Especially on a grass roots level, wonen are hlghly orgenized. One

of the nost widespread and rural of’ the women’s organizations are

the Zenzele groups, with some 200 scattered throughout the country.

These “do-it-yoursebf” groups are connunity-based groups of wonen,

with membership numbers ranging from 20 to 70. Supported by the

MOAC Home Economics Section, the objective of these groups is to
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raise the standard of biving of members, their famibies and

communities.

The groups are involved in a wide range of incone-generating 1
activities, such as sewing, producing and selling handicrafts,

marketing vegetables, cooking and selling food, dyeing cloth,

weaving, block-noulding, etc. They are also involved in general

community activities, such as the provision of crèches, disease

prevention, gardening, nutrition and latrine construction. 1
Groups are organized when there is sufficient interest aniong a

nunber of wonen who then contact a home economics officer for

advice and back-up support. Registered menbers pay a noninal

membership fee and meet weekby, with visits by extension workers

at regular intervals. Training is of’ten carried out in the open

air in the community or in a shed. 1
A striking feature of these groups - in view of the selection

process of’ the male fornal leadership in many communities - is

that all Zenzele group leaders, incbuding a chairwomen, secretary

and treasurer, are democratically elected, chosen by membership 1
vote. This democratic feature is certainby en important factor

~ontributing to the groups’ cohesiveness.

Nutrition education is accompanied by agricubtural advice on the

cultivation of vegetable gardens. 1f groups are interested, home

economics extension workers are also invited to give seminars

covering such topics as fish farming, poultry-raising cooperative

devebopment, bookkeeping, etc. In addition, the groups receive

skills training in handicraf t production under the guidence of

handicraf t officers of’ the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Mines

or from the home economics extension workers.

Several studies have pointed out the important devebopment

potentiab of Zenzebe groups. Nevertheless, a recent USAID evalu-

ation carried out on these groups indicated that, although wonen

were generalby eager to join Zenzebe groups, a lack of f’emabe

extension workers, combined with a certain amount of disinterest in
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“wonen’s af fairs” on the part of the numerous male agricultural

extension workers, has meent that women’s groups have had to

struggle to achieve their goals largeby on their own

The Farmers’ Cooperativedoes not have many wonen’s cooperatives;

onby 5% of its groups are wonen. Literature indicates that wonen

seem to have been infbuenced by the negative experiences of sone of

the male farners with the Farmers’ Cooperative. Nevertheless,

cooperative or colbectively-organized work manifests itsebf in many

of the wonen’s associations, particularby the Zenzele groups. In

some, wonen have cobbectively acquired land from the chief in the

area, and have pbanted cotton. From the proceeds of the cotton

field they purchased fertibIzer, which was sold to the local male

farmers. They then bought a tractor and set up a vegetable garden.

The Consultant’s field work also indicated that the Zenzele group

in the connunity of’ Endzingeni, served with an inproved water

suppby under the USAID project, had collectively acquired band for

hybrid-naize cultivation as well as for vegetable gardening.

Another exainple of a successfub cooperative is the marketing

cooperative, Sukuinani Bonake Store in Piggs Peak. Graduates of the

IJNDP WID training course set up this marketing outlet for its 13

nenbers to procure materiabs and sell the nembers’ products. The

Hhohho Wonen’s Union Store is a further exanipbe of a successful

regionab marketing outlet set up by wonen for wonen.

At the national level, there is the Lutsango Lwaka Ngwena, a

national women’s organization for all Swazl wonen initiated by the

late King in 1967. The objectives of this organization are to

“stimulate self-help projects, to discuss matters, express views

affecting wonen and children end to encourage wonen to fubfibl

their duties of citizenship, nationab service and patriotism” 2)~

1) USAID. SWAMDP. 1988 (rel’. 6i, Annex 3): 8.

2) van Driel, 1987 (rel’. 37, Annex 3).
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Especially urban-educatedwonen have questioned the objectives of

this organization which is seen “as a support of traditionab norms

and vabues on wonen’s roles with no room for change in a ‘modern’

direction.” It is also questioned whether this organization

represents all Swazi wonen, when it excludes other viewpoints 1),

The activities of Lutsango are primarily rebated to traditional 1
ceremonies end festivities as well as to some WID projects

initiated by this organization such as poubtry raising ai

vocational training.

In 1986, en independent wonen’s organization, the Asibonisane 1
Bomake Organization (“Mothers, let’ s help each other”), was

estabbished by sone progressive-thinking, urban-educated wonen.

The objectives of this organization are broad, for exampbe

providing a forum to exchange ideas, problems and experiences with

a view to being involved in devebopment projects to raise the

standard of biving in Swaziland. Other objectives are to support

educational, cultural and developnental undertakings, to create 1
awareness of the role of wonen in devebopnent in the country and to

undertake research. Whether or not this national association will

be viabbe in the long term will largely depend on the room it is

given in the dualistic context of Swazi society.

Perhaps the wonen’s organizations which have the greatest contribu-

tion to maketo rural devebopmentare the Zenzelegroups. A USAID-

funded study of conmunity mobibization potentiab in Swaziland

showedthat local women’sorganizations, especialbyZenzebegroups,

are widespreadand reasonablyeffective.

The study also indicated that male agricultural extension workers

and health assistants had littbe contact with Zenzebe end other

wonen’s groups, and that such groups were generabby under-recog-

nized by local peopbe outside the local coninunity. To suin up then,

Zenzele groups are amongthe most widespread,yet under-recognized

local developnent groups in Swaziland 2),

1) Arnistrong and Russel, 1985: 83-84 (quoted in van Driel. 1987 — rel’. 37. Annex 3).

2) Green ~nd Ialey, 1988 (rel’. 40, Annex 3): 11.

1
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3.1.11 Access to Non-Formal Education, Training and Self-Help

Deve lopment Assistance

Several income-generating skills training progranimes are available

to rural wonen. Many of these resenbie each other in that they

provide non-agricubturab “feminine” skills which are, to a large

extent, non-viable in terms of providing rural wonen with permanent

and gainful empboyment.

At a recentby held seminar in Swaziland, orgenized to commemorate

International Women’s Day, the discussions centred upon the

constraints facing rural wonen in their efforts to generate en

income (see Section 3.2). In the opinion of the rural women

participants present, it was felt that nany of the existing income-

generating programnes provided inadequate training. Moreover, they

had been initiated without proper f’easibility studies end needs

assessments and lacked suitabbe marketing strategies end struc-

tures.

There are a nunber of the training and devebopment assistance

programmmesavailable, however, which are attenpting to provide

rural wonen with the skills and back-up support necessary to become

independent economic producers, individuabby or in groups, e.g.

the Swaziland Menpower Devebopnent Prograinme (SWAr4DP) Zenzele

groups training, the PPP project and the Swaziland Farm Devebopment

Foundation as well as the EDF Micro-Projects Fund and Revolving

Fund for Micro-Businesses.

All of the aforementioned are attempting to stinulate the formation

end growth of wonen-run micro-enterpises in both the agriculturab

and non-agricubtural sector.

A more comprehensive overview of the training progranines end self-

help developnent assistance currently available to rural wonen is

provided in Annex 6.
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3.1.12 Wonen’s Social Role in the Community

Decision-making at comniunity level takes pbace in the traditional

council, the “Libanda”, which is headed by a chief or a deputy.

This council deals with problems affecting the local cominunity as

well as devebopment-rebated matters such as discussing the need for

improved water supplies or planning the construction of’ a clinic.

Councils are typicalby involved in various types of preliminary

planning. Once decisions are made, council nembersmay decide on

the formation of a speciabizedcommittee, e.g. a water conmittee to

supervise end manage the comniunities’ contributions end participa-

tion in a water project 1)~

From what has been said so far, one may get the impression that

women’s organizing capacity is hampered end that they are not

active in comnunity af’f’airs. In fact the contrary is true.

Abthough Swazi wonen have no formal pobiticab robe at the coininunity

and grass roots bevels, they are highly orgenized end play a very

active and prominent role in certain coninunity devebopment-related

conmittees.

Despite the f’act that the involvement of’ wonen in the decision-

making process of their community is linited due to its male-

dominated social end political structure, wonen are the most

enthousiastic participants in community devebopnent projects.

Poulson (1983) indicates that abmost 80% more wonen than men are

active in self-help projects and wonen also form the najority

participating in sociab welfare prograinmes

Green, in his study to assess the cominunity mobibization potential

for devebopment in rural Swaziland carried out in 1983-84, found 1
that, of the development-related coninittees, the most prevalent

were school committees, followed by wonen’s self-help devebopment

committees.

1

1) Green and Isiey, 1988 (rel’. 40. Annex 3): 162. 1
2) Poulson. 1983 (quoted in Tabibian. 1985 - ref. 60. Annex 3).

1
- r
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He reports, “Wonen’s self-help committees ‘Zenzele’, were found to

be the most diverse and nulti-purpose of any local organizations.

Whereas members of other devebopment committees night have been

appointed by local leaders, members of’ Zenzebe comnittees were

abways democratically elected by the other wonen menbers”. One of

the most significant of his findings was that these Zenzele

coninittees proved to be among the most widespread, enduring and

effective of all devebopnent organizations. Ainong the factors that

seemed to determine the effectiveness of these organizations were

the support of the chief’ or chief’s deputy, contact with en

extension agent, and having clearly defined goals that related

directby to a locally recognizedneedor probbem1)~

Wonen’s Zenzele groups, thus, play en extreneby important role in

organizing end mobibizing rural development ef’forts, thereby

providing a unif’ying force to what are otherwise dispersed rural

connunities. Consequently, as Oreen points out, “Coninunities with

dispersed residence in Swaziland seem to be at beast as orgenized

and mobilbized for participatory devebopment as those in village-

based societies ebsewhere in southern Africa” (see also Subsection

3.1.1).

Grèen concbudes that the Zenzele groups offer a valuabbe human

resourcepotential for rural devebopmentand that efforts should be

made to devebop the other half of the country - the wonen.

The SWAI4DP and its training and strengthening of the Home Economics

Extension Section and the Zenzelegroups can be viewed as a fobbow-

up action to strengthen the conmunity mobilization potentiab of

these wonen’s groups (see Subsection 3.1.11).

At a recent local leader workshop - also part of the training

provided under the SWAMDP - one Conmunity Devebopment Officer

commented that, “the more wonen constitute developnent committees’

membership, the more active end effective the connittee”. Prince

Mbilini, speaking at a recent local leader workshop, was quoted as

1) Green. 1984 (quoted in Tabibian. 1985 - ref. 6o. Annex 3).
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1
saying, “Swazi men tend to drag their feet when it comes to work;

it is now obvious that devebopnent is the duty of wonen.. ~“ ‘~.

The reasons put forth at the workshop discussion as to why wonen 1
were all SO active in devebopment incbuded the fact that wonen

constitute a de facto numerical majority in rural areas. While the 1
ambitious, industrious men tended to leave the rural areas in

search of wage enployment, the adult men remaining were sometines

characterized as old, lazy and often uninterested in community

devebopment. It was further speculated that when rural Swazi men

think of devebopment, they think in terms of’ activities such as 1
maize cultivation, nechenizing their farning, irrigating their

fields or improving their bivestock. Swazi wonen, on the other

hand, cannot onby think of themselves, but must be concerned with

feeding their whole famiby and are thus more inclined to be

community-oi~iented and receptive towards self-help devebopnent 1
activities 2)

3.1.13 Women and the Famuly’s Living Conditions

The najor health probbens of the rural areas inciude high rates of

infant, child and maternabnortality. Infant end child mortabity

is 146 per thousand for femabes and 175 per thousand for nales. 1
The life expectancyis 49 years for femabesand 43 years for males.

Prominent among the causes of’ death are diseases rebated to water

and faecal contanination of the environment, which resubt from poor

accessto protected water suppbies and sanitation facilities, poor

hygiene and the poor quality of available water, as well as poor

understending of these factors and other rebated health matters.

In a survey of diarrhoeal diseases in 1983, 16.4% of children in

rurab areas had had diarrhoea within the preceding two weeks.

Prevalencerates of diarrhoeal diseasewere significantly higher in

the bowveld than the highveld end middbeveld, as were mortality

rates. 1

1) Green, 1989 (rel’. 41. Annex 3): 10.

2) Ibid.

1
1
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School-age chibdren are also affected by bilharzia and other

intestinal parasites. The presenceof bilharzia is high in the

middleveld, where it affects 29% of schoolchildren, and in the

lowveld where it affects 18,5%. In 1977 it was recorded that some

70% of school-age children were reported to have bilharzia.

In 1982-83 a survey of the “Knowledges, Attitudes end Practices”

(KAP) of’ water and sanitation in Swaziland was carried out under

the auspices of the USAID-funded Rural Water-Borne Disease Control

Project. About two-thirds of the 455 homesteads interviewed

obtained their water from unprotected streams, springs and dans,

but onby 10% believed that dirty wâter was the cause of diarrhoea,

leading to infent mortality.

Particularly in the bowveld, borehobe water was held in low esteen

because it was the “worst tasting”. Some 83% of those interviewed

never boibed water. The daily per capita water consuniption was

cabculated at 6.6 bitres. In the context of en ODA-funded water

project, a baseline study carried out in 1978 in six project

conmunities revealed that many wonen were spendingmore than four

hours per day collecting water which was of ten of poor quality ‘~.

In-1983 about 25% of the honesteads had a latrine. However, the

percentages were much bower in the bowveld (12%) and on the Lubombo

escarpnent (10.8%). Moreover, about 75% of the rurab population

was living more than 8 km from a clinic.

It is worth pointing out that the KAP survey showed that improved

health end reduction of’ water-rebateddiseaseswere often not the

primary notivation for conmunities to participate in clean water

end sanitation activities and adopt improved heabth behaviour.

The survey found that the conveniencefactor is more important than

heabth factors when choosing a water source. The report conciuded

that, “Behaviour change on a large scale is necessary if the

incidence of water-related diseasesis to be reducedsignif’icantly.

1) USAID, 1982 (rel’. 31. Annex 3): 78.
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Many rurab Swazis did not know how to distinguish safe from unsafe

sources of water” 1)~

A more recent evaluation conducted in 1986, which neasured health

behavioural changes affected by the USAID Rural Water-Borne Disease

Control Project, found that the idea of paying for clean water was

a foreign concept. regardbess of the charge, end that the corn-

nunities’ understandingof the connectionbetweenhealth and proper

sanitation was not always dear 2), 1
The Nationab Health Policy formulated in 1983 gave the highest 1
priority to the estabbishment of a primary health care system,

basic elenents of which included the provision of’ health education

and the promotion of’ clean water suppbies and basic sanitation.

___________________________ 1
3.2 National Policy on Wonen end Developnent --

The Government has no official or special policy on wonen (4th

Nationab Devebopment Plan 1983-1988), but by unofficial policies

the traditional norms and values which emphasize the wonen’s role

as mothers, child-rearers end housekeepers are re-enf’orced. This

is refbected in, i.a. the laws on marriage, work end ta.xes, which

place wonen at a disadvantage. Government policy, as baid down in

the Four Year Plan, takes no account of wonen’s part in industrial

devebopnent. -

In 1970 Swaziland signed the Convention of the Politicab Rights of 1
Wonen upon the condition that it was not to be declared applicable

in those areas covered by traditional conmon law - all the SNL

area, conprising the rural areas.

The establishment of’ a Directorate of’ Wonen’s Af’f’airs under the 1
aegis of the Prime Minister’s Office has been under discussion

since 1982, but to date, no action has been taken. Some of the 1
1) USAID, 1982 (rel’. 31. Annex 3). 78.

2) USAID/Rural Water—Borne Disease Control Project, 1986: 29.

1
1
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opposition to the estabbishemnt of this Directorate comes from the

official wonen’s organization, Lutsango Lwaka Ngwane (see Subsec-

tion 3.1.10), which is afraid of forfeiting its powerful position.

Lutsango is supposed to represent all Swazi wonen, but its nost

active nembers end organizers are a group of welb-educated and

elite urban wonen who are mostby in charge of its cultural and

welfare activities.

Nevertheless, the impact of Lutsango, a traditional wonen’s

organization with its enphasison wonen’s prinary responsibibities,

should not be underestimated,especialby among rural wonen. It is

a traditional wonen’s organization to which all adubt wonen

automatically bebong.

The more recently established organization, Asibibonisane Bonake

(see Subsection 3.1.10), en organization of progressive-thinking

wonen, enphasizes the importance of recognizing wonen’s socio-

economic contribution to society, the overall probbens wonen face.

and the need to solve them by special research and projects

directed at wonen.

In March 1989, Asibibonisane, in collaboration with other NGOs,

organized a seminar to commemorate the International Wonen’s Day.

In particubar, such thenes were examined as the situation of wonen

in Swaziland with regard to: wonen’s right to land, their access to

safe drinking water, their role in ensuring good health for the

fainiby and their robe in economic development 1)~

Furthermore, the seminar was designed to sensitize wonen on Swazi

wonen’s role in devebopment end to highlight wonen’s role in

society. In addition, the seminar organizers hoped to provide a

forum for the exchange of’ views for wonen’s NGOs, donors and

governmentorganizations on the ways and meansof strengthening the

participation of wonen in the devebopment process, from planning to

1) Asibonisane, 1989 (rel’. 34, Annex 3).
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inplementation. incbuding the albocation of appropriate resources

to wonen’s programnes.

The seminar discussions centred upon the constraints facing women, 1
in particular in the rurab areas, in their advancement and integra-

tion in the devebopnent process, and upon wonen’s priorities and

urgent needs.

In view of the high rate of’ wonen’s unempboyment, it was felt 1
necessary to strengthen the infornal sector, in particular through

incone-generating programmes. A problem recognized with many of 1
the existing incone-generating programmes is their back of suitable

marketing strategies and structures. Many of the programmes have

been initiated without proper feasibility studies and needs

assessnents. A further constraint is inadequate training for

wonen. 1
It was f’elt that there is a need to create a cbinate conducive to

the easy entry of wonen into the business/conmerciab sector.

Training end access to credit were highbighted as vital toobs to

equip rural wonen with the necessary skilbs to handbe such

ventures.

The currently existing WID programines were feit, in many cases, to

have ignored wonen’s basic needs, particubarly in the rurab areas.

Wonen have their own personal needs and priorities, end these

should be taken into consideration in designing programnies.

It was proposed that Asibibonisane and other wonen’s groups end

NGOs need to coblaborate in carrying out a general needs assessment

of wonen in the rural areas, covering the foblowing subjects:

- the health status of wonen: nutrition, family planning and

health;

- education: youth’s perspectives, literacy rate and socio-

econonic constraifits; 1
- environment/energy: baseline data;

- agriculture: access to band, water and credit, socio-economic

constraints;

1
1
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- housing: baseline data, access to band and credit, affordabibity

bevels;

- social sector: cost of’ educating children in female-headed

households, maintenance cost of supporting chibdren and its

effects;

- informab sector: contribution to economic devebopment, potentiab

for wonen and the constraints and opportunities.

During this needs assessment,information will also be collected on

the existing resources currentby available to wonen in the rural

areas, such as ongoing programmes for training, credit lines.

extension services, etc.

Subsequentto the implementation of this general needs assessment,

a resource bank is to be set up, where all the information gathered

during the needs assessinent, in particular with regard to the

resourcesinventoried, will be colbated, stored end made accessibbe

to enyone requiring such information.

However, the availability of funding from other donors or NGOs will

be essential for the inplementation of such a general needs

assessment end central “resource bank”. International organiz-

ations and NGOs were urged to assist in the identification and

planning of’ the f’olbowing priority issues:

- land

- water

- labour force

- capitab

- marketing

- transport

- population demand.

In relation to wonen’s priority needs, the rural participants at

the seminar requested webi-estabbished NGOs to act as advocateson

their behalf in asking chiefs in different areas to make land

available to them for farming and for the construction of shops to

narket their goods, fruits and vegetables.
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1

In addition, the rural wonen were interested in acquiring the 1
working capital to set up income-generating activities in:

- poultry farming

- pig farniing

- dairy farming -

- brick making 1
- tree nurseries

- sewing

- handicrafts.

Access to a readiby-avaibabbe supply of water to carry out the 1
above-nentioned activities and access to safe drinking water were

bisted as the nunber one priority by the rural participants. 1
Boreholes were few end far between and in sone cases there was only

one borehole to serve the entire population of a community. Some

of the borelioles were not functioning or had not been naintained or

serviced since their construction, with the resubt that they were

now giving dininishing returns. 1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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4. EVALUATION OF PROJECTDETAILS IN RELATION TO THE ROLE OF WOMEN

IN WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION

4.1 Assessment of Project Objectives

4.1.1 Lomé II and III Projects: Long-Term and Immediate Objectives

The overall long-term project objectives of Lomé II and Lomé III

are to inprove the living conditions and health of the rurab

popubation through the provision of safe and sufficient water from

stendpipessituated within a reasonabbedistance of the homesteads

(as well as inputs of’ sanitation facilities and health education).

These inputs, according to project documents, are expected to bring

the folbowing benef’its:

- The improvenent of the quabity of life as a resubt of the

reduction in water-borne and water-contact diseases;

- The availability of en improved water supply within 200 m of’ the

honiestead. This will free wonen and children from the time-

consuming chore (often four hours per day), of collecting

contaminatedwater from distent traditional water sources;

- The time- and labour-saving opportunity offered by the water

system. This is expected to be a stronger incentive for wonen

to use the facilities than the assumed health benefits.

Anything from 10-30% of a wonen’s working-day could be saved,

and this time can be rescheduled and used to carry out new,

productive activities;

- The potential benefit that the communities’ self-help and

organizationab ef’forts - taking part in the planning, inplenen-

tation, financial management,operation and maintenanceof their

supplies - could bring, would assist in unitirig the conmunities

end promote solidarity and cohesiveness;
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- The successful involvement of the local management committees

in implementing their community water supply management and --

maintenance could instil -confidence into the community members

to assume responsibility for other self-help devebopment efforts

in their own comnunity.

Success in water and sanitation projects is characterized by four

stages: -

- coverage

- functioning

- utilization 1
- health and socio-economic impact.

Although coverage is achieved when peopbe have access to improved

facilities, this does not inply that the facibities will function

and be utilized after project completion. Coverage is thus only

one of the preconditions necessary to achieve any positive impact -

on health and social and economic welfare. 1
Before any of the project’s expected benefits can be reached,

provisions must be made for the rebiabbe functioning and effective

utilization of the supplies. However, these two necessary inter- —

mediate objectives havenot been deelt with or provided for in the 1
planning and design of the first phase of the project.

In order for the project to have reached any of its intended long-

term objectives or benefits, it would first have had to attain the

following intermediate objectives:

- An optimal and effective sustained utilization of’ the inproved 1
suppbies by the users, principabby wonen, in ways that maximize

benefits and minimize negative consequences;

- Motivation for long-term utilization of’ the supplies, resulting

from en awareness on the part of the wonen and other conmunity 1
members of the causal link between containinated water, poor

sanitation and disease, and also of the benefits of the 1
installation of improved supplies which meet the needs of the

1
1
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wonen and community members, in terms of service bevel, adequate

quality, quantity, accessibility and ease of use and upkeep;

- The establishnentof en effective community-basedmanagementand

maintenance system providing for sustainable water suppby

schemes;

- The community’s feeling of ownership and responsibility for the

long-term sustainability of the inproved supplies.

4.1.2 Reviez,, of Planning, Design and Implementation of Lomé II

In enalysing the Lomé II project’s objectives, its indicators of

success and the relationship of project activities, it becomes

dear that there is en apparent shortfabl in the planning and

design. Although the project aimed for a reduction in water-

related diseases and a general improvement in the rural popula-

tion’s health and living conditions, the activities dealt mainly

with the installation of new facibities end the budget deelt with

the people end naterials needed to install the water supply

schemes. The indicator of project success has been that of

achieving coverage.

The project objectives and activities back bogic in that it is

difficult to beap from the instablation of a number of new water

schenes to en inprovenent in health without first passing through

several intermediate steps which provide for the continued

functioning and a sustainable end effective utilization of the

supplies.

Anabysing issues related to sustainability naturally brings up

questions related to wonen’s role as a way to reach objectives,

because the optimal strategy for achieving long-term conmunity

support for sustainability involves: identifying the right target

clientebe, inciuding this target group in the decision-making and

reflecting their needs in the pobicy-making.
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In exanining the project’s activities and other inputs in relation 1
to the anticipated outputs and benefits, it becomesdear that a

conbination of factors at the outset of the project resulted in

the insufficient planning of approachesand resources, namely:

- back of identification of target clientele

- back of planned synchronization betweenthe technical and sociab 1
components

- bimited community participation strategy

- insufficient conmunity developmentmanpower

- lack of a budgetaryprovision to upgrade the skilbs of community

devebopnent officers 1
- no training planned for the water committee members and water

operators. 1
Identification of Target Clientele: Women as a Target Group

Becausewonenhave beenviewed as the consumersend potential users

of the water facilities - housewives, nothers and domestic water

collectors - project planners did not foresee wonen pbaying en

active part in the design, construction, management or naintenence

of these water facilities.

Both the EDF end the inplementing agencies have focused on wonen’s

domestic ‘reproductive’ (see page 96) robes as passive benefici-

aries of the inprovements in water supply and have overbookedtheir

potential contribution to all project activities essential to the

creation and long-term sustainabibity of the suppbies. The project

services for these activities were almost excbusively planned for

and targeted towards the men in the communities.

Given the demographic profibe of the rural areas, wonen making up

the majority of the available active work force (see Subsection 1
3.1.2) and the fact that nost community self-help devebopment work

in Swaziland has been carried out by wonen (see Subsection 3.1.12),

it is somewhat surprising that the implementation activities in the

EDF project were not targeted towards the wonen as well.

1
1
1
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While there has been en overall recognition of wonen’s key role in

attaining en optimal, hygienic and consistent use of the safe

water, there was, and stili is, littie recognition of the strategic

role wonen could have played in the construction, financial

management and maintenance of’ the supplies installed.

Given the gender differentiation of tasks for men and wonen, water

has always been a woman’s responsibility (see Subsection 3.1.7).

With a traditionab water supply system it is autonaticably assuined

that wonen are the local water managers responsible for its

maintenance, but once en improved water supply system involving

more sophisticated technobogy and modern nechenical equipment is

instalbed, wonen are displaced from their traditional position and

men are placed in charge of handling and menagingthe equipment and

taking the water supply decisions.

Therefore, because new systems involve technical and mechenicab

aspects considered to be in the male realm, eny attenpts to consult

the conmunity membershave focused on the male community members.

There has beenen assumptionthat somehowthe wonenwill, indirect-

ly, also feel involved. This has proven to be a fallacy. Much of

wornen’s daily lives revolves around water and they are likely to

assign it a higher priority than men. The emphasis upon the more

prominent public robes of men has resulted in the importance of

wonen in community water supply decision-making and management

being overbooked.

Project activities to set up the community-basedmaintenencewere

also targeted exclusively towards men. While the prevaibing

cultural and nornative values night make one initially focus on

male involvenent in operation and maintenance, attention paid to

such issues as: who has the most vitab interest in the continued

functioning of the f’acilities and would hence assume responsibility

for their reliab].e operation, and who would be available on a daily

basis to carry out the maintenance, would show that the naintenance

is a taak for wonen as well.
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The inclusion of wonen does not neen the exclusion of men, but by

inciuding wonen as active participants, the project would gain a

valuable resource.

Although cost recovery and a conmunity financial nanagenént scheme

are essential for ensuring the continued functioning of the 1
supplies, no prelininary socio-econonic field work and feasibility

studies were carried out in the project areas to ascertain who in

the househobd would actually be responsible for paying the water

fees end O&M costs, whether those responsible could afford these

costs, or whether there were suft’icient existent income-gerteration 1
possibibities (see Subsection 3.1.9).

Implicitly, it has been assumed that the male head of the household

would be responsible for paying all household water-related costs.

Consequently, wonen were not acknowledged as co-f’unders of the O&M

costs end as a separate target group with their own interests and

needs in generating suff’icient cash to pay the water fees. 1
The project ained to create economic benefits for wonen, in that

the time-saving opportunity offered by the water system could be

utilized for new production activitles, but It did not attempt to

ascertain what the wonen’s existent production activities were and

what assistence or additional inputs the wonen would need in order

to enjoy the planned economic benefits, or which project activities

would be necessary to help reach this goal (see Annex 6).

As a result of the project planners and project management

identifying wonen as the beneficiaries of the improved water

supplies end not as the inpbernentors and agents carrying out the

planned activities, the majority of the project’s services were

targeted towards men. Consequently, It was for this “clientele”

that the community nieetingswere pbannedand no attenpt was madeto

stinubate wonen’s participation by scheduling the meetings at a

time convenient for wonen.

In order to promote the involvenent of wonen, the project manage-

ment and field staff would need to be aware of wonen’s special
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needs and take into account the bimited time wonen have availabbe

for activities outside their arduous daiby routine, particularly

during the peak agricultural season, when planning the activities,

so as to adapt them to the particubar needs of wonen. These types

of measuresmust be devebopedin order to ensure that wonen will be

incbuded in project activities.

Synchronization of Technical and Social Inputs

The effective synchronization of the technical and sociab compo-

nents is always essential in a pater project. Sometines the

technical work is too slow and sometines the comnunity mobibization

is too sbow. This integration is particubarby important in the

EDF-funded projects.

Unbike other projects in the rural water sector, in which the RWSB

impbements both components, in the EDF project the technicab work

of designing and constructing the water systems is carried Out by

consubtents and contracted construction conpanies, while the

cominunity devebopment and nobibization activities are perforned by

the RWSB community devebopment and health staff.

In the other RWSB-impbemented water projects, it is nornally during

this design and construction phase that the community nenbers,

particubarby the wonen, are consultedby the community developnent

worker and RWSB Design Engineeras to their preferences with regard

to the bocation of the standpipes.

By working abongside the RWSB technical and construction crew

throughout the six nonths that their water scheme is under

construction, the wonen and men in a conmunity have the opportunity

to take part directly in the design end siting of the entire water

system as well as receive on-the-job training in operation and

maintenance.

Therefore, in the other rurab water projects, it is during this

‘technical’ phase that the RWSB f’iebd staff - the Conmunity

Development Officer working together with the RWSBDesign Engineer
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- consult the wonen, draw upon their local knowbedge and jointly

bay Out the pipebine.

Providing for this type of wonen’s involvement and conmunity 1
participation during design and construction when contractors are

implementing these activities poses a unique chablenge. 1
Proper planning was essentiab to ensure that none of the technical

activities began before the sociab preparation and conmunity

acceptencehad beenachieved, and the community nembers, the wonen --

in particular, could collaborate in the design and decision-making 1
for the water supplies.

This would have involved the project’s management team scheduling

the inputs end designing a work plan which would interweave the

community preparation and participation with the technical 1
interventions. This planned synchronization was neither foreseen

nor carried out by the management team; in contrast, the social and 1
technical aspects were treated as being parallel but unrelated.

Limited Community Participation Strategy and Inadequate Coninunity

Development Staff Manpower 1
The particular design of the EDF project, with a commerciab

contractor carrying out the construction work, also created special

probleins in achieving the project’s pbanned output of community

invobvement in the construction end design of the water supply

system.

This strategy, applied in all donor-funded RWSB rural water 1
projects, was also incorporated into the project design of the

Lomé II project (see Subsection 2.3.1). The project planners did

not foresee, however, the spec~al difficulties conmunity involve-

ment night raise when a conmer::al contractor and not a RWSBcrew

was responsible for the construction. 1
Consequentby, no special attention was paid to the issue of how to

maintain conmunity involvement, nor were any provisions made to

1
1
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ensure this during negotiations with the contractor. It appears

that once the RWSB became aware of this probbem and tried to

propose the solution of having the communities participate by

digging the soakagepit, the EDF and the contractor refused on the

grounds that this type of community participation in construction

was not part of the contractor’s original terms of reference. The

consequences of this have been particularly detrimental for the

consubtation and involvenent of wonen in the design of water

supplies.

The operational strategy for conmunity participation which was

inpbenented during Lomé II included a very limited concept of what

the community was expected to contribute. This was restricted to

inputs of mostly cash, and did not open up the decision-making

process to the conmunities, in particular to the wonen.

The RWSB’s major concern being the speed with which coverage was

achieved has resulted in a mininal strategy of’ participation,

whereby the wonen have not been permitted take part in the design

of their water supply system, def’ine their own water needs, or take

part in the decisions. It was felt that things could be done with

greater efficiency 1f the project staff and the consultants and

contractor did not share control or collaborate in the decision-

making with the intended beneficiaries, in particular the wonen.

Any externally-designed“sobution”, however, which doesnot draw on

the wonen’s own knowledge about the local context and conditions

runs a high risk of being inappropriate. In contrast, experience

has shown that if the connunity members truly feel the project is

theirs, they will usually be willing to take on the responsibility

of paying recurrent costs. This point was also uriderlined in a

recent evaluation of the USAID rurab water project 1)•

An inadequate amount of time was devoted to the preparation,

mobilization and organization of the communities, so that the

1) USAID. 1988 (rel’. 33, Annex 3).
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community-based management and maintenance systen which is so vital

to project success was not realized.

Believing that it was the quickest route to get projects under way 1
and compbeted on schedule, sone of the community devebopment

workers, when setting up the water committees, tended to work

mainly through local male authority figures who, in turn, would

appoint the conmittee menbers themselves. The community develop-

nent workers may also have been at a loss as to how to go about

associatingcominunity nembers, in particular the wonen, as partners -

in the decision-making and managementroles. 1
A more in-depth cominunity participation strategy which ensures

wonen’s involvement is required to put into place en ef’fective

community-based management system. To accomplish this, the

conmunity d~vebopmentworkers must take the time to work cbosely 1
with the communities to assist them in selecting the men and wonen

capable of taking responsibility and control of the water points. 1
It should be mentioned, however, that the implenentation of such a

labour-intensive approach would have necessitated a larger

conmunity devebopment staff than was available during the inplemen-

tation of’ Lomé II. 1
However, sucha comnunity participation strategy, albeit more time-

consuming, would contribute to the long-term~ efficiency end

effectiveness of the project, as there is a greater probability

that the wonen and men would use the supplles, ensure their on- 1
going maintenanceand take responsibility for the water points.

Training 1
Neither the human resource devebopnent of the conmunity devebopment -

staff nor that of’ the comnunities was planned for or foreseen in

the project design. The RWSBitself did not have the resources to

finence the above-mentionedtype of’ training either. Although the

EDF had not identified this need for the skills upgrading of the

community devebopment staff’ and the training of’ the local nenage-

1
1
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ment and naintenance groups, another donor in the sector, namely

USAID, has programmed and funded such human resource devebopment

training in its rural water project 1)~

The first training the comnunities in the EDF project schemes did

receive only occurred when the obdest EDF water schemes had already

been in operation for five years. Therefore, although both the EDF

and the RWSB expected the communities to be responsible for

financial management and technical operation and maintenancetasks

during the initial five years of the water schenes’ operation, no

training was provided by the project to the conmunity nembers for

them to acquire the necessary skills to do so.

4.1.3 Reviez~, of Planning, Design and Irnplementation of Lomé III

In conparison to the Lomé II project, a marked inprovement can be

seen in the planning, design and implementation of the Lomé III

project.

In conparing the Lomé III project’s objectives, its indicators of

success and their relationship to the project’s activities, it is

dear that en attenpt has been made to incorporate many of the

bessons learned into the design of this second phase which is

currentby in progress (see also Subsection 2.3.1).

This secondphase takes into account the experienceof the previous

phase and also other schemesfinanced by other donors, especiably

regarding the need for a better community preparedness.

The design and planning of the Lomé III project ref’lects a serious

effort to provide for the two intermediate steps beyond coverage:

effective functioning and utilization of installations. The

project activities deal with the preparation, organization,

education and training of the communities so that they will be well

In order to be able to provtde the proper support to the water committees, USAID provided
training workshops for the Community Development Officers to upgrade their skills in
effective community organizationai technique~. communication, problea-soiving. financial
accountability and water fee collection methods. In addition. one-week USAID-funded
leadership and water committee training semiziars were carried out in 1989 which inciuded
the committee members and water attendants of the Lomé II project commmunities.
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informed and understandtheir responsibibities, be organized and be

competent to assume responsibility for their management and

maintenance tasks, as well as acquire a basic understanding of

health, which will inotivate a hygienic and consistent use of the 1
facilities.

These improvements constitute a major step forward. Nevertheless,

booking beyond the phasing out of the project and providing for the

ef’fective utilization and long-term sustainability of’ the instalba- 1
tions once project assistance ends requires going one step f’urther.

The project design and its activities must provide for the sustain-

ability of the water supplies. To achieve this goal, the project

will have to identify the right target clientebe, inciude them in

the decision-making process and refléct their needs in its policy-

making. 1
The project’s successin effectiveby integrating wonen in all of

its project activities therefore determines its sustainability.

With this goal in mmd, the folbowing project elenents will be 1
examined:

identification of target clientele 1
- synchronization of’ technical and social conponents

- conmunity participation strategy

- water-use pobicy

- health education approach

- training of’ cominunity nembers. 1
Identification of Target Clientele: Women as a Target Group

The appraisal study and the other Lomé III project documents faib

to recognize and address the central robe wonen have to play in the

preparation, construction, nenagenent and naintenence of the water

supplies. The project planners, project management end inplement-

ing agencies continue to address wonen as the principal benefici-

aries and consumers of’ the inproved facilities and do not consider

them as producers and active participants critical to the implenen-

1
1
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tation of all activities beading up to their instablation, or as

the section of the community which will have a strategic robe in

ensuring the sustainability of the facibities.

Thus, the project’s services and activities are stili principally

targeted towards the men in the communities, despite the fact that

the lessons learned from the Lomé II project indicated to the

comnunity devebopment staff that wonen’s involvenent In the

community management of’ the supplies was a prerequisite to ensuring

their functioning (see Subsection 4.3.2).

There appears to be en information gap between the planners,

project managementand RWSB management,on the one hand, end the

project’s fiebd workers, on the other hand. The “top” appears to

be “gender-blind” to the critical inportance of wonen, whereas the

“base” is very aware of the reality that the real success of all

their project activities depends on the active invobvenent of

wonen. There is a need, thus, for information channels to be

created so that feedback can be channebled from the field to

central management(seeSection 4.4).

The appraisal study makes a point of emphasizing the proportional

over-representation of wonen in the project areas (see Subsection

3.1.2). Nevertheless, the consequences of this demographic profile

for the planning of the project’s services end activities has been

ignored or overbooked.

Moreover, the f’inanciab repercussions of a large najority of

female-headed households upon the affordabibity and sustainability

of the water supplies have not been taken into account.

An important question which shoubd have been addressedby the

project’s planners, but was not, was what implications the propor-

tional over-representation of wonen would have for the financiab

sustainability of the water supplies.

In the de facto fenale-headedhouseholds, where the husbandsand

other wage-earners are absent, do they send remittances home and,
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if so, does the wife have the power to albocate this noney to the 1
payment of the household’s water fees? 1f not, does she have

sufficient income-generating possibibities and income to pay for en

additionab famiby expense - the nonthly water fee (see Subsections

3.1.2 end 3.1.9)? 1
This problen becomes even more acute for those fenale-headed house-

hobds where there is no husband or other wage-earner and the woman

is the sole earner end source of financial support for the

household. --

1
1f wonen make up a barge part of the target population of the

project, as the data indicate, will they be able to af’ford the

long-term O&M costs of’ a water supply system?

The enswers to these questions have direct impbications for the

sustainability of the new water supply schenes which will be in-

stalled. 1
In the interests of ensuring the continued functioning of the water

systems, the project must ensure that all community menbers, even

the poorest househobds (the fenale-headed ones) cen aff’ord the --

recurrent O&~4costs, i.e. ensure that they have adequate income- 1
generating possibilities.

Experience from the Lomé II project has shown that in the majority

of cases, the communities’ tariff pobicy is based on the prenise:

“access to the tap only to those who pay” (see Subsection 4.3.1).

In many of the conmunities served with en improved water schene

under Lomé II, those households which cannot afford to pay the 1
monthly fee are not permitted to coblect water from the coninunal

tap. This neans that a segmentof the conmunity’s inhabitants, the

poor and very poor, which consists largely of wonen, may be denied

access to the taps for a large part of the year.

By providing inproved water supplies but, at the same time, not

making eny eff’orts to ensure that all the community members have 1
the revenue possibilities to pay the O&M costs, the Lomé III -

1
1
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project may be only increasing the gap between the haves and the

have-nots in the rural areas.

Synchronization of the Technicab and Social Components

The inputs of the social and technical project components for the

preparation of the connunities and the design and construction of

the water schenes are now planned to take place so that the design

end construction phase - carried out by the Consulent Engineer and

construction company - will only begin once comnunities have been

fubly nobilized and the water sources assured.

It is hoped that this type of planning will albow adequate time for

the community devebopment and heabth workers to carry out the

community nobilization, organizatiori and health education

activities schedubed to occur prior to construction. During this

preparatory phase, the conmunities are to select their water and

sanitation committee and water operators/attendants, set up a

naintenance fund and construct VIP latrines (see Subsection 2.3.3).

The project’s sebection criteria to determine which 12 conmunities

will be selected to receive en improved water suppby schene are

based upon the community’s degree of’ preparedness in providing the

required inputs. Once this social component is completed and the

communities selected, the design end construction of the water

schenes is scheduled to comnence.

The need for synchronization does not end here, however. The

lessons learned from the Lomé II project clearly showed that the

Consultant Engineer end construction crew cannot keep the comnunity

at arm’s bength, totabby exclude them from taking part in any of

the design end construction activities end then have the project

hand over the conpleted water scheme to the conmunity and expect

the community menbers to feel a sense of ownership for the supplies

and maintain them.

Thus, It will be a challenge for the Lomé III project to albow for

community end wonen’s involvement while the Consultant Engineerand
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1
contractor are carrying out the design and construction of the

water schemes.

Community Participation Strategy 1
The conmunity devebopmentstaff has been enlarged so that there is

adequate manpower to correctly carry out all the community

preparation activties. Moreover, the comnunity participation

strategy currently in practice permits the community devebopment 1
worker the time to become acquainted with the coinmunity and not

just the local authority and leadership figures. This approach

albows the community devebopment workers the opportunity to fulby -

explain to the communities how the conmunity-based management

systernoperatesend what their financial managementend maintenance

responsibilities wibibe.

Based on this knowledge, the community menbers are able to select

the men and wonen they feel are capable of perf’orming the

conmunity’s managementand maintenancetasks to serve as officers

end menbersin their water and sanitation committee. During this

process the community devebopment worker plays the role of a

facilitator. Overall, this approach represents a greater degree of

community involvement.

Putting a community-based management systeminto place is the first

step towards achieving sustainability. Incbuding the comznunity

menbers, particubarly the wonen, in the decision-making and

reflecting their needs in the policy-making are the forthconing 1
steps to be inplemented during the project.

However, although this inproved community participation approach

permits more community involvement, it does not provide any

guarantee that women will systematically participate in this 1
increased conmunity involvement as partners in the decision-naking

and management of’ the installations. To achieve this, promoting 1
wonen’s involvenent at all stages of’ the project cycbe must also

becomeen integral part of the community participation strategy.

1
1
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An attempt is now being made to set up a two-way exchange of

information between the communities and the project. During a

field visit to a community which has been selected for the project

and will soon be served with en improved water supply, the

Consultant wItnessed a meeting at which a connunity devebopment

worker and the RWSB Design Engineer presented technical Information

to the community about their water supply schene.

The Design Engineer discussed both the financial and nanageriab

impbications of the different types of power systems (electrical or

diesel-run) end the equipment which the community could choose

from. He also informed the conmunity menbers of sone of the

inplications of different siting decisions, for example siting the

pipeline abongside a road. Wonen took en active part in the

aninated discussIon which folbowed.

It is not known, however, whether this prodecure will be consis-

tently applied throughout the coming three years in all 12 Lomé

III project communities. In order to have a maximab ef’fectiveness,

this procedure should be institutionalized so that during every

connunity’s preparation phase this two-way exchange of information

takes place systenaticably.

Setting up a two-way exchange of information is only half of’ the

process, however. Once the conmunity menbers are well informed,

they must also be given the opportunity to take part in the

decision-naking concerning the cholce of equipment, fuel system,

accessories, etc. for their water scheme.

This means that the RWSB field staff, Consultant Engineer and

contractor will have to share control and albow the wonen and men

in a community to cobbaborate in the decision-making.

Severab measures will be required to ensure this type of systenatic

conmunity involvement and, above all, wonen’s partidipation during

the Lomé III project. Firstby, a protocol nust be drawn up

defining the design decisions open to cominunity choice. Secondly,

a detailed work plan is required containing the step-by-step
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procedures to be fobbowed during each project phase, pernitting 1
community and wonen’s involvement in the planning, design and

construction 1)

A possibbe illustration of this in practice could be as foliows: -

subsequent to the two-way information exchangebetween the RWSB’s 1
Design Engineer and the community, the comnunity development worker

would meet with the cornnunity members in order to assist them in 1
assessing the information and in reaching design and siting

decisions.

The community devebopnent worker, accompanied by two representa-

tives from the comnunity’s water end senitation committee would 1
then meet with the Consultant Engineer and inform him of the

cominunity’s design and siting choices. The Consultant Engineer -

would try to apply these as far as is technicably feasible. For

exainple, if women expressed the need for cbothes-washing facilities

near the standpipes, the project could incorporate washing basins 1
near the taps, provided that the water source cen meet or exceed

the demand. 1
Sinilarly, if wonen wish to use the tap water to carry Out

productive activities such as cubtivating vegetable gardens,

poultry raising or brick making, the Consultant Engineer (in

conjunction with the RWSBDesign Engineer) could base his calcula- -

tions on these needs, design the system accordingby and incorporate

appropriate equipment (punp, pumping station, water cobbection

house/storage reservoir, appropriate pipe diameter size, etc.) into

the scheme so that the necessary amount of water can be pumped and

trensported from the source to the tap. 1
With regard to the RWSB advising the wonen on the possibility of 1
incbuding laundry facilities next to the standpipes, this has been

done in sone of’ the communities served under the recent USAID water

and senitation project. It would be very beneficial if this

1) The World Bank has brought out a field manual which provides an example of a work plan
for project managers to use in developing this type of planning (Kaibermatten. J.K. et
al. A Sanitation Field Manual: Appropriate Technology for Water Supply and Sanitation,
World Bank. December 1980).

1
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procedure were also to be folbowed on a systematic basis in each of

the Lomé III project conmunities.

As discussed earlier (see Subsection 4.1.1), community involvement

during the construction activities is also important. During

negotiations with the contractor, provisions will have to be

incbuded in the contractor’s terms of reference specifying the

exact type of community inputs feasibbe during construction.

As a result of their involvement in the construction and installa-

tion of the water supply schene, the comnunity will acquire on-the-

job experience in the maintenance of the systen.

The final measure necessary to solicit long-term conmunity support

is the formalizing of’ the conmunity’s conmitnent. At present a

memorandum of understanding between the community and the RWSB is

signed before the construction of the water scheme commences.

However, en additional measure to pronote a community’s understend-

ing end acceptance of its ongoing maintenance responsibilities

would be the introduction of a mutualby-binding contract between

the connunity and the RWSB (seeAnnex 8 for en example of this type

of contract).

Such a contract, bisting not only the conmunity’s responsibilities

for long-term operation and maintenance, but also those of the RWSB

in providing a repair service, would provide a means of formalizing

each party’s conmitment and accountability. Furthermore, it would

provide a joint definition of specified areasof’ local responsibil-

ity for maintenence.

This contract would be signed by two representatives of the conmun-

ity’s water conmittee and by a representative of’ the RWSBat the

official ceremonyprior to handing over the conpleted water supply

schene to the community.

Wonen should be the centre of attention during this cerenony SO as

to give public recognition to their prominent role in water supply.
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The fact that wonen hold a responsible function in water management 1
in the community, and the project training they receive enhance

their self-esteem and self-rebiance. Ceremonies which help

cebebrate the introduction of a new water suppby systen are thus en

excellent way of placing women in the centre of attention and

strengthening their position in the community. 1
Water-Use Policy 1
Abbowing wonen to define their water needs as they see then facili-

tates the formulation of a policy which natches their needs end is

technically feasibbe. The RWSB’s policy is that the tap water is

only to be used for “reproductive” domestic water-use activities 1
(drinking, cooking, washing, bathing) and not for any “productive”

activities such as vegetable gardening 1)• The present policy is

counter-productive to achieving the very aims and socio-econonic

inpact the rurab water and sanitation sector is striving for.

In fact, a large number of the income-generating activities which

wonen would engage in to raise the cash to pay the water system’s

operating costs depend upon the accessibility of a convenient and

plentifub source of water. Whibe It is true that wonen can

sonetimes cobbect the water from traditional sources, these are

of’ten situated at a great distance from the household.

The difficult task of carrying water over great distances acts as

a constraint to the wonen engaging in any economicalby productive

activity requiring the use of water.

Moreover, during the sunner nonths when drought conditions prevail, 1
there are often no alternative water sources avaibable. Thus, the

wonen are not able to engage in any of’ their income-generating

activities which require water for production.

1
The term “reproductive is used here to define a woman’s use of water when she is in the
role of housewife. mother and consumer. A “productive” use. on the other hand, refers
to the role of the woman as a producer. using the water to carry out an economically
productive activity that generates cash.

1
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Consequently, the RWSB’s water-use pobicy denies many wonen the

opportunity to engagein the very activities which would generate

the income for them to pay the water supply schemes’ operating

costs, costs which are necessaryto keep the schemesfunctioning.

The Health Education Approach

Health education is provided prior to the construction of the

inproved suppbies, but very little health education is given to the

communities, in particular the wonen, once the water supplies and

latrines are installed end in operation.

At present, health education is primarily used to nobilize the

conmunities to construct the improved pit batrines, rather than to

motivate the connunity menbers (particubarly the wonen) to

consistently utilize the new facilities.

In order to bring about a change in behaviour end ensure a correct

utilization of the new facilities, health education must also be

carried out 0fl a systematic and long-term basis after the instabla-

tion of the improved supplies.

The health education approach practised by meny of the health staff

is based on the assumption that the reluctance of coninunity mernbers

to chenge their water or sanitary practices and to utilize the new

facilities as intended is due to ignorance. The health staff then

go about trying to ‘teach’ them to correct their behaviour.

Experience has shown, however, that behavioural change cannot be

expected from a single one-directionab transfer of new knowledge

and skills. Nor cnn ingrained practices and beliefs be easily

disbodged by outsiders.

A more participatory approach to health education is needed to

bring about a change in the thinking patterns and habits of the

rural population. The wonen and men nust be directly involved in

the critical analysis of their own situatlon and of their feelings

and beliefs about it.
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New information cnn and should be introduced by the health 1
educators, but a participatory approach shoubd be used which will

permit the wonen to process this information in order to integrate

it into their prior experience and systen of values - this type of

real assimibation can then leed to action.

1
Training of the Cominittee Members and Water Operators/Attendants

The training of the comnittee nembersand water operators, which is

essential for putting into place en eff’ective conmunity management

and naintenance system, must take place before each water supply

scheme is put into operation, so that the cominunity members will be

abbe to perform all their management and naintenanceresponsibil- 1
ities once the system is handed over to then.

The contents of the RWSB’s recently adopted training prograinmefor

conmunities provides practical information and skibbs training on

the fobbowing topics:

- the financial management system, bookkeeping and accounting

procedures for the naintenence fund

- water and sanitation hygiene and health education

the community’s responsibilities

- the duties end responsibilities of’ the water committee

- technical training in operation and naintenancefor water atten-

dents/operators. 1
In order to devebop the conmittee members’ confidence and manage-

ment and decision-naking skills, an additional topic shoubd be

introduced into the present training curriculum. The beadership

training now provided to the Zenzebe women’s groups by the home 1
economics extension workers would be very useful for the water and

sanitation committee menbers (see Annex 6). 1
The participatory method used in this beadership training has the

potential to signif’icently strengthen the cornnittees through the

introduction of problen-solving skills and by inproving group

dynamics. 1
1
1
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This type of training cnn consIderably reduce the dependence of the

comnunities on the conmunity devebopment workers because the

probben-solving component enables the committee members to address

the problems they face in the conmunity managementof their water

scheme and find solutions applicable and workable within their own

communities (see Annex 7) 1),

In the originab training strategy prepared by the RWSB, the

training workshops for the comnittees were to be blmited to 36

participents. In practice, however, en average of 100 participents

have attended each of the four regional committee training

workshops held to date.

Each district-level workshop has grouped together two to three

representatives from some 30-40 communities at a time. Therefore,

as opposed to training all of’ a community’s water conmittee

officers end water attendants as was originally planned, only one

representative of a conmittee and one water attendant per conmunity

received training. These two representatives were expected to

trensfer their new skills and knowledge to the remaining conmittee

nembers end water attendants.

Given the centrab importance, however, of the conmittee as a whole,

and each Individual menber thoroughby understandinghis/her role

and acquiring the necessary skills, It would be more effective if

training was provided to all of the connittee menbers end water

operators/attendents from a glven community.

Moreover, rather than training the water operators/attendantsin a

separate workshop, it would be beneficial to include them in part

of the general training for the committee members as well. The

incbusion of water operators/attendants as menbers of the water

connittees has proven to be a very notivating factor for then in

assuinirig responsibility for their O&M tasks, as evidenced by the

experienceof other African countries where this has occurred.

This training is carried out as part of the ongoing SWAMDP, funded by USAID. in which the
home economica extension workers are first trained In the participatory adult education
experiential learning techniques to learn to be trainers. Subsequently. they train the
Zenzele woman’s cooperatives in leadership training (eec Annex 7).
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It is important, when planning these training workshops, to pay 1
special attention to wonen’s training needs, so as to promote

wonen’s full participation in the workshops. For example, nany of

the femabe committee members who are heads of households may have

difficulty leaving the famiby or children abone if workshop

attendance requires staying overnight or meens several days’ 1
absence from the home. For this reason en effort should be made to

organize the workshops at bocations near the communities.

Moreover, the workshops should be limited to three to four days’

duration in order to reduce the amount of time wonen will be absent

from the honestead. 1f necessary, training cnn be spread out over

two sessions, each of two to three days’ duration.

4.2 Wonen’s Aspects in the Preparatory and Design Phase

4.2.1 Role of Wonen in Project Preparation

In the preparation of both the Lomé II and III projects, there is

no conceptualization of the socio-economic distinctions between

men end wonen which have crucial relevence in preparing a water

project. No recognition is given to the fact that men and wonen

have dif’ferent roles, tasks, needs and constraints. Moreover, no

recognition is given to the separation of the husband’s and wife’s

income or of the gender division of responsibilities within a

household. Given the definite gender division of financial

responsibilities within a household, however, wonen are usually

responsible for paying household costs for the welfare of the

family, i.e. for food, cbothing, medecine and water (see Subsection

3.1.8).

The baseline data given in the Lomé III project background

information to support the premise that the O&M costs are afford-

abbe to users states that, according to a government socio-econonic

survey, the average honestead has en annual incone of E 1,150,

thereby givlng a household sufficient earnings to pay the O&M

costs. Implicit in this premIse is the supposition that the male

will pay the 0&M costs end that the household’s gross incone, which
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is in fact that of the male wage-earner, will be abbocated to

paying the water fees.

This average annual household income comes from, i.a. nigments’

remittances, resident wage-earners, the sale of agricultural cash

crops, and the sale of bivestock.

No consideration is given to the possibibity that the wonen beft in

the househobds may not have the authority to use the remittance

money to pay for the water fees. Moreover, several household-

expenditure surveys carried out in Swaziland have revealed that

most men’s renittences are spent on farn equipment, seed, fertl-

bizer, etc. - all investments which will generate income from the

man’s fields. Therefore, one cannot automatically assume that

wonen will have access to the remittances to pay for the 0&M costs.

The same argument holds for the resident wage-earners. Agricul-

tural cash crops are cubtIvated on the men’s fields and cattle are

usually a man’s property. The proceeds from their sale remain with

the man, and whether or not he gives any of this noney to his wife

(wives) for household costs is his prerogative. Any money he does

gi~e is seen as a gift rather than en obligation.

To further support the prenise concerning the financial feasibibity

of the O&M costs, the data states that 53.4% of rural homesteads

have bank accounts. The fact that there are so many bank accounts,

however, provides no proof of the affordability of the water fees,

because wonen in Swaziland have the legab status of ninors end are

not allowed to open a bank account, unless they are salaried

employees, which few rural wonen are. Hence, the large number of

rurab househoids with bank accounts only reflects the fact that

male household heads have accessibility to cash; it gives no

indication of the status of wonen’s incone.

Therefore, in order to determine the affordability of the 0&I~1

costs, a more realistlc approach for a water project to fobbow

would be to carry out field studies specificalby directed at wonen
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to deternine who would be responsible for paying the water fees and

whether they have sufficient revenue to do so.

The EDF is not the only donor who has used this approach in

deternining the economic feasibility of the recurrent 0&M costs.

USAID used a similar “gender-blind” argument which implictly

assumed that men would be responsible for paying the water fees in

the preparation of its rural water and sanitation project.

Preparing water and sanitation projects which accurateby reflect

the actual sltuation in a project area requires the collection of

basebine data reflecting the socio-economic distinctions between 1
men and women, namely:

- the robes and responsibilities of men and wonen in the supply,

management and use of water

- the revenues and expenditures of each sex

- the amount of time devoted to water-rebated activities

- the genderdivision of’ tasks end the amount of time available to

carry out project activities.

4.2.2 Role of Wonen in Project Design

There is a contradiction in the conception of wonen’s roles in the

Lomé II and III projects. On the one hand, wonen are conceived as

the beneficiaries of’ the improved water supplies and on the other

hand, they are supposed to be the “producers”, earning the cash to

pay for the operatlng costs of the water system to ensure its

functioning.

Wonen are identified as housewives and mothers, the consumers of

water who will benefit from a plentiful end convenient source of

water to carry out their donestic tasks. The water they collect is

onby to be used for their “reproductive” domestic water-use

activities (see Subsection 4.1.2).

These domestic activities, however, do not generate en incone for

a woman. 1f a woman is to pay for the water fees, she cannot

confine herself to the role of’ a beneficiary, but must assume the
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role of a producer and engage in productIve activities which will

generate en income.

This is where the contradiction lies, because the project’s service

(improved water supply) is only provided to wonen for consumption

purposes in their role as “beneficiaries” and not for productive

purposes in their role as “producers”. By denying wonen the oppor-

tunity to use the water for productive activities, the project is

denying wonen the means to generate money to ensure the continued

functioning of the supplies.

4.3 Wonen’s Aspects in Implementation

4.3.1 Wonen’s Aspects in the Implementation of Lomé II

Women’s Participation In the Planning and Design of the Water

Supplies

During the planning of the water suppbies wonen were given very

bittle opportunity to participate in the local planning and

decision-making concerning the design of’ tl~ieir water suppby

schemes. This was due to a combination of factors. On the one

hand, the RWSB technical design criteria and water-use poblcy

precluded wonen from being consulted as to their water-use needs.

On the other hand, the use of a consultant engineerend a conmer-

dal construction contractor precluded wonen’s participation in the

implementation and installation of the water schenes.

While wonen were able to take part In the layout of the pipebine

and the instablation of the water system in other RWSB-implemented

water projects, and thereby had the opportunity to take part in the

siting decisions for the pipeline and the standposts, this

opportunity was denied to wonen in the EDF project. In fact, when

wonen did try to make known their needs for cbothes-washing

facilities, no attempt was made to incorporate such facilities into

the design of their water suppby schene.
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It appears that wonen did try to provide information based on their 1
knowledgeof the local situation and environment to the Consultant

Engineer during his laying out of the pipebine end siting of the

standpost, but their help was refused.

Had the Consultant Engineer listened to the wonen, he night have 1
been able to avoid, in two instences, siting a stendpost in the

nIddbe of a soccer field that was stili In use. In one of these

instences, the standpost was also situated in the line of a cattbe-

path beading to the cattle’s watering hole. Consequentby, the

cattle tread on the standpost apron every time they wabk to end 1
from the pond.

Women’s Role in Community Management and Maintenance

Whibe in some comnunities wonen were sebected to be water conmittee

officers (in one conmunity a woman was elected chairlady, in a

second comnunity a woman served as vice-chairlady and in a third 1
community there was a woman treasurer), in the majority of’ the

communities the local management groups set up during the initi-

ation of the Lomé II project were conposed nostby of’ male local

authority fig~.ires end leaders (see Subsection 4.1.1). In general, -

thesewater committees conprised f’ive male officers end one or two

female nembers.

Maintenance tasks were also assigned to men, as the operation and

maintenance of a water supply scheme was clearly identified as a

male task.

The consequences of wonen’s back of participation in the public 1
management of the water supplies are illustrated by the folbowing

case study of the community of’ Mbiba.

At the time the water suppby schene was put into operation in

Mbiba, in 1987, no connunity management structure had as yet been

established. The water supply scheme actuably served two conmun-

ities - Mliba and Kapuka - each of which was under the authority of

a separatechief’. Rivalries betweenthe two chiefs had meent that

1
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the consensusnecessaryto establish a water committee capable of

administering the water scheme had not been reached.

These two communities are situated in the northern Menzini region,

en area undergoing economic crisis, where drought conditions

prevail. In particular, these communities are characterized by a

barge number of female-headed househoids wlthout male wage-earners

and male-headed househoids in which the men are unemployed. In

both types of’ households, the wonen provide the sole source of

financiab support. Together, these two types of’ households

comprise the “poor” and “very poor” segment of the conmunities’

popubation.

The water supply schene serves a primary and secondary school, a

clinic, the police station, a cattle-dip station, various shop-

keepers end all the homesteads of’ the two communities. During the

first two years of the water scheme’s operation, when no comnunity

management structure existed to coblect water fees end adininister

a naintenance fund, the institutions served (police station,

schools end clinic) took it in turn to pay the operating costs.

Recentby, however, a water committee has been organized to carry

out the public management of the water supplies end institute a

financiab management systen, whereby all the users will contribute

water Lees. This local management group is composed of one local

male community leader and represefitatives from the police station,

clinic, cattie-dip station, school committees and shopkeepers.

Notably absent from this coninittee are wonen representing the small

consumers - the individual homesteads - in particular the disadven-

taged category of female-headed households and households without

wage-earners. The only woman on the comnittee, the headmistress of

the primary school, represents the school’s end teachers’ inter-

ests.

The first item on the agenda of this newly constituted committee

has been to deternine the tarif’f policy and monthly water fees for

the various types of consumers/users of the conmunity water supply.
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The negative consequences of the lack of wonen’s participation in

the water management decision-making cnn be seen in the tariff

pobicy recently proposed in which the needs of the small cönsumers,

particularby those of wonen, have been completely overbooked.

The institutions served by the communal water supply will be 1
charged a monthby fee of E 100, or E 1,200 annually. Large

consumers (e.g. shopkeepers) will be charged a nonthly fee of’ E 10,

irrespective of the amount of water or the purpose for which it is

used. Cattle owners will be charged E 2 monthly or E 24 annually

for the use of the cattle dip. 1
The small consumers, the homesteads, wibb pay a monthly fee of E 2

for water colbected for purely donestic purposes. Parents with

children attending school will pay en additional annuab amount of

E 3 per child, to cover the child’s water use whibe at school.

Up until now, women have been using the tap water not only for 1
donestic purposes, but also for productive purposes. The wonen

stated that they used the tap water for, amongst other purposes,

brewing beer and cultivating vegetable gardens. Part of’ the

vegetables grown were consumed by the household for nutritionab

purposes, while proceeds from the sale of the renaining vegetabbes

and the beer were used by the wonen to pay for household expenses.

However, the wonen felt that the newby proposed tariff pobicy could

change all this because in future, if a wonen coblects water for

any purpose other than for pureby donestic uses, she will be

charged en additional nonthby fee of E 10, the saine rate as the

large consuners, for the excess water collected, irrespective of 1
the ainount.

Many of the wonen interviewed disagreed with this tarif’f’ pobicy and

objected to the fact that they had not been consulted by the

committee prior to its policy-making. The wonen pointed out that

a large nunber of’ the income-generating activities which they

engage in to earn noney (brewing beer, vegetable gardening, etc.)

depend on a plentifub and convenient suppby of water.
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It is these very activities which would generate the income the

wonen would use to pay their monthly water fee. However, if the

new tariff policy is put into practice, they would never be able to

afford to pay the additional E 10 fee charged to “barge consumers”.

Hence, in future, they will probabby no bonger be able to carry Out

a large number of the income-generating activities which, until

now, have provided them with a means of’ revenue to support their

families.

During her visit to Mliba, the Consultant saw this tariff policy in

practice. Two men came by truck to fill two large containers

holding 360 litres of water, which was to be used by their nother

who prepared meals for the prisoriers at the police station. In

total, the men collected 1,440 bitres of water per day. Their

mother, a cook/shopkeeper, paid a monthly fee of E 10 for the

consumption of some 43,200 litres of water.

In future, if a femabe househobd head for exainple wishes to coblect

en additional 100 litres of water per week (400 litres per month)

to prepare millet beer, she will be charged the same monthly Lee as

a shopkeeper who consunes 43,200 litres of water.

Ef’fectively then, under this tariff policy, the smaller consumers

will be subsidizing the larger consumers. The water committee has

established a policy which disregards the interests of a large

segment of the community it is supposed to represent. A direct

result of the non-participation of’ wonen in the decision-making and

public management of the water supplies is that a policy may be

adopted which does not take into account the needs of the smaller

consumers, principalby those of’ the wonen.

om’ s Financial Participation in the Operation and Maintenance

Costa

As discussed earlier (see Subsection 2.3.3), under the Lomé II

project the connunities have had the finenciab responsibility of

estabbishing a maintenance fund and ensuring that there are always

suf’f’icient funds available to cover the recurrent 0&M costs,
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1
incbuding the cost of ininor repairs and spare parts (see Subsection

2.3.2). In order to provide adequate liquidity to the maintenance

fund, the communities’ water committees colbect monthby water fee

contributions on 8 homestead-to-honestead basis. The water Lee to

be paid by each homestead is determined by the community and water

committee on the basis of the number of homesteads/households as

well as the anticipated 0&M costs of the water scheme.

The field work reveals that the recurrent nonthby water Lees for

communities served with a diesel-powered water schene vary from E 2

to E 4 per honestead, whereas the monthby water Lees for commun- 1
ities with en electrically powered water schene vary from E 2 to

E 3.50 per honestead. One factor which increases the water

consumption and corresponding operatIng costs for neny of the

conmuriities is the widespread usage of the water by non-community

members. Communities (sone six in total) whose standposts are 1
situated abongside a road are confronted with the probbem of non-

community menbers coming in trucks and pick-ups to bad up 1
containers of water ~.

Before discussing the field work’s findings, it is relevant to

recail the baseline data indicating the percentages of female-

headed househoids end the extent of’ male labour nigration.

Some 53% of all rural households are headed by women (in 30% of the

cases the husband is en absent wage-earner; in the other 23% wonen

are heading the household de jure).

Moreover, 35% of’ all rural househobds do not have a resident male.

At least 68% of all rural honesteads have absentee workers,

husbends in 30% of the cases, who do not return home for long

periods of time (see Subsections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3).

An additional category of househoids for which no data are

available are those male-headed households in which the husband

Although a USAID project community was inciuded in the field work, its water schema is
gravity fed. so the conumunity must only cover the - considerably lower - costs of the
miruor repairs.
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resides at home but is unemployed, meaning that the wife must

provide all financiab support for the family from her income-

generating activities.

The field work carried out in the EDF communities and the ODA

project connunity provided very sinilar results with regard to

naintenance dues. On average, homesteads are paying a nonthly

water fee of E 3 in comnunities served with en electrically powered

systein and E 3.50 in communities served with a dieseb-powered

system.

According to the gender division of financial responsibibities

between husbends and wives, the letter are usualby responsible for

paying all the household expendltures for the webfare of the

family, e.g. for Lood, cbothing, medicine and school Lees (see

Subsection 3.1.8). In the majorlty of households interviewed, the

recurrent monthby water fees fabl under this category and, as such,

are viewed in principle as the wonen’s f’inancial responsibibity.

While the husband may contribute to this cost, this is considered

his prerogative end such a contribution is therefore more of a gift

than en obligation on his part.

The picture which energes from the field work findings is that in

those nale-headed households where the husband either resides at

home and has a source of’ revenue or is en absent wage-earner but

returns home f’requently, he usually contributes to the famiby’s

household expenditures budget. He may also pay the nonthly water

Lee or share the finenciab responsibility with his wife (for

example paying it in alternate months).

For those de facto female-headed househoids in which husbands are

away for long periods of time, the situation is different. The

husband retains full control over the albocation of any remittences

sent home end the majority of the wonen interviewed said that if

the husband made contributions to household expenditures these fell

into the category of’ gif ts and could not be considered as a

reliable means of family support.
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The women indicated that they could not depend upon their husbend’s

remittances as a source of revenue to pay the monthby recurrent

water fees, because the remittanceswere either insufficient or too

irregular. As access to and use of the cominunal water supply

depended upon a homestead’s regular payment of its water Lee, the

wonen felt it essentiab that they try to generate their own source 1
of revenue and be as sebf-sufficient as possible in paying for this

expenditure.

The last group of’ women interviewed represented those households

where the wonen must provide the sole source of financial support 1
and pay for the water fees from their own incone. There are three

categories of household in this group: those in which the wonen are

de jure heads, de facto wonen-headed households where the absent

husband provides no remittence for the family’s costs and male-

headed households in which resident husbands are unable to work.

In total, wonen have the sole financial responsibility for paying 1
the recurrent O&Mcosts in some 40% of the households in all the

coninunities visited. This percentage fluctuates somewhat with the

district, according to the level of’ male labour nigration, the

unemployment rate and the degree of local economic opportunities.

The affordability of the recurrent 0&M costs for the wonen is

iblustrated in the fobbowing two case studies, one from en EDF 1
project cominunity and one from en ODA project conmunity, both in

the Shisleweni district.

In the first community, Mahainba, en EDF project community whose -

electrically-powered water scheme has been in operation since 1985, 1
the water committee, which has a majority of wonen nembers, has set

the water Lees at E 3.50 per month. All the eight wonen inter-

viewed, four of whom were conmittee nenbers, have had difficulties

in paying the monthly water Lee.

They stated that as they have introduced a bockabbe tap systen,

wherebyaccess to the tap is only permitted to those homesteads who 1
pay the monthly Lee, each of theni had not been able to afford to

1
1
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use the conmunal water system for at leest one to two nonths during

the preceding year.

In the ODA project community of Mbukwane, whose ebectrically

powered schene has been in operation since 1984, nonthly water Lees

have been set at E 3 per homestead. During the system’s early

years of operation, the water Lees had been set at E 1.30 per

nonth, but as the ebectricity and maintenance costs have progress-

ively risen, the need has increased to raise the water Lees in

order to cover the higher 0&M costa. Of the 18 peopbe present at

the meeting, 11 wonen end 7 men, 11 (61%) could not af ford to pay

the water Lee durIng at least one nonth in the preceding year.

The sampllng revealed that 9 of the 11 wonen present (81%) could

not afford to pay the O&M costs during any given nonth of the

preceding year. Out of the 7 men, all of whon assumed partiab

finencial responsibibity for the recurrent 0&Mcosta, 2 (29%) could

not afford to pay the water fees during at leest one month in the

preceding year.

Mbukwane has also introduced a bockabbe tap system, so all the

above-nentioned househobds who could not afford to pay the nonthly

water Lee were not permitted access to the conmunal water supply

system during that given nonth.

In the renaining four EDF cominunities visited where the lockable

tap systen has not been introduced, there is open access to the

water suppby system to all community members. Two of the four

cominunities (SifuntenenI A end Mliba) exposed the problen of the

bimited financial resources of a barge number of the communities’

households and their consequent inability to af ford the nonthly E 2

water Lees.

In one conmunity approxinately 30% of the househobdscould not

afford to contribute E 2 per month to the maintenace Lund in eny

given nonth. The majority of this segment of the cominunity’s

population were de f’acto or de jure femabe-headed households.
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In enother community a similar situation exists; neny of the house- 1
hobds with limited financial resources could not afford to pay the -

nonthly contribution of E 2. Here again, the majority of these

households are either Lemabe-headed or households in which the man

is unempboyed. Hence, the woman must provide the sobe source of -

income for the fainily. 1
In both these communities the water conmittees have responded to

this situation of’ a binited availability of cash to cover the O&M

costa by severely restricting water usage so as to permit a binited

quentity of water to all households.’~. As a result, the per capita

water consumption is approxinateby 5-10 bitres per day, far bebow

the target of 25-30 litres set by the RSWB.

The findings underline the importance of expboring avenues to

increase the income-earning capacities of the wonen in all -

communities served with en inproved water supply in order to ensure

the sustainability of the supplies, all the more since it should be

emphasized that the recurrent costs will progressively increase as

the systems age.

Under the Lomé III project the RSWB’s new policy has been applied.

In order to qualify for project selection, a community must first

estabbish en initial naintenance fund containing a minimum of

E 1,000 and subsequentlyreplenish it on a nonthby basis In order 1
to cover the recurrent O&M costs.

In the two Lomé III communities visited which have a maintenance

fund of at leest E 1,000, the water committees organized the -

coblection by asking a pre-set contribution from every homestead. -

In the conmunity of Bushayan Komo the initial contribution exacted

per househobd was E 50 and in Mavula It was E 30. 1

In both conmunities, this initial corttribution is viewed as a

capital investnent towards obtaining a community water supply -

1
1) Miiba. which has opted for the policy of households~ restricted water consumption in

order to reduce its operating costs. is also faced with the probleni of non—comsuunity
memberm drawing large quantities of water from the roadside communal standposts.

1
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scheme. Hence, as such, this expenditure is considered as being

principally the male’s or husband’s Linancial responsibility. Only

in those homesteads/households where the husbend’s revenue or

remittances are insufficient to cover the entire amount, has the

wife (wives) Linancialby participated by providing part of the

initial contribution.

In those households in which wonen provide the sole meens of

financiab support to the family, they are expected to pay the full

contribution within the pre-set time bimit themsebves.

The findings from the three householdinterviews carried out in the

community of’ Mavula illustrate the above. In the first household,

the husband, a wage-earner empboyed at a nearby f’orestry compeny,

had sufficient revenue to pay the entire E 30 hinself’. In the

second househobd, the husbend is a truck driver whose earnings are

not sufficient to pay the full E 30. Hence, he contributed E 20

and his wife E 10. In the third household, the wonen was the sobe

breadwiriner Lor the famiby, as her husband was blind and did not

work. She paid the E 30 from her earnings as a dressnaker.

For this last category in particubar, the relatively large amount

of cash which must be paid in a relatively short period has proven

to be a very difficult financial burden upon the women. As the

sole breadwinners for the family, from their limited incone-

generating activities they have to pay not only such nonthly costs

as school fees and Lood, cbothing and medical expenses for the

entire family, but also the rebativeby large amount of E 30/50.

It must be pointed out that the newly-introduced criterion of only

sebecting those connunities which are capable of collecting the

E 1,000 within a certain time implicitly favours the economicably-

adventaged conimunities with households of a relatively high degree

of economic prosperity. Conmunities with a barge proportion of

households econonically dependent on wonen will obviously have

greater difficulty in qualifying for project selection.
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This initial contribution also proved to be problematic for 1
househobds with en absent male wage-earner. Abthough this expendi-

ture was generalby viewed as the man’s finencial responsibibity,

the wives did not have the authority to allocate the husband’s

remittence to paying for the honestead’s contribution, without

first receiving his explicit permission. 1
The remittance money could only be spent on prearranged expendi-

tures, according to the husband’s instructions. As this mainten-

ence fund contribution was a newly-introduced expenditure, the

wonen could not use the renittence noney to pay for it without 1
first consulting their husbends.

In those cases where the husbend made weekly, Lortnightly or

nonthby visits home, the wonen had the opportunity to consult him

and make the honestead’s contribution within the time limit set by -~

the water conmittee.

1
For the wonen, however, whose husbands were absent for nonths at a

time, this meent waiting several months before they could obtain

pernission. Such delays created many problems Lor the water

cominittees in collecting the E 1,000 within the time linit to -

qualify Lor project selection. The alternative for wonen was to 1
travel long distences to the husband’s place of work (in sone cases

to the mines in South Africa) to obtain his pernission. 1
Women’s Participation In Training Activities

During the four district training workshops held so far (all of -

which were carried Out in 1989), alnost half of the participants 1
have been wonen (see Subsection 4.1.2).

The skills training provided has been very beneficial to those

wonen who attended, if the performance of the wonen managers in the

communities in the Shisleweni district is enything to go by. In

addition to acquiring finenciab management and administrative

skills, the women interviewed had also acquired confidence in their 1
own ability to identify problems and Lormubate workabbe solutions -

1
1
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based on their own situation (see Subsection 4.3.2). It is this

capacity that will enable a community to becone self-reliant in

carrying Out its management and maintenance responsibIlities.

According to some of the wonen who attended the Shisleweni

workshop, the Lemale particlpants pbayed a strategic robe in

proposing a workable solution to the problem of “non-payers” end

that of strangers using the taps with the resulting insufficient

liquidity of the malntenence fund to cover the high operating

costs.

As it was the women who were forced to welk the long distences to

coblect water from en alternative source when the water schene was

not functioning, they feit the urgency - much more so than the male

participants - to work out a solution to the non-f’unctioning of the

supplies resulting from the insufficlent liquidity of the mainten-

ence fund.

With regard to the organization of’ the training workshops, a point

raised by the wonen was that It had been difficult for many to

attend the workshops. A week-long training course held at district

leyel requires a long absence from home. Many of the women are

heads of households and cannot leave the children or family abone

for such long periods of time.

The women felt that not enough attention had been paid to wonen’s

special needs in the organization of the training workshops.

Training courses requiring week-long absences from home represent

en obstacbe to many of these wonen. In order to promote wonen’s

attendence at such training courses, therefore, it is important to

take wonen’s needs into account (short duration, convenient

location) when organizing then.

4.3.2 Changes in the Level of Wonen’s Participation During Lomé II

1f the level of wonen’s participation in the management end

maintenence of the supplies is examined in the district where the

water suppby schenes were installed first and have been in
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1
operation the bongest (in the Shisleweni district the water

suppbies were installed in 1985), a markedly increased bevel of

wonen’s participation cnn be observed.

This has not occurred as a result of instigation from the community

devebopment worker, but rather in response to a self-perceived need

on the part of the men and wonen in the conmunities as a whobe.

After witnessing three to four years’ of their water committee’s 1
management capabilIties, the communities recognlzed that their

water comnittee members were ineffective in orgenizing end 1
adminIstering the naintenence fund and were unable to ensure a

reliabbe operation of’ the water supplies. The coninunity nenbers

then requested the assistance of the community devebopment worker

In identif’ying those persons who would be the most effective

managers in~their reorgenized committees. The communities have now 1
identified wonen to carry out the public management of the

supplies. 1
In the two connunities of Mahamba end Madvulini which were visited

during the Consultant’s field work in this district, where this

process has taken place, wonen are playing a very active role in

the management of the water supply systen. In the conmunity of 1
Mahamba, the coinmittee is now almost entirely conposed of wonen.

These wonen have played en Instrunentab role in revising the

finencial management scheme so that the water supply system, after

a long history of operating intermlttentby, is now Lunctioning

without Interruption. 1
In Madvulini, the all-male water conmittee was dismissed for nisuse 1
of the maintenance fund. There was no sort of finenciab management -

system provlding accountability for the water Lees colbected, as -

the of’ficers (chairmen, secretary end treasurer) had not kept a

record of the inconing money collected or the expenditures. As the

noney had not been returned, a new committee had not yet been 1
orgenized at the time of the Consultent’s visit to the conmunity.

1
1
1
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All the comnunity menbers - men and wonen alike - have voiced their

back of confidence in a committee based on male leadership. It is

feit that the men in their Lorner committee had “consumed” the

fund’s money for private use because they had no interest in

ensuring the Lunctioning of the water suppbies. “Water was not en

important part of these men’s lives”, according to the comnunity

members. Moreover, in the opinion of the coinnunity, the increased

incidence of diarrhoea and other water-related diseases anongst

their children was caused by the non-functioning of the inproved

water supply.

It was feit that wonen, on the other hand, have a direct stake in

improving the water end in ensurlng the functioning of the

supplies. Moreover, the community feels that they cnn be trusted

to administer the connunity’s funds. Thus, in future they wish

wonen to cai’ry out the public management of’ their water scheme.

Wonen have found en interim sobution Lor the present to allow a

part of the water scheme to operate, by cobbaborating with the

school. All those homesteads situated in the zone where the

pipeline connects to the school have organized themsebves into a

zone subconnittee. The wonen in this subcominittee have set up a

financlab management system whereby tap attendants collect water

fees from those honesteads using the taps.

Together, this subcomnittee and the school ensure the Lunctioning

of this part of the water supply schene. The taps of the stand-

posts in this zone are “bocked”, and only Lee contributors In the

zone have “keys” which permit them access to the taps.

The Consultant’s concbusions drawn from the experience in this

district - that wonen’s active involvenent in the management of

water supplies leads to en Increased bevel of f’unctioning and

sustainability - were confirmed by the community devebopment worker

who remarked that It had taken hin two years to get the Lomé II

project back on its feet and the water schenes to run smoothly in

these connunities end that most of the credit was due to the hard

work of the women.
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Wonen’s participation in the management of the supplies has not

only increased in the Shislewenl district, but also in the other

project areas.

1f Initially the majority of comnittees set up in the Lomé II

project were composed alznost entireby of male leadership, the

situation had evolved Live years later. According to the flndings

reported by the EC Debegation’s Technical Officer, in 1988, 50-60%

of the chalrnen, secretaries end treasurers in these same commlt-

tees were now wonen.

Nevertheless, although there has been a substantlal increase in the

level of wonen’s participation - due in part to the efforts of some

of the comnunity development workers in pronoting wonen’s parti- 1
cipation - this has not occurred systematically in all of the

communities. To achieve this the RWSB will have to include the 1
promotion of wonen’s participation in the comnuriity devebopment

workers’ terns of reference and task description. In addltion, the

community development workers will require skills upgrading end

further training.

4.3.3 Women’s Participation in Implementation During Lomé III

The changesin the RWSB’ S community partidipation strategy havehad

a very positive impact upon the level öf wonen’s participation.

During the community meeting of Mavula, in the Hhohho district, at

whlch the RWSB Design Englneer initiated a two-way exchenge of

information with the comnunity about the technical choices open to

the community In the design of their water supply schene (see

Subsectlon 4.1.2), wonen took a very active part In the dis- 1
cussions.

Moreover, when questioned by the Consultant as to who had been

selected as the communlty’s water attendents/operators, their

inltlal response was that only men had been selected. However, 1
when questioned as to who had the greatest stake in ensuring the

reliability of the supplies and who had the most residentiab

stability so that they would abways be there to maintaIn the water

1
1
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facilities, the community menbers repbied that they were going to

reconsider their choices of candidates.

The wonen in partIcular spoke up and stated that, seen in this

light, perhaps they could perform the maintenance tasks and perhaps

it night not be such a male donain after all. In any case, the

wonen present at the meeting felt that they could perform the tasks

of the water attendants, perlodically inspecting the pipebines.

Moreover, they could share the operator’s tasks with the men.

Wonen could be trained to do the maintenance and mlnor repalrs,

whlle men could do the more heavy work.

In the Hhohho district, for example, there are abready many commun-

itles in the other donor-funded water projects, in which women

carry out the role of the “policing officer” water attendant, whibe

men perforn the robe of the operators, whlch Involves cutting down

trees and digging out trenches in order to reach burst pipes.

The community devebopment worker for the Hhohho district observed

that In those conmunities where wonen are the water attendants,

responsible for detectlng any nalfunctloning of the system, the

performance of the water supply schene has improved remarkably.

Finally, the fact that the community devebopment workers now have

more time to spend in each community on preparlng, mobilizing and

organlzing the community mernbers, albows them to be in a better

postition to become better acquainted with the nembers of a

coninunity. This Is invaluable to them when assisting a conmunity

in Identifying the real workers and managers for the setting up of

the water and sanitation committee. This process is in turn

Lundamentab to the promotion of the participation of wonen.

In following this approach now in the soclal preparation of the

conmunities, wonen are not only playing a more active role (than

wonen had initially played in the Lomé II project), but also play

a role in the public management of the water supplies.
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Again it should be enphasized that to involve wonen on a consistent 1
basis the RWSBwill need toestabbish dlrectives which explicitly

promote the active participatlon of women and provide explicit

instructions to the conmunity devebopment workers to take neasures

to do SO on a consistent basis. For example, the connunity

devebopment workers cen facilltate wonen’s participation during the 1
community preparation phase in various ways:

- by explalning to local leaders why thelr involvement Is needed

- by infornlng wonen through the varlous local communication

channels about forthconing project meetings and encouraging

their attendance

- by holding neetings at times end places wonen cnn attend

- by orgenizing neetings in such a way that wonen cnn speak out. 1

4.4 Women’s Aspects In Monitoring and Evaluation -

No attempt has been made to monitor either the role wonen play in 1
implementing project actlvltles or whether their participation has

contributed to the overall effectiveness of the Lomé II project.

Moreover, no monitoring systen has been set up to identify the -

project’s actual impact upon women. The project monitorlng system

used by the Delegatlon is based on the standard Lornat prepared by

the EEC In Brussels and does not include any wonen’s aspects. 1
The RWSB has not nonitored eny wonen’s aspects either. The

prevaibing attitude of the RWSBdlrectors end project management

has been to perceive wonen as the beneficiaries of’ en iniproved

suppby of water, but not as the people Instruinental In “produclng”

the water supply scheme and ensuring Its rellability or sustain- 1
ablllty. Hence, as wonen were considered as passlve beneflciaries,

there was no need to monitor thelr contribution.

Thus, throughout the inplementatlon of the Lomé II project, the

“top” has remained unaware of the extent of’ end the benefits

obtained from wonen’s involvement in project activlties. An

effective monitoring and evabuation system would have enabled then 1
to cboseby fobbow what was going on In the fiebd, and plan and re-

1
1
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direct project activities accordingly in order to increase project

effectiveness.

During the evaluation of Lomé II, no attempt was made to assess

whether the water suppiies were used by the wonen as intended, or

whether the project had had eny positive or negative impact upon

wonen. In May 1988, however, during the appraIsal stage of the

Lomé III project, the Delegation’s Technical Officer colbected

field data on the percentage of wonen who hold key management

postions in the water committees of the Lomé II communities.

It will be Invaluable to the Lomé III project to incorporate

effective monitoring end evaluation procedures as a management

tool. This will enable the project to carry out step-by-step

planning end a careful monitoring of wonen’s end men’s partlcipa-

tion in the actlvities as well as evaluate the effects of the

project upon the beneficlaries, in particular the wonen. Such a

system will make explicit the bogical relationship between the

fulfibment of the project’s objectIves concerning wonen and the

planned activities.

Once the RWSBrecognizes that wonen are a critlcal resource for the

long-term effectiveness of their water end sanitation prograinne, it

should develop orgenizational mechanisns within its structure to

addressissues on gender end to monitor practlces and the effects

of improved water and sanltation upon wonen.

4.5 Staff Resources

4.5.1 Institutional Setting

Very few women are found ainongstthe staff and field workers of the

inpbementing agencies for the EDF project. At the RWSB’s head

office, the only wonen among the staff are in the Public Heabth

Unit. Anongst the fleld staff, wonen offlcers are found amongst

the Ministry of Health staff (the Health Inspector and Health

Assistents). At the community level of the prinary heabth care
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systen, the overwhelming majority of the rural health motivators

are wonen. (At a recent training session for rural health moti—

vators, 83 of the 91 participants were women.)

The four male community development workers Lunction extremely well -

in the predomlnantby female environment of the conmunities. 1
However, in the interests of promoting wonen’s involvement at the

community level during Lomé III, a serlous effort should be made to

include sone female fleld workers in the conmunity devebopment

staff. i
The findings of the Thematic Evaluation of the EDF-Lunded rural

water suppby project in Niger have provided concrete conflrmation 1
of the fact that the use of fenabe community devebopnent workers

has a pos itive infbuence upon the participation of the wonen in a

community. This is Lirstly because in nany cases they are able to --

establish a cboser rapport with the wonen and secondly because the

presence of a fenale community devebopment worker can serve as a

role model for the communlty wonen, encouraglngthem to take a more

active role in the community’s management and maintenance of the

water scheme.

An additlonal neasure required to strengthen the RWSB’s institu- 1
tional capacity in systenatically integrating women in all of Its

projects is the inclusion in its staff of a female coordinator/ 1
advisor position. This person would be responsible for the

coordlnation of the community training workshops.

In addition, she would be responsible for collaboratlng wlth other

government agencies, donors end NOOs in providing services end

inputs to improve the income-earning capacities of the wonen in the

project areas. Setting up and inpbementing a monitoring system to

f’obbow the project’s progress end the degree of wonen’s participa-

tion would also be part of her taak descrlption.

1
1
1
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Training of Community Developmentand Technical Field Staff

In order to pronote and support conmunity participation in general

end wonen’s participation in particular, it would be beneficial to

organize a joint seminar for the comnunity developinent and

technical staff, at which the importance of effective conmunity

involvement end wonen’s participation in decision-making is

dlscussed. By combining the different perspectives end skibls of

the soclal end technicab field staff, this would contribute to a

fubler, more integrated understanding of conmunity needs end the

conplenentary nature of the robes of dlfferent field staff working

as a team.

Once the promotion of wonen’s participatlon becomes part of the

community devebopnent workers’ task description, further training

and skills upgrading should be provided to the community develop-

nent workers in, i.a.:

- the identiflcation of characteristlcs (gender, age, power,

wealth, residentlab stability) of those who have a stake in

improving end maintaining the water supply

- the formulation of culturally appropriate nethodologies

facilitating the invobvenent of’ wonen.

By acqulring these sklbbs, the community devebopmentworkers will

be In a better position to actively promote the effective involve-

ment of wonen in the public management and naintenance of’ the water

suppby systen.

Training of the Health Field Staff

Most of the Ministry of Heabth field staff have been trained by

directive methods and may have difficulty in changlng over to a

non-dlrective style of health education, without going through a

retraining process. To assure that the health staff can function

as facllitators, It will be necessary to provide them with the

opportunitlés to experience the facllitative or participatory

process in thelr own training, In a learning-by-doing situation.
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In this way they cen gain a deeper understanding of how the new

strategies work end how they can be applied at the conimunity level.

Therefore, in order to increase the effectlveness of the health

staff carrying out health education in the Lomé III communities, It

would be beneficial to organize a seminar for them which provides

them with such opportunities.

Recentby, the health staff have been provided wlth appropriate

water end senitation visual aids. However, they stilb back the

necessary transport (and funding to cover the vehicle’s running

costs) to be able to intervene on a regular basis in the commun-

ities served with inproved supplles.

Each of the project’s communities, however, has a resident rural

health notivator, a communlty member chosen by the conmunity to

provide curative andpreventative primary health care. Thesewonen

end men folbow a 12-week training course which covers, amongst

other subjects, conmunity devebopmenttechniques end water- and

senitation-rebated health education.

The RWSB end the Lomé III project could draw upon this local

resource to assist the health staff’ in providing regular inputs of -

health education to the communities served with improved supplies, -

in particular the wonen.

In order to increase the effectiveness of the rural heabth

notivators’ interventions, it will be necessary to revise their 1
training curriculum to include more specific information as to

their role in pronoting community management and maintenance of the

water suppby system. It may also be necessary to Include training -

skiils in the facllltative/participatory approach to health —

education in their training curriculum. 1
In additlon, they shoubd be provided with health education 1
materials end visual aids which are appropriate for use outdoors in

the conmunlty setting. -

1
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4.5.2 Role of Technical Assistance

The consultant engaged to provide technical assistance to the RWSB

during the Lomé III project has a strateglc robe to play in

ensuring that effective coinmunity participation, in particubar

wonen’s participation, takes place.

Moreover, he should be responslble Lor integrating the sociab and

technlcal components of the project. In addltlon, he must ensure

that the health education naterlabs and training of the conmunity

nenbers are approprlate in order to achleve project success. While

the present consultant is technicalby proficient, he has no

background or experlence in any of the above-mentioned areas which

are so vitab to Lomé III’s effectiveness.

As this type of expertise is necessary during the implementation of

the renainder of the project, the Consultant conslders that

additional short-tern female technical assistance to backstop the

RWSB end the project Is required.

Moreover, given the very instrumentab role this technicab assist-

ence has to play In pronoting the role of wonen in the project, it

would be beneficiab 1f the expert has practical experlence in this

field. This expert could also asslst the female coordinator on the

RWSB’s staff in designing end setting up a system to monitor WID

aspects throughout the project.

4.5.3 RoZe of EEC Staff with Regard to Women in Development

During Lomé Il’s impbementation, the EC Delegation in Mbabene over-

booked the differences between nen and wonen wlth regard to rurab

water suppby. Consequentby, no effort was undertaken to monitor

Lemale participation. In general, the Debegatlon was rather

passive in issues regardlng women. The EC rurab water sector’s

“Basic Principles” end the “Menual for Preparing end Appraising

Project and Programne Dossiers” appeared to have played only a

united robe in preparing end evaluatlng the project.
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1
During the appraisab carried out Lor Lomé III, however, the

Delegation has madeen effort to quantitatively evaluate the degree

of wonen’s participation in the public management of the water

supplies installed under the earlier project. 1
Furthermore, on the basis of the Lindlngs of the present evaluation

nission, the inclusion of a WID element in the ongoing project will -

be considered. 1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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1
1
1
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5. ASSESSMENTOF THE IMPACT OF THE PROJECT

5.1 Functioning and Utilizatlon of the linproved Water SupplIes

5.1.1 Performanceof Improved Supplies

Without a continued functloning and en effective, sustalned utiliz-

atlon of the water facilities, en econonic, sociab and heabth

inpact cannot be attained (see Subsection 4.1.1). Therefore,

before assessing the effects of the project, it is first necessary

to examine the actual performance and use of the improved suppbies.

It should be recabled that the performanceand functioning of’ the

facillties depend upon a comblnation of factors:

- the quaiity of service offered by the RWSB in carrying out

maintenance and major repairs

- the ef’fectiveness of the connunity-based management and

maintenance systen

- a viable community finencing scheme to cover the recurrent O&M

costs.

Prior to the Consultant’s mission (July/August 1989), two earlier

evaluations of the performance of’ the water schenes installed by

the Lomé II project have taken place. At the time of the appraisal

mission for the Lomé III project, a concurrent evaluation of the

Lomé II installations revealed in October 1987, that 6 of the 11

schemes installed (55%) were found to be functioning. During en

ex-post evaluation carried out in August/Septenber 1988, 7 Out of

a total of 12 schemes were operating at full capacity, and a

f’urther scheme was In partial operation, providing water to one of

the two communlties it was pbenned to serve. In all, therefore,

62% of the water suppbies were functioning as planned.

During the Consultant’s mission, aix EDF water supply schemes were

visited and reports were used to estabbish the state of functioning

of the remaining six EDF schemes.
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The results indlcate that 8 of the 12 schenes were functioning as

planned, while en additional 2 schemes were only functioning at

partial capacity. In ah, sorne 75% of the EDF schenies were found

to be functioning 1)~

With regard to the sanitary conditlons of the water points, the 1
Consultant’s field visits to 6 of the EDF water schemes revealed

the public stendposts to be hygienlcally naintained in three -

communitles. However, unsenitary conditlons (bbocked drains, dirty

footstands and stagnant pools of water) were found at standpostsIn

two communities 2) 1
Abthough in principle, the maintenance and upkeep of the standposts

is the water attendent’s responsibility - a position held by men in

all the coinnunities visited - the attendants are not carrying out

this taak. In all three conmunities where sanitary conditions

around the water points are naintained, wonen have vobuntariby

orgenized thenselves to assuine responsibllity Lor this task. 1
Overall, the conclusion of the first two evaluations was that the

bow level of Lunctioning of the water systems was attributabbe to

the difflculties coinmunities faced in properly organizing their

~‘inencIal contribution towards the water scheme’s operation costs.

Inadequate community mobilization was seen as the cause of the

operatlonal difficulties.

While this is certainly one of the Important f’actors, a cboser

examination of the findings of the three evaluations revea].s that 1
a combination of factors occurrlng at different stages in the

project cycle has contributed to the non-functioning of the water 1
supplies. A summary of these flndlngs is f’ound bebow.

1) The water suppiy schemes in both the USAID and ODA project communities visited were found
to be functioning.

2) In one of the mix communities. the water scheme was not in use and has been out of

operation for over & year
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Planning and Design Phase

Lack of initial conmunity analysis: some of the instabbed water

suppby schemes actuahly serve two to three different commun-

ities, each part of a different chiefdom. Chiefs and commun-

itles were unable to reach agreement on the creation of a water

conimittee end the operation of’ water supplles and there was a

general back of consensus. This factor contributed to the non-

functioning of 3 out of the 12 water schemes (25%).

- Poor design and sitlng of the water suppiy schene: the wonen, in

particular, were not consulted on siting decislons. In six

communities, communab standposts were sltuated abongside roads.

Non-conmunity nembers in trucks and plck-ups cen fill containers

with water from the standposts, which increases the water

consunptIon and the corresponding operating costs. In one

community the diesel generator situated abongside a road was

stolen. Incorrect siting of the standposts/generator has

contributed to a restrictive water consumption policy or to the

non-functioning of water schemes in a total of seven communlties

(58% of the water schemes).

Itnplementatlon Phase

- Conmunity-based operation end maintenance: the insufficient

liquidity of the communities’ naintenance funds to cover the O&M

costs resulted In the non-functioning of 5 out of the 12 water

schemes (42%). Several factors have contributed to this

situation:

the unwillingness on the part of some conmunity members to

pay water Lees due to: the communities not being informed of

their finencial participation’s responsibibities during

preparation; the back of confidence in the management

capacities of the water committee (committee members back

management and bookkeeping skilbs); conmunities being

demotivated by the fact that the water is also used by non-

paying comnunlty members and even by non-community menbers;
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the inability of some segments of the coinmunity - in

particubar femabe-headed households - to contribute due to

back of financial resources; —

the financial mismanagement of the maintenance fund; 1
the inadequate repair service carried out by the RWSB. One —

community informed the RWSBdepot of a burst pipe, but the 1
long delay on the part of the RWSBin repairing the pipellne

resulted in a two-week breakdown, during which time the water

scheme was functlonlng at partiab capacity.

In general, during the past three years there has been a progress- 1
ive inprovement in the performance and functloning rate of the

water facilities. This has been due to efforts made by the RWSB

end its comnunity devebopmentstaff to provlde skills training to

the water committee menbers fobbowed up by community exchenge

visits as well as to initiatives taken by the conmunities them-

selves, in particubar the wonen, to inprove the effectiveness of

the connunity-based management and maintenance system and the 1
viabibity of the community’s financial management system. The -

community development extenslon staff have worked cbosely with

coinmunlty members in “rehabibitatlng” some of the communities by

assisting them In reorgenizing their management cominittees.

In two of the communities visited (see Subsection 4.3.1), the

inproved rate of’ functioning of’ the water schemes cnn directly be

attrlbuted to the effective involvenent end participation of wonen

in the management of the supplies. Wonen carrying out the --

community managementhave introduced en effective decentralized

subcommittee system, regulating access to the water on the basis of

a bockable tap systen. Moreover, based on the skibls acquired 1
during the training workshops, these wonen have introduced a

flnenclal managementsystem wlth a built-in checks-end-balances

system which provides accountabibIty to the community members.

A problem which stibb remains unsoived for all these communities 1
end which affects the viability and long-term sustainability of the

project, is the communitles’ tariff policy and the problem of the

1
1
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inadequate financlal resources of the poorer connunity members, in

particular the f’emale-headedhouseholds.

In order to ensure the liquidity of the maintenance fund, which in

turn will ensure the continued operation of the supplies, all the

communities will eventuably have to regulate access to the communab

water suppby, allowing only those who are actual fee contributors

to use it, thereby excluding the poor from access.

This will meen that, during eny given month, a segment of the

population will be denled access to the improved water suppby

because of thelr inability to pay the water Lees. At present the

water Lees are paid on en individual homestead basis and not, as in

several other West Africen countries, on a collective basis, from,

for example, the proceeds from the sale of a collectively culti-

vated crop.

All the communities interviewed stated that whibe they would like

to permit free access to the tap to the poor and very poor

househobdsof the conmunity, they cannot afford to do so. The

reason for this is that the majority of the homesteadsare faced

with the problem of bimited f’Inancial resources. Consequentby,

they would be unable to provide sufficient capital to cover the O&M

costs if they albowed non-paying comnunlty nenbers free access to

the water supply on a regular basis.

5.1.2 Viability of Operation and Maintenance Costs

Originably, the annual O&M costs for a conmunity of 1,000 people,

or 100 households,were estimated to be in the rangeof E 20-27 per

household (see Subsection 2.3.2). At the time of the appraisal

for the Lomé III project, househobdswere found to be contributing

E 24 annually. This amount was considered to be within the

communities’ capacity to pay and therefore the O&M costs were

consideredviable.

The Consultant’s more recent findings reveal, however, that while

sone conmunities have set the monthly water fees at E 2 (E 24
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annually), this ainount does not provide sufficient funds to cover

all the water scheme’s 0&M costs.

The findings reveal that in August 1989 the majority of the commun- 1
ities raised the water fees to en ennuabamount of E 36-42 in order

to provide adequatehiquidity to the maintenancefund to ensurethe 1
continued functioning of the water facilities.

In general, the communities’ actual O&M costs incbude:

- the monthly energy costs to operate the water supply schene on

diesel fueb or ebectricity; - 1
- the purchase of spare parts to repbace taps end valves;

- a monthly payment to the pump attendants;

- travelllng costa for the committee nembers or water attendants -

to deposit or withdraw the naintenence fund at the bank, alert

the RWSBdistrict depot of a breakdown, pay the electricity bill

or purchasediesel fuel or spare parts;

- en optional cost which many coninunities have undertaken to

Increasethe reliability and continued Lunctioning capability of

their water scheme; this cost covers the purchase of additional

equipment such as a spare diesel engine or a reserve pump to

- replace the broken equipment end prevent unnecessarydelays;

- en additional optional coat for the purchaseof new “bockable”

or removable taps Lor all the stendposts so as to restrict

access to paying community members onby. 1
An annuab collection of E 24 will only pernit a community to pay

for the minimum operating costs and nlnor repairs. This ainount

does not cover the operating costa necessary to provide a per

capita water consunptlon of 25-30 litres/day. For this reason

those communities which have united the monthly Lee contrlbutions

to E 2 have also Instituted a restrictive water consumption pobicy

Lor household consumption.

On average, homesteads are paying a monthly Lee of E 3 when served 1
by en electrically powered water scheneand E 3.50 when served by

a diesel-poweredscheme (see also Subsection ‘1.3.1). 1

1
1
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However, several of the communities already visited anticipate

having to raise the Lees to E 4 in the near future in order to

cover the expected rise in energy costs and higher maintenance

costs, due to depreciation, as webb as to provide the capital to

purchase a spare pump or reserve diesel engine.

Up until now, the RWSB has been abbe to finance its share of the

repair and malntenence costs. Nevertheless, this financial

responsibibity will soon become too great, as existing schemes

depreciate end new water schemes are added. Hence, in the near

future, the RWSB has plans to decentrabize its maintenanceservice

and set up a inaintenance/repair division In each of its four

district depots.

Once the district naintenance divisions are operational, the RWSB

plans to increase cost recovery by transferring part of the costs

of its repair service - which until now have been provided free of

charge - to the rural comnunities.

In future, when a conmunity alerts the RWSB district depot of a

breakdown requiring a najor repair, e.g. a burst pipe or a pump or

generator breakdown, the community will be chargeda fixed rate per

kilonetre to cover the running costs of the RWSBvehicle: E 0.40/km

for a lightweight vehicle, E 0.80/kin for a four-wheel-drlve vehicle

and E 1.001km Lor a truck. The RWSB’s labour costs Lor the repair

will still be free of’ charge, but the community will have to

provide all the necessaryspare parts and oil, as well as cover the

transportation costs.

These costs will only increase the already high recurrent O&Mcosts

the comnunities are now paying. It Is questionable, given the

communities’ present bimited financjal resources, whether the

unavoidable increase In 0&M costs will remain viabbe in future,

unless a concerted effort is concurrently made to increase the

income-earning capacities of the communities, in particubar the

wonen. -
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The RWSB’s long-term goal is one of maximum cost recovery, which

will entail transferring all costs to the communities so that In

future they will be responsible for paying all operation, repair

and replacement costs. Again, unless the income-earning capacities

of the wonen, in particular, substantiahby increase, these costa

will be unaffordable to en ever greater segment of the communities.

5.1.3 Utilization of Improved Water Supplies

The objective of the Lomé II rural water suppby project is to

supply the population wlth a sufficient quantity of safe water for

domestic use (25 bitres per capita per day) within a reasonable

carrying distence (200 in) of the homestead. The water is intended

for human consumption and for cooklng, washing dlshes, bathing and

laundry. The majority of wonen interviewed felt that the improved

water supply facilities met their needs with regard to the quality

of the water and its taste, the accessibility of the standposts and

the ease of use of the standpost taps and their upkeep.

While the standpostswere in general situated within a reasonable

distance of the homesteads, the location of some standposts was not

found to be optimal. Many of the wonen complained of the fact that

they had not been consulted or involved in the siting decIsions.

The wonen also renarked that caretaking end regulating access to

the stendposts proved very dlfficult when they were situated

alongside roads. Moreover, the passing vehicles of ten made water

collection a hazardous activity, particularly for children.

While not considered hazardous, the standposts situated in soccer

fields were found to be very inconvenient during the af ternoon

water collectlon when the fields were In use.

Although no prelininary baseline data were collected during project

preparation concerning the level of water consuniption before the

installation of the inproved facilities, the Consultant did attempt

to reconstruct wonen’s water-use behavlour. On average, wonen

would collect water from springs, streams or rivers twice a day, in
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the early morning and late afternoon. On each trip they would

collect water in a 2O-litre open metal container whlch they carried

on their heads.

In cases of larger households, women would make two trips in the

morning end one in the af ternoon. On average, wonen colbected 40-

60 litres of water per househobd of 7-10 members. The daily per

capita consumption averaged 5-10 litres.

In general, the collected water was used for drinking, cooklng,

washing dishes and bathing, in particular for the men, as when

water was scarce the wonen end children would bathe at the source

itsebf. The wonen usually washed cbothes next to the water source

so as to lessen the workboad of carrying water to the homestead.

With the coming of piped water, 25-bitre plastic containers with

narrow necks end screw tops came into use, end as they do not spill

they can be carrled, at beast two at a time, In wheelbarrows. Some

of the wonen interviewed used a wheelbarrow to collect water from

the standposts, others carried the closed containers on their

heads.

The level of water consumption using the iinproved water suppbies

was found to vary according to the community. In three communities

where the water committee has not restricted water use to donestic

consumption, the wonen whose honesteads are sltuated very close to

the water points stated that they went to the tap so frequently

that they no bonger kept count. Those wonen living further away

said they usualby made severab daily trips themselves, collecting

a total of 150 litres of water.

In some households children assisted the wonen by using a wheelbar-

row to collect water in the afternoon. In such cases the wonen

made en average of three trips in the morning and the children

would collect sone 2-4 containers of water in the afternoon after

school. On average, depending on the size of the household, the

homesteads consume 150-200 lltres of water per day for drinkIng end
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domestic use. The daily per capita water consumption ranges from

20—30 lltres.

The principab change in water-use patterns that the wonen in the

communities mentioned, is the increase in the quantlty of water now

available for their various donestic water uses. Wonen and

children no bonger have to bathe Infrequently (once a week) or at

the river, as the presence of improved water supplies now permits

them to bathe daily and inprove their personal hygiene.

Moreover, wonen are also abbe to use the water supply for washing

clothes, either next to the standposts or at the honestead. Some

water comnittees have estabbished regulatlons forbldding the

washing of’ cbothes in the proximlty of the standposts, so as to

prevent the formation of stagnant pools of water.

The wonen febt that although the benefits the water facilities

provided were Incontestable, these benefits could have been

naximized had cbothes-washing facilities (baundry troughs) been

constructed abongside the standposts. Several of these wonen had

been to other communities and seen how such laundry facibities were

constructed with proper drainage canals next to the water points.

Moreover, all of the wonen stated that they were not abbe to make

optInal use of’ the inproved water supplies because the water had

been restricted to donestic use by the project. The women felt

that if they were albowed to use the water for productive purposes,

e.g. vegetable gardening or brick making, they could maxinize the

water’s economie benefits, which at present they are unable to do.

While there has been a very definite inerease In the level of water

consumption in these aforenentioned communities, no change

concerning increased water consumptionwas noted in the two comniun-

ities in which the water conmittees have trled to reduce water

consumptlon by restricting donestic water use. 1
One community has restricted its water use to drinking, cooking end 1
washing dishes, so that the wonen are obllged to continue using

1
1
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contaminated, tradltional water sources for the famiby’s bathing

end laundry needs. From a reconstruction of the water-use patterns

before the instablation of the improved facilities, it appears that

the daily per capita consumption in both conimunities was 5-10

bitres.

After the installation of the improved supplles, the daiby per

capita”c6niumption remains at 5-10 litres. For one community the

Consult~antwas able to make exact calculations, based on the water

consumçtfon data provided by the 1988 ex-post evabuation of the EC

Delegat~Ion. During a 28-month period (May 1986 to August 1988) the

communi~tyof 500 inhabitants (Sifuntaneni A) consuined 2,000,000

lItres~or a dally per capita consumptlon of 4.8 bitres of water.

Thus, as far as reaching the project goal of a continued, sustained

utilIz~tionof the inproved water suppbies is concerned, It appears

that th~project has been successful In sone of the conmunities, as

the woifl~n interviewed have become accustomed to using piped water

suppli~, end changed their water-use habits, aware of the

resubti~rigbenefits.

In tho~ communities where the water scheme has been out of

operatipn, the wonen stated that only when there was absoluteby no

altern~ive, did they revert to using the traditional water source

for dri~king, cooking and washingdishes. Whenever possible wonen

trIed tö~getassistancefrom their husbands to traveb by vehicle to

a nearby town to coblect water; in one case they even went by bus.

The suc~essof reaching the goal of a sustained utilizatlon of the

improve~ water supplIes rieeds to be qualified, however, by the fact

that Ir~two of the communities visited, during eny given month sone

30% oftthe community cennot use the water fâcibities at all,

becausq~theycannot afford to pay the monthly water Lee.

This m~~ansthat the project is not reaching its optimal goal of

providi~igsafe water to all community members. Moreover, the goal

of’ sustainable effective utibization is not realized, as in some

t
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conmunities the wonen are obliged to continue using contaminated

water sources for part of thelr domestic water use.

5.2 Effects on the Position of’ Wonen: Workboad - -

The availability of en improved water supply within a reasonable

distance of the honestead (on average 200-400 m) has resulted in a

time and babour saving for the wonen. Before the introduction of

improved suppbies women spent anything from 2-6 hours colbecting

water from polluted water sources bocated up to 6 km away. Now,

for those wonen who have access to the new water points, a

reduction of 2 hours end in sone cases up to 5 hours in the time

needed to collect watér has been noted. On average, wonen are able

to save 3-4 hours a day.

According to the basehine data (see Subsection 3.1.7), rurab wonen

generably had a 16-hour working-day on the homestead, 4 hours of

which were spent on water collection. The fleld work revealed that

wonen now spend approximateby one hour a day on water colbection,

coblecting water from the stendposts, meaning that 3-4 hours (20-

25%) of’ a woman’s working-day is now saved.

Meny wonen remarked, aowever, that they could save a lot more time -

1f they had laundry troughs next to the stendposts to wash cbothes 1
in, instead of making several trlps to carry water from the tap to

their hones as they must do now. Part of the time they do save is

spent collecting addltionab quantities of water; as already dis-

cussed, water consumption generably doubled or tripled when regular -

access was galned to en inproved source. 1
As mentioned earlier, concurrent wlth the introduction of piped 1
water has been a change in water collection practices. The --

introduction of cbosed-top plastic containers which do not spilb

permits transport by wheelbarrows or vehlcles. This albows boys

end men to collect water from the taps without embarrassnent and

rebeases wonen from some of this exhausting labour. 1

1
1
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The wonen interviewed quallfied this assistance from men by stating

that househobd water colbection stibl remained principally the

wonen’s chore. Exceptions to this occurred when very large

quentlties of water had to be transported, e.g. for barge house-

hobds or for non-domestic use, in which cases men would assist by

using piek-up trucks to coblect the water for the wonen.

The possibihity of transporting the containers by wheebbarrow has

provided many of’ the wonen wlth assistence from their children, who

assume the taak of water collectlon in the afternoon after school.

This has also contributed to reducing wonen’s workboad.

Whlle in general, the majority of the wonen have derived time- end

labour-saving gains from the use of the Inproved supplies,

exceptions to these benefits were noted in the two conmunities

which have introduced regulations restricting donestlc water use.

The wonen in these two communities are obliged to continue using

the tradltional water sources for bathing, or baundry. Therefore,

the overall time gains experienced by these women are somewhat

reduced.

For exainple, in the Sifunteneni A community the weekby trip to the

river to do the laundry constitutes six hours of babour. Not only

is this en energy-consuming activity, It also poses a health risk

to the wonen, as the river is contaminated with bilharzia.

Furthermore, as discussed earlier, in those communities where the

water committee has regulated accessto the communal water supply

by introducing “bockable” taps, during any given month some 30% of

the poorer househoids are denied access to the improved water

supply. During this period, many of the wonen from these house-

holds are obliged to resume colbecting contaminated water from

distant traditional water sources.

Overall, however, the findings revealed that wonen have benefited

from the water supplies, which have contributed to reducing the

women’s workboad and saving then time.
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The Consultant’s f’indings, which showed that the majority of the

wonen In the communities covered by the field work have derived

positive beneflts and experienced time and labour savings,

corresponds to the Lindings of art earbier evaluation carried out on

the ODA rural water project which stated: “In the Live ODA

communities visited, wonen were found to have benefited greatly

from the water supphies in the saving of time spent in colbecting

water. A time saving of 3 to 3.5 hours was noted. The substantial

release of time is obvious, but it was devoted more to the Luller

pursuit of existing actlvities than to taking up new ones. The

activities so benefiting included crochet work, general housework,

agriculture (including cotton growing), thatching and nat-weaving”

1
Wonen In six of the eight communities visited during the Consul-

tent’s field work stated that they used the time gained to carry

out the household tasks of preparing Lood, cooking end cleening,

and also for child care and agricultural tasks. Whereas before in

their 16-hour working-day they experienced conf’licting denends in

time and energy, especialby during peak perlods of agricultural

work, which led to their inability to accomplish all their chores,

now they are able to finish all their tasks In one day. Roof

thatching, en actlvlty whlch used to be spread out over several 1
seasons, een now be accomplished during one season. All the wonen

stated that they no bonger have to work untib late at night end

have addltionab time Lor rest end sleep.

Meny wonen nentioned that they also had more time to enjoy spending 1
with their chlldren. For wonen engaged in handicrafts, nat-weaving

and dressmaklng, before the introductlon of the improved water 1
supplies, the only free time they had to engage in these actlvlties

was late at night, which lef t them with littie time to sleep. Now,

however, they have time to engage in these income-generating activ-

ities during the daylight hours.

_____ - 1
1) Swaziland Rural Water Supplies Ex-Post Evaluation. report EV 303, CDA. London, 1983: 8-

- 1
1
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In one of the communlties visited, wonen had used the additional

time and the tap water to cultivate dry-season vegetable gardens,

not only to supplernent their Income, but also to suppiement their

children’s diet. The children suffered from poor nutrition, due to

the scarcity of fruits and vegetables in the community, which is

situated In a drought area. However, these wonen will probably be

forced to discontInue this activity, as their water committee has

changed the tariff policy and the additional water fees Lor non-

domestic water use will be prohibitive in future.

Although the majority of wonen had experienced time gains whlch

enabbed them to benefit directly, in two communlties women stated

that they used the time saved to cultlvate their husband’s cotton

fields. In both of these cases the time gains have been used to

tend cash crops owned and marketed by the husbends, but the women

have not shared in the monetary profits. Consequently, these time

gains have bed to Increased workboads for the wonen without then

having control over the ensulng proceeds.

Unlike the wonen In some of the other rural water projects included

in the EEC Thematlc Evaluation, the wonen in this EDF project have

not had to contrlbute voluntary labour for construction, which

would have increased theIr overall workboad. In this EDF project

the nam activity in which wonen partlcipate is the public manage-

ment of the water supplies as water committee menbers or as tap

beaders.

The wonen who carry out these activities feel that their participa-

tion and involvement has contributed to a greater reliability and

better rate of functioning of the facilities. As a reliable supply

of tap water Is of vital importance to theni, they do not view their

participation in project activltles as en increase to their

workboad, but feel that their participation is conpensated by their

utilization of’ the improved water supply.

One general conclusion derived from the present evaluation and the

prevlous ODAone is that wonen are uslng the 20-25% time gains more

for the fuller pursuit of existing activities than for the taking
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up of new, productive economie ones, one of the project’s expected

benefits.

None of the wonen interviewed in the EDF or ODA communitles for 1
exanple, had used their time gains to participate in a training

course. The only exceptlon to this was found in the USAID Project

conniunity, where a conbination of other inputs had facibitated the

wonen using their time gains to carry out new, productive Income-

generating activities.

5.3 Project Effects on Wonen’s Income and Income-Earning

Capacitles -

The evabuatlon reveabs that water Lees are usually the wonen’s

financiab responsibility, as they fall under househobdend fainily 1
expenses (see Subsection 3.1.8). Wonen who are the sole breadwin-

ners for the famuly (30% of rural households) or the co-breadwin- 1
ners (40% of rural househoids) account for a total of sôine 70% of

the project’s population financing the water schemes’ recurrent O&M

costs.

Hence, the viability of the water suppbies end their sustainability

depend for a large part upon the incone-earnlng capacities of the

wonen. The female-headed households Lom a special target group,

as they have the nost urgent need to increase their cash income.

However, all wonen indicated that their nuinber one priority was to

increase thelr cash income.

The findings of’ the evaluation reveal that wonen with regubar 1
access to the water supply are experiencing a daily time gain of -=

three to four hours. Ainongst other activities, this additional time

is used by the wonen to more fully pursue existing income-generat--

ing activities (handicraf t production, weavlng, basket- and mat-

weaving), but not to take up new productive activities. The wonen 1
felt that Ehese traditional activities they do engage in provide

lIttle Income, especially in comparison to the eff’ort and time

involved.

1
1
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Factors such as the cost and scarcity of materlals, the bow sales

price and the back of custoniers and a nearby marketing network were

cited as the cause of the bow-earning potentiab of these activ-

ities.

Wonen in the poorest households, however, cannot rely on hendicraf t

production to support thelr families and instead use the addltlonal

time to work as hired labourers on nearby Larms or on conimercial

farms in order to earn cash.

Some of’ the wonen, although they were in the minority in the

survey, have used the additional time to cultivate their husband’s

cash erop field of’ cotton. In such cases, the wonen had no control

over the income earned, as all the cash proceeds went to the

husband.

When asked iL the husbands had contributed this noney to the

household budget, the wonen replied that, on the contrary, the cash

was used to pay for renting a tractor, pboughing, purchasing new

seed etc.

These wonen still had to find the time to engage in some incone-

generating activity to pay for the family’s expenses, including the

nonthly water Lee.

In general, the wonen who do use the time gained to engage in

hendicrafts, sewing, etc. are spending on average 125 hours/nonth

on these activities, which generates a nonthly incone of E 60-70.

According to a World Bank directlve, the cost of’ water (cost

recovery) for a rurab household should not exceed one day’s

earnings. 1f this criterion is applied to the fenale-headed

households in which the wonen Is the famiby’s breadwlnner, It is

dear why nany wonen cannot afford the water Lee.

Some of the wonen, however, are able to earn up to E 85-90/nonth

from handicraf’t production, sewing etc., but these wonen are

usually not the household heads supplying the only cash for the

family. They are the co-breadwlnners end recelve Linanclal
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assistance from other household members which is used to purchase 1
materials. These wonen also receive labour assistence from other

househobd menbers in the cultivation of the Laniily’s Lood produc-

tion. Finally, the wonen have access to child care help from other

family nenbers, freeing them to spend more time on income-generat- -

ing activities or to leave the household in order to commute to a

training centra to upgrade their skilbs.

All of the wonen interviewed stated that in order to maximize the

economie benefits end Incone accrued from the time gained, they

would need to engage coblectiveby in new agricultural or non-

traditional activities such as vegetable gardening, conmunal -

cultivation of high-breed mal:c, including the purchase of a

grinding-mill, bbock/brick making, etc.

The problen is not that the woman do not know how to increase their

income, but rather that they back the means whieh are required to

begin these group endeavours, i.e. back-up support end access to

skills, credit lines, marketing outlets, agrieubtural extension -

services, seed, LertIlizer end pesticides end en accessible supply

of water.

The najorlty of the wonen have a well-conceived Idea of how to 1
sufficientby inerease their ineome so as to be able to afford the

recurrent O&M costs, but do not know how to go about getting the 1
help or support servlces they need. Most of these endeavours are -

collective Zenzele group actlvities.

One of the eonstralnts to the wonen getting this assistanee to

date, is that the najority of the EDF conmunities included in the

survey are not vislted by a MOAC home economics officer or

agricultural extension worker. Hence, they have missed the 1
opportunlty to be incbuded In the MOAC’s skills training workshops

held to date, which would have provided the wonen with all of the

skills they lacked. Moreover, this training also included business

and narketing skills as well as expertise in carrying out simple

feasibility studies prior to undertaking a micro-enterprise. j

- 1
1
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One of the major problems, therefore, preventing the wonen from

subs tantially Increaslng their Income-earning capaci ties is their

back of information and link-up to the appropriate government

service, organization, NGO or donor project.

In actual fact several possibilities do exist for these wonen to

receive the type of credit or other assistance they need, for

example the EDF Micro-Project Fund, the EDF Rurab Credit Schene,

the PPP or the Swaziland Farm Devebopnent Foundation (sea also

Subsection 3.1.11 end Annex 6).

By way of conparison, it is interesting to note the Income-earning

capacitles of the wonen visIted in a USAID project comniunlty. The

wonen in this community are benefiting from skills training, credit

lines, new maize seed, fertilizer and pestieides as well as

extension expertise from the Home Economies Officer end the male

agrleubtural extenslon worker. Furthermore, they are receiving

assistance in hybrid-naize cultivation from a nearby Chinese

project.

The wonen Intervlewed used the four additional hours to collective-

byeultivate a vegetable garden and a communal maize Llebd, as well

as to engage in handieraf t production. In total, the wonen,

inciudlng the female household heads, could earn a monthly income

of E 125 from these combined activities.

One important constraint to inereasing their income which will

remain for the wonen In the EDF project conmunitles is their back

of access to a convenient water supply, as these wonen need not

only a domestic supply of water, but also water for productlve

uses.

Prior to the water committee in Mliba changlng its tariff’ policy

(sea Subsection 4.3.1), the wonen ware using the tap water to

cubtivate vegetable gardens. Part of the vegetables grown were

used to supplement the famiby’s diet; the remainder were sold.
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The sale of the vegetables generated for nany of’ the female-headed 1
householdsan incortëof E 70-80/month, which was sufficient to pay

the E 2 water Lee. Now that the tariff for using water Lor

productive purposes has been raised to E 10 in addition to the E 2

for domestic water use, the women cannot afford to pay this amount.

Hence, they bose their access to the tap water and, sinultaneousby,

the means to generate cash. Wlthout the cash, they carinot pay

their nonthby water Lee. 1
Therefore, in spite of the positive eff’ects of the acquired time

gains, the full potential benefits of the inproved water suppby Lor

wonen’s income-earning capacities are not being realized.

Moreover, in future more water committees will begin to regulate

access to the connunal water suppby so that househobds which cannot

af ford to pay the water Lee will be denled access. Hence, the

provislon of improved water supplies may have en adverse effect,

increasing the ineome differentials between households end famibies

and introducing new forns of inequalities. The poorest househobds,

particularby Lenale-headed ones, will be especially vulnerable to

these negative economie changes.

1
5.4 Project Effects on Wonen’s Soelab Role In the Community

Wonen’s participation in the local planning and decision-naking

concerning the design of the water supply schemes has been linited. 1
Although water suppby is traditionally a woman’s domain and, this

being the case, wonen have always controlled all decisions

regarding the sitlng of the water point, the quantity of water

consuined and the overall design of the water supply system, with

the introduction of the improved water supplies in this project 1
they have lost much of thelr control over such decisions.

As a result, women have also lost part of their sociab status end

tradltional sphere of influence in the conmunity. Wonen’s

displacement from their traditional role has been due to a

combination of factors. On the one hand, wonen have been considered

t
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as the consumersand potential users of the water suppbies, but not

as partners in the key decislons leading up to the installation of

the water supplies. (The RWSBtechnical design criteria and water-

use poblcy precluded women from being consulted as to their water

needs.) On the other hand, the usa of a consultant engineer and a

cominerciaJ. contractor precluded wonen’s participation in the key

decisions during the implementation end installation of the water

schenes.

With regard to the local community management of the improved water

supplies, wonen’s participatlon in the management and decision-

making is united, particubarly in comparison to their former role

as the principal local managers of traditional water supplies.

In the najority of the conmunlties, during the inital stages of

setting up a new water comnittee and electing its officers and

menbers, men have, to a large extent, been placed in charge of’

making water supply decisions and handling end managing the

equipment. Decislon-making concerning the modern nechanicab end

technical equipment of the improved water schenes has been viewed

by meny communities as a male reabn.

The soeio-cultural blas towards men in formal deeision-maklng

positlons has been another factor favourlng male predominence. The

election process for seleeting the committee menbers has been

another eontrIbuting factor.

Unfamiliar with a democratie eleetoral systen, neny communities

albowed their chief to appoint the water conmlttee menbersand then

approved his candidates. In such a process, the chief’s natural

bias was to appoint the fornal end cultural leaders of the

cominunity to the committee and hence most of’ the coninittees’

officers were men and its menbers wonen.

The cominunity devebopnent workers, working under tine constraints,

did not have the opportunity to acquaint themselves with eommunity

members and thus could onby endorse the ebection of local male

authority figures and leaders to the committees.
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With some exceptions, the majority of the communities folbowed this 1
process and elected predominantly men as the committee’s officers

and wonen as its menbers.

Neverthebess, in some of the communlties wonen ware elected to

prominent management positions, such as chairmen, vice-chairman,

treasurer or secretary. Wherever this has occurred, the wonen have

all fom-id this participation in the management of the water

supplies to tangibby increase their self-confidence, self-esteen

end status.

One woman stated that when she was selected for the position of

viee-chairmen, she initially wanted to refuse because she did not

wish to be in the public linelight, responsible Lor making

decisions. Now, however, she values her involvement in the water

committee and views her own partlcipatlon in the decision-makingas

en important contribution to the connittee end as a positive

experienee. 1
There has been a gradual chenge in the level of wonen’s participa-

tion in some of the water commlttees, particularly in those

communities where the water schemes have been in operation the

bongest. Some of the comnunities, recognizing that their majorlty 1
nale-leadership comnittees have been Ineffective in admlnistering

the maintenancefund end in ensuring the rellable operation of the 1
water scheme, have calbed for a new election of eonmittee nembers.

As a result, wonen now hold proninent management positions In these

committees.

The evidenee from these cases clearby denonstrates that wherever

wonen have becone aetively involved in proninent beadershlp and

mengementpositions within the water commlttees, the functioning

and eff’ectiveness of these conmittees has greatly improved. After

undergoing training, the wonen exhiblt a dynamic problem-solving

capacity and conpetenceend confidence in their ability to make

deeislons, end funetion wlth a large degree of autonony - all

qualities needed Lor the conmunities to sustain the water supplies

once all project assistanceis phasedout.
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Moreover, in every casa where the women are now in cominunity

management, this has occurred at the instigation of men in the

community and the men expressed a deep sense of pride in the

acconplishnents and the leadership qualities of the wonen. Hence,

one een observe a definite increase of these wonen’s status in the

comnunity.

Furthernore, as a result of their involvement in water management,

these wonen are in the process of deveboplng orgenizatlonab

structures end acquiring community devebopnent expertise which een

Lom a basis for deabing wlth other development issues in the

comnunity.

5.5 Project Effects on Wonen end the Faniiby’s Heabth and Living

Condi tions

Although It was not possible to validate the findings quantitative-

by, qualitatively, based on the wonen’s own observations, the

provision of en improved water supply has had a very positive

impact upon the communlty members’ health and general living

eonditlons.

Firstly, use of the improved water facilities has resulted in a

reduction of caboric output and energy for water collection,

particularly for the wonen and children who are nainby responsible

for this task. Secondly, the wonen have noted a reduetlon in

water-related diseases end en inprovenent in personal and donestic

hygiene as a result of the higher quality and quantity of water

available.

Water consumption ha.s, In most cases, doubled or tripled. It

should be emphasized, however, that the health benefits and the

improved quality of life are not evenly distributed, as those

poorer households which cannot afford to pay the water charges in

some of the communities are not entitbed access to the conmunal

water supply, and hence do not enjoy the potential health benefits.
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Moreover, some communities have inposed a reduced bevel of domestic 1
water consumption, obliging the wonen to continue using traditionab

water sources for bathing. This negates or reduces a large part of

the health benefits of the improved water supply in these comniun-

ities.

Finally, abthough the provision of a higher quality and quantity of

water has contributed to art improvenent in hygiene and a reduction

of the very debibitating watem-related diseases, It has not

contributed to a general inprovement in the nutritlonal status of

the family, in particular the children.

One of the important objectives of the 1984-1989 National Devebop- 1
ment Plan was to overcome the present nutmitional crisis in

Swaziland through the establlshment of’ vegetabbe gardens in order

to improve the fainilies’ diet. In a recent evaluation of Zenzele

omgenlzations, it was Lound that the major constaint woman faced in

cultivating such vegetabbe gamdens was the back of accessible

sources of water, particularly in the winter dry season, which is

also the period when the chIldren have the greatest need for

vegetable supplements to their diet 1)•

The evaluation calbed for collaboration with rural water supply

projeets in order to provide en accessibbe water supply source for

the cultivation of vegetable gardens, thereby pronoting the

achievement of the Natlonal Devebopment Plan’s objective.

The RWSB’s water-use policy, however, is counter-productive to the

achievement of’ this goal end, consequentby, one of the potential

health benefits of the water suppby has been lost.

1) Zenzele and Boloma Khaya, The Lmpact of Training Investments, Ministry of Agriculture and
Cooperatives, Home Economics Section. USAID/SWAMDP, Trans Century Corporation. Mbabane.
Swaziland. 1988: 13.
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5.6 Conseguences of (Non-)Integration of Wonen on the Achlevement

of the Project’s Goals and Objectives

Access to inproved water supplIes (coverage), continued function-

ing and a sustained and effectlve utllization are all pre-condi-

tions necessary to achieve the desired health, social and economie

impacts of the project.

One of the most signif’icent consequencesof the non-integration of

wonen as partners in the project, in the deeision-makingend in the

implementatlon, managementand maintenaneeof the improved water

supplies is the negative inpact this has had on the vlabllity end

sustainability of the project. As indicated in Subseetion 4.3.1,

the project has failed to Involve wonen in the vital stages of the

initiab planning of the project end in the planning and design of

the water schemes.

This has resulted, on the onehand, in the water suppbles not fully

meeting wonen’s water needs and hence not providing en optinal and

ef’fective utilization and, on the other hand, in the inappmopriate

slting of equipnent end water points, which has resulted In higher

operating costs and created management problems for the conmun-

ities. This, in turn, has mesulted in a bower mate of functioning

of the supplies whieh has had important consequences Lor the cost

recovery system the communities have set up to collect funds for

operation end maintenence. It has also resulted in the disuse of

the installations with the resulting huge loss of Investnents in

some cases.

Moreover, the Inappropriate siting of’ some of the stendposts and

the consequent high operating costs have indirectly contributed to

the higher water Lee rates which are unaffordable to some of the

poorer households, in particular the fenale-headed ones. As a

result, part of the project’s target population is excbuded from

access to the eonmunalwater supplies.

Wonen’s low degree of involvement In the conmunlty management of

the water supplIes has also had a negative impact on the sustain-
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ability of the water schemes, as indicated in Subsectiort 4.3.1. The

lack of wonen’s participation in the decision-making regarding the

conmunity’s tariff end water-use policy has resulted in the

adoptIon of policies and regubations which disregard the interests

of a large segment of the conmunity and do not take into aecount

the needs of the smaller consumers - the wonen. 1
The consequences of these decisions have been counter-productive to

the achievement of the project’s objectives. In sone cases,

coverage is not achieved, in others wonen are obliged to continue

using the traditlonal contaminated-watersourcesto obtain part of

the water for their domestic needs. Overall then, there is a

reduction of the project’s ber~efitsas well as en inequitable

distribution of’ benefits to the disadvantage of the poorer

households in which the wonen are the sole breadwinners.

By contrast, wherever wonen have actively partlclpated In the

management of’ the water suppbies as partners in the deelsion- 1
making, their involvement has made a definite contrlbutlon to the

improvenent of’ project efficiency and its effectiveness. When

wonen have, at a later stage in the project, become actively

involved endhave held a lamgenunber of proninent positions in the

water committees, they have been instrumental in introducing a

suceessful cost mecovery system end flnenciab managementsystem.

It is important to point out that the training the RWSB pmovided

was essential to these wonen for them to acquime the skibls and —

eompetencethey neededto carry out these tasks.

Together, the measumes intmoduced by the wonen have contributed to

a hlgher mate of functioning end en inproved level of reliability

of the water suppiles. Moreover, wonen’s pamticipation has

strengthenedthe conmittees’ organizational capacity and probbem-

solving capacities, contributing to a higher level of self-

sufficiency. All of these things are neeessary pmecondltions for

the sustainability of the water schemes.
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In contrast, it is possible to show that in the conmunities vlslted

in which there is a predoninantby male leadership and a bow degree

of wonen’s participation in the decision-making and local manage-

ment of the water supplies, the water comnIttees exhibit a bow

problem-solving capacity and bow degree of self-sufficiency, as

they still depend heavily upon the community devebopment worker om

the project to tell them what to do to solve their probbens.

Moreover, the fact that few wonen are representedin these water

eomnittees, coupled with the Lact that the male offieems make most

of’ the decisions, has resulted In the wonen not having much of a

say in the establlshmentof the tamiff policy, the deterninlng of

water Lees, water use reg-ulations and opemation end naintenanee

issues.

When wonen do not partlcipate as partners in this decision-naking,

en important human resource is lost, as woman’s knowbedge end

experience In water management een fomestall nany of the commit-

tea’s problems and mistakes.

For example, in Kabhudla the water conmittee’s solution to the

pmoblein of the high operating costs resulting fmom stmengers

stealing water from the standpostssituated alongside the road was

to request the project to eboseoff these taps and instead instabi

house-to-house pmivate conneetions. When the Consultant suggested

they could flnd a self-help sobution to their problen, they

respondedby saying that the project had given them a erippbed

child so now It could provide then with crutches.

It Is intemesting to compame Kabhudla’s solution to this pmoblen

with the sobution pmoposed by the mecently me-orgenized water

committee of’ Mahamba in which wonen officers now play a prominent

role. Mahamba’s solution to the sanie problem was not to ask the

project Lor help, but to install bockable taps themselveson the

standposta.

Mliba’s eommittee’s solution to this seine problem (high opemating

costs as a result of strangemsconsuminglarge quentities of water)
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has been to try to bower its operating costs by intmoducing regula- 1
tions which severely restmict the househobds’ domestic water

consumption together with a tariff pobicy whereby the small

household consumers virtually subsidize the water consumption of

the bamger consumers.

The water committee of Sifunteneni A, faced with the pmoblem of the

limited finenclal resources of many of its households, meacted by

severely reducing water consunption to less than Live litres per

capital per day.

However, if individuab households back the necessamy financial

resources, perhaps a more sustainable solution for the community 1
Linancing of the maintenance fund would be the intmoduction of

communably- cultivated cash crops, such as cotton om tobaeco. The

pmoceeds of the sale of the erop could provide the cash to

replenIsh the inaintenancefund.

Another probbem sometines encountered by water committees wlth a

pmedoninantbymale composition is their back of vested interest end

notivation in managlng the conmunal water suppby. There is such a

serious probbem of absenteeism on the part of most of the male

water committee’s nenbers in the comnunlty of Sifunteneni B that 1
the chief has resorted to flning the male officers in order to

motivate them to attend the water conmittee’s meetlngs. 1
The inclusion of wonen in the conmittees does not have to neen the

exclusion of men. Men end wonen eaeh have their own knowledge,

skills and aptitudes, end 1f they pool these together and work as

partners It will increase the probability of en effective utiliz- 1
ation of the suppbies, continued functioning and long-term

sustainablbity.

In the final analysis, the strongest argument Lor the integration

of wonen as partners in the project is one of cost-effectiveness.

The cost of not involving woman in the project has been a loss of

investments and en ineffectiveness in reaching project goals. In

contrast, the project has provided sufficient evidence to demon-
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strate that the early and extensive participation of wonen

increases project af f’iciency and eff’ectiveness.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS - - -~ -I

6.1 Conclusions - - —

6.1.1 General Conclustons 1
1f the planning end implementation of the second phase of the

project (Lomé III) is compared with that of the first phase (Lomé --

II), a mamked improvement een be seen. In comparing the phases’

objectives and indicators of success, end their relationship to the

project’s activities, It is dear that en attempt has been made to

incorporate the lessons learned from the first phase into the 1
design of the second phase, the Lomé III project currentby in

progress. This is proof of a high degree of flexibllity on the

part of the Implementing agency, the RWSB, in bringing about change

by learnlng from its shortcomings end responding by introducing

inprovenents. 1
Aiming Lor a reduction in water-related diseases end a general

improvement in the rural population’s health and living conditions,

the Lomé II project’s activities deelt mainly with the installation

of the facillties, and the budget deelt with the people end

naterials needed to install the water supply sehenes. Thus, the

indieator against which progress was neasured, was the number and 1
tining of’ the installatlons.

The illoglcal nature of the project’s objeetives end activities -

consists in the fact that it is difficult to leap from the

instalbation of a number of new water systems to en inprovenent in 1
health without passing through several intermediate steps. The

instaflatjon of facilities will not leed to any benefits unless 1
they are maintained end used effeetiveby.

The design and planning of the Lomé III project reflects a serious

effort to provide for these latter two internediate steps:

effectively functioning and utilized installatlons. The project

activitles deal with the preparation, orgenization, education and

1
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training of the coinmunitles so that they will be well informed and

undemstand their responsibilities, be organized and be conipetent to

assume responsibility for their management operation and mainten-

ence tasks and also acqulre a basic understanding of health which

will motivate a hygienic and consistent use of the facilities.

Recognizing that improved health requires a “package approach”,

water/ sanitatlon end health education are now linked up end

integrated into the project activities as well.

Moreover, the community participation approach has been expanded to

albow for a gmeaterdegree of community Involvement. Instltution

building of the RWSB In the form of counterpamt training and

training of technical end social staff at all levels will be

provided to strengthen its capecity to implenent project activities

end provide~the necessaryback-up support.

These “software” inputs reflect the importence attributed in Lomé

III to human resourcedevebopnent,training and community education

end partlcipation - all neasures Intended to inprove the community

aspects of the project.

These inprovements constitute a major stap forward. Howevem,

booking ahead beyond the phaslng out of the project end providing

Insurence that thema will be en effective utilization and sustain-

abibity of the installations onee all project assistance ends

requimes golng one step further. The project activities must also

provide for the sustainability of the installetions end the

autonomy of the water comnittees.

Analysing susteinebility naturally brings up questions related to

wonen’s role in reaching objectives. The present community

perticipation approach does permit a greater degree of conniunlty

Invobvenent.

However, this improved communlty partielpation approach does not

provide any guarentee that wonen will also participate on a

systenatic basis as partners in the decision-makingand management
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1
of the installed water suppiles and not just as the beneficlaries

of the services.

6.1.2 Constraints and PosttLve Pactors Concerning the Effective 1
Integration of Wonen in Project Activities

Roles and Needs of Woman

Wonen have en active role to play in the rural water supply and

senitatlon sector: they are the nam managers, colbectors and

consuniers of water Lor drinking end donestic uses, as well as the 1
key figures in bringing about changes in hyglene end practices

regarding water and sanitation facillties in the househobds. At

conmunity level they have a considerable infbuence on planning and

implementing health education programmes.

As meny as 50% of the rural households are headed by wonen.

Moreover, the nunber of households in whlch wonen are the sole 1
providers for themsebves and their chlldren is growing. Wonen are

therefore en important factor in rural water and sanitation —

projects. They are not only the intended benef’iciarles of the

labour- and time-saving opportunities of fered by the provision of

inproved water/sanltatlon suppiles, but also the agents and 1
declsion-nakers in their realizatlon, the economie producers of

part of the Linencial resources for their cost mecovery and the

public managersof the installed supplies.

The most Lrequently haard conpbaint of wonen is their back of time,

coupbed wlth their urgent need for a cash income. Wonen are

overburdened by their tasks as mothers, household managers and food

producers as well as economie producers of a cash income. The high

rete of labour nigration meens that wonen are faced with many extra

respons ibilities.

Soeio-cultural constraints binit woman’s full participatlon in the

country’s econony as micro-entrepreneurs to produce a cash income

to cover householdexpenditures. The major eonstraints lie in the

marriage laws, the control and distribution of SNL by men, the
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number of children a wonen has, domestic activities and the ainount

of free time wonen have.

Wonen’s access to capitab and credit as individuals is limited

because, on the one hand, of marriage laws requiring the husband’s

consent to make boans and, on the other hand, wonen’s lack of land

om cattbe to use as collateral. Moreover, wonen’s ability to

generate a sufficient incone is hampered by their back of appropri-

ate skIlls end back of access to training and to the approprlate

extension services.

Collectively orgenized in a group, however, wonen are able to

surmountneny of the above-mentIonedconstralnts which binit their

ability to undertake economie aetivities to produce a eash incone.

Neverthebess, en important constraint whlch remains for woman

orgenized in groups is their back of information on the credit

lines and the training and technicab assistanceopportunities open

to them, and also the back of appropriate back-up support avail-

able. An additionab constraint is the unavailabIlity of water to

usa Lor productive economie purposes.

Baseline Data

In spite of the important role of’ wonen In rural water supply and

sanitatlon, the evaluation has shown that wonen’s roles, needs end

constraints ware investigated in a very limited way during the

plannIng phase and inplementatlon of the Lomé II end III pmojeets.

During the preparation of the projects, no socio-economic distinc-

tions were made between men and wonen with regard to their separate

roles, needs, tasks, finencial responsibilities end incomes, which

are of erucial relevance in preparing water and senitation

projacts.

Wonen have only been conceived as the intended beneficiaries of the

inproved suppbies, end than only In their robe as donestic

eonsumers. Beseline data ware not collected, however, to determine

woman’s domestic water usa needs; instead teehnical criteria were

applied.
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Prior to the start-up of Lomé II, nobasellne data were coblected 1
at all. During the appraisal stage of Lomé III, an attempt was

made to reconstruct the socio-economic household sltuation, based

on government surveys and reports. However, no actual affordabil-

ity study in the project area was carried out to determine the

viabibity of the 0&M costs to the intended users. 1
The assumption that the average annual household income was

sufficient to pay the O&M costs aeted as a constraint to community

analysis studies being carried out by the project planners.

Sueh field studies would reveal to the project planners that men

end woman Indeed have separate fLnancial responsibilities, incomes 1
end savings end, thus, that wonen are responsible Lor paying a

large part of the O&M costs. Such studies would also provide the

data indicating wonen’s needs and the constraints they face as

economie producers, particularly the wonen with the most urgent

cash needs, I.e. those in fenale-headed households. 1
Moreover, basic data collected during a community analysis would

also reveal the crucial role wonen actualby play in the local

management of traditional water supplies and, as a consequence, the

important role they should play in the public management end

maIntenance of inproved water schemes.

Target Group and Design

Although wonen have been targeted as the prineipal beneficiaries of

the improved instalbations, which have reduced the time-consuming

burden of water eollection, the Lomé II end III projects have not 1
aeknowledged wonen’s role in the project as independent economie

producers and co-funders of cost recovery, om as partners in the

decislon-naklng and conmunity management of’ the instalbations.

As co-funders of the O&N costs, woman as a separate target group

with their own interests and needs in genaratlng suf’f’icient cash to

pay the water f’ees ware not acknowledged. No measures ware

Loreseen to collaborate with other government agencies, NGOs om
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projects to ensure that wonen would have access to extenslon,

credit, training end eny other inputs end servlces they needed tö

improve their income-earning capacities.

The project has been designed to provide women with water to carry

Out their donestic tasks as housewives end mothers, but not to usa

Lor economie purposes, whlch wonen need to do in their role as

producers to generate the cash to pay the water Lees.

Comniunity devebopment and preparatlon activitles ware not planned

taking wonen’s special needs into account. Henca, especially

during the early phase of the project, the bocation of conmunity

neetings, thelr timing and the selection process used to appoint

water committee members did not favour wonen’s participation.

Although wonen have participated In the project’s training

actlvlties, the timing end bocatlon of some of the district-level

workshops, which requlred overnight mesidence, acted as a con-

straint to some of the wonen’s attendence, nainely those who had

children to care for at the honestead.

Furthernore, the choice of a predominantly teehnical approach in

the design of the water supplies has also reduced the possiblllties

for woman’s participation.

Certain ehenges In the planning end design of the Lomé III project,

whlle not guaranteeing wonen’s involvement, do provide for a

greater probability that wonen will be more activeby involved

throughout the project cycle. The changes that favour wonen’s

participation include en attempt in the planning to synchronize the

sociel and technical componentsso as to abbow sufficient time to

mobilize and orgenize the connunities. The use, thus, of coinmunity

reediness - as opposed to efficiency - certainly increases the

probebibity of women’s involvement.

Moreover, the inerease in flexibility in abbowing sufficient time

for the “software” activities to start up should give the eonmunity

devebopment womkers the opportunity to facibitate a democratie
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election proeess within each eornnunity. In this case, the wonen

and men who are effective beaders and managers will be selected

rather than having, as happened previously, a blanket endorsement

of the local male authority figures or formal leaders proposed by

the chief.

Another factor which Inereaseswomen’s involvement is the timing

end bocation of the community neetings organized by the community

devebopnent workers, which are now held in the connunity Itself end

at a time convenient to wonen.

Furthermore, a sizeable budget is now allotted to the coninunity

training workshops, pemnittIng then to be organized Lor each of the

12 Lomé III project comnunities, either by organizing a separate

training workshop for each community om by grouping together the

three to four communities in each district and training all the R
eonmittaa menbers together.

Such a small-scala, comprehenslve approach will facibitate the

“decentralization” of these workshops so that their bocation and

tining should favour wonen’s inereased participation. Overall, the

number of woman receiving training should also increase, as this

approach will albow for every conmittee nenber to receive training.

Art additlonal positive factor, socio-cultural in nature, is the

gradual chenge In attitude on the part of meny of the male

conmunity menbars ragarding wonen’s involvement in conmunity

managementend naintenenceactivities. Cominunlty exchengevisits

end personal contacts wIth other conmunlties whema wonen success-

fulby hold prominent positIons in water committeas have bagun to 1
persuade neny of the men of the beneflts - in terms of affective-

ness - of’ supporting wonen’s active invobvement in conniunity

management end nalntenance.

Moreovar, some of the eommunity devebopment workers have begun to

take a more active rolé during the community neetings in advocating

end promoting wonen’s involvement as partners in the connunity

decision-naking and management.

1
1
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Nevertheless, the use of a teehnieal design approach end the back

of a dear protocol end work plan denoting the decision points

where wonen in particubar have a role, remain constralnts to

increasing woman’s particlpation in the planning and design of the

water and senitation installations.

Strategy

The different implementing ministrles under whose aegis the rural

water and senitation programma fabbs - the MONR and the MOH - do

not have a dear policy to integrate wonen in thelm programmas, nor

is there a eoherent WID policy or strategy across the operational

ministries. No positive measures on the part of the mnipbementing

agencies - the RWSB together with Its Public Health Unit end the

Health Inspectorate - could therefore be axpected to encourage

wonen’s participation in the programma.

Coupled with this back of en explicit WID policy is the pravailing

conception among many of the direetors of the RWSB that wonen are

the passive benefieiarles and consumers of the inpmoved serviees

but not the declslon-makers om contmibutors to the financial

- managementend maintenance.

It should be noted that this conceptlon of the wonen’s role Lits

in wIth the national “unofficlab” WID policy, in which woman are

viewed es inothers end housewives but not as partners in connunity

decision-making om economic/agriculturel producers, striving for

economie independence.

These factoms explain why no measureshave been taken to guarantee

that woman will participate in all project activitias.

Participation in the Implamentation

Abthough there has been a progressive Inerease in the level of

woman’s involvenent, the overall level of wonen’s participation in

the project is not connensumate with the Important rolas they have

to play in this sector.
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During the initial stages of Phase 1, wonen’s partlcipation in

project activities was mather limited. They have had littie

involvement in the local planning and decision-making concerning -

the design of water supply schemes. Wonen’s participation in

decisions concerning the local community management has also been

linited in comparison to their former role as the principal local 1
managers of traditional water supplies.

Although thema hes been a progressive inerease in the number of -

wonen holding prominent menagement positlons within the water

connittees, on the whole woman are stibl undem-representedon these

conmittees which deelde on water-usaregulatlons end charges, the

hours of operation of stendposts, ete. (averaga ratio: two wonen to

Live men).

However, wherever wonen have becone actlvely involved in community

management, a very positive factor in support of wonen’s effective

funetioning as managers has been the project training which has 1
been provided to then.

Monitoring and Evaluation

The absenee of a nonitoring systen has been a constraint to project

managementtaking en active stance in promoting wonen’s participa-

tlon. It has meent that, thmoughout the implemantation of Lomé II,

project managementhas been unaware of’ the positlve beneflts end

inerease in project effeetivlty in reachlng its goals as a result -

of the successf’ub involvamant and participation of wonen in project

activities. Moreover, project management has been equally unable

to monitor the adversa effeets and cost to project (In)efficiency 1
wherever wonen have not been involved.

Staffing 1
Up untib now, throughout the project, all expatriate technical 1
assistance has been provided entireby by men. No WID expertise has

been invobved, either in the fomn of expatrlate technical assist- 1
enee or in that of Government of Swaziland staff. Moreover, the

1
1
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management end field staff of the inpbenenting agency, have almost

all been men.

This could partby account for the back of specific measures and

approaches adopted to involve woman as agents end partners in

decisions during project activities.

It should be pointed out, however, that the sensitivity of the male

community devebopment staff to the moles end needs of wonen has

been a positiva factor in favouring the recent incmease In the

level of woman’s participation. It should be enphesized that, in

order to maxinlze thelr effectIveness in promoting wonen’s integma-

tion in the project, the comnunity devebopnent workers will need

further training.

Role of the EEC in Brussels and the EC Delegation in Mbabane

Up untll reeently, the EC Delegatlon in Mbabene had not taken the

initiative to promote, directly om indimeetly, wonen’s perticipa-

tion as agents and decision-nakers in the project. A positiva

factor has been the recent attempt made by the Dalegation’s

Technical Officer to monitor the degree of wonen’s participation

within the water committees. This hes occurred in response to

specific questions regamding the level of woman’s Involvenent in

the Lomé II project, coming from the EDF Committee in Brussebs

during the appraisal carried Out for the Lomé III project.

6.2 Reconnendetions Concerning Adjustments to the Project

The inclusion of wonen as active participants in all project activ-

ities does not neen the exclusion of men. The inelusion of both

wonen and men in project activities will mesubt in the pooling of

slightby different knowledge and skllls, making it possible Lor

the comnunity-level management end maintenence to Lunction

effeetlvely.
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Measures to Integrate Women More Systematically in the Project

1. Project management should explicitly acknowledge the role of

wonen as active partners with the men in the comnunities in

planning end design, declsion-making and eonmunity management

and the operation end maintenance of the installatlons.

Wonen’s role as co-finaneers of the O&M costs should also be

acknowledged. - - -

2. Project management should adopt a policy to actively encourage

the involvenent of wonen in all project activities. To this

end, the RWSB must take en active role by expanding the

present community participatlon strategy to incbude wonen’s

partidipatlon in its rural water end sanitation programma as

one of the strategy’s aims. Existing inpedinents to wonen’s

full i~nvolvement as active particIpants in all phases of the

project should be meviewed, and ways to memove these impedi-

nents should ba consldered and put into effect.

3. The design of project activities determines the possibllitles

of integratlng wonen. All decisions should be made in ways

that inerease rather than decrease the probability of wonen’s

involvenent. For exanpbe, the bocation, duration end tining 1
of conmunity-bevel neetings end training workshopsshould be

arranged so as to encourage women’s full attendence.

4. The promotion of wonen’s participation should be ineludad in

the conmunity devebopnent extension staff’s temns of raference 1
end task descriptlon.

5. It will be beneficial to the RWSB to stmengthen its capacity

in implenenting those project activities intended to bring

about en effective utilization of the suppbies and encouraga

community responsibility for the managementand naintenancaof

the instellations. To this end, It is reeommanded that the

EDF as well as the other donors active in the sector coordi-

nate their efforts In funding the provision of local technieab

1
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assistance to the RWSB, in the form of a femabe coordinator/

advisor. This person would be responsibbe for:

- coordinating the community training workshops;

- acting as a resource person and collaborating with other

government agendies, NGOs and donors in providing the

sarvicas, activities and Inputs neaded to improve wonen’s

ineome-earning capacity;

- designing, setting up end inplamenting the monitoming

system to folbow project progress in reaching the estab-

lished goals end in integmating woman;

- providing back-up support to the RWSBin the promotion of

the role of wonen in its water end sanltation programma.

6. As part of the neasures to be taken to inprove the community

aspects in the Lomé III project, It is mecommended that shomt-

term international fenale technlca]. esslstance of’ three

nonths’ duration be funded in order to provide backstopping

in the Lom of’ on-tha-job counterpamt training to the

eoordinator/advisor. This training should cover:

- the coordination of the connunity training workshop

activitias;

- assistenee in the provision of the necessary inputs,

services, and back-up support to the project wonen Lor than

to carry Out nicro-enterpmises end incone-generating

activities;

- the design, setting up end inplenentation of a nonitoring

system with neasurableindicators of’ the type, degree and

effectiveness of wonen’s pamtlcipation;

- devebopnent of a coneeptual approach for measuring the

costs end benefits of wonen’s (non-)participation.

Recommendations Concerning Adjustments for Project Implementation

in General

7. The evabuation of the Lomé II project reveabed that actual

O&N costs exceed original estimates. Contmary to axpeeta-

tions, nany wonen household menbers and heads of households

are solely rasponsibbe for paying these eosts. As origlnal
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affordability cabeulations ware based upon the averaga annual 1
income of the male household head end male household members,

It is essantial for the Lomé III project to carry Out afford-

ability studies in aach of the 12 project connunities to

detammine who in the household will be responsibla for paying

:~water faes end whether they have sufficient revenue to do 1
8. An ever-growing proportion of households in the Lomé II

communities served with improved water supplies are unable to

pay the reeurrent maintanenca eosts entitling them to have

eccess to the communal water suppby. In the interests of

sustaining the functionin~, of the water suppbies as wall as

ensuring en equitable access, - neasures should be taken to

inprove the incoma-eamning eapacities of those households with

limited finencial resources, pamticularly thosa with the most

urgent cash needs: the female-headed households. Therefore,

the RWSBand project management shoubd make a coneertad effort

to coblaborate with other government agancies, NGOs and donors

active In the project areas which provide the services end

inputs necassary to Inprove the incoma-eamning possibilities

of the wonen, and also establish linkages with micro-enter-

prise devebopnent, e.g. business end marketing training,

skills training, home eeonomlcs extension, agrieultural

extension, rural credit bines, ete. 1
9. Zenzebe wonen’s groups are a vabuabla human resourea in

support of project activities whlch, if properly activated,

tralned end pmovidad with back-up support, could semve as a

community self-help group, providIng organlzatlon assistanee

in water supply management as well as in maising the eash for

the O&M costs. The RWSBshould collaborate with the MOAC’s

Hone Eeonomics Extension Service in order to provida back-up

support to the Zenzeba groups in the project communitias. The

business/marketing training courses offered by the home

economics agents would be of further benefit to these gmoups

in establishlng viabbe miero-enterprises. 1

t
1
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10. It is recommanded that the RWSB and project management

critically raview and reassass the currant water-usa pobicy.

In view of the evaluation’s findings, which indlcate that a

barge number of woman percelve the inproved water supply not

only as a means to improve the family’s haalth, but also as a

means to earn the cash to finence the maintenenca costs, It

would appear eounter-produetive to restrict water usaga to

donestic applieations only. Also, in the interests of

impmoving famiby nutritlon, It would be most beneficial if

the RWSBalbowed the water to be used for the cultivation of

dry-season vegetable gardens.

11. In mesponse to a need expressed on the part of the commun-

ities, the RWSB has en important advisory mole to play in

assisting the comnunities In esteblishing realistic tamiff

policies and advising than as to altemnativa means Lor the

conimunity finencing of the O&M costs (as opposedto household

colbections).

12. It is recommended that project management implement mechenisms

which pemmit the woman end men in the connunities to be

partners with the project (Community Davabopment Officers, the

- RWSB Design Engineer, the Consulting Engineer and the

Contractor) in the decislon-naking process concerning the

furthem design and siting of the water supply schemes. The

implementation of this pertlcipatory process will require the

following:
- drawing up a protocol whlch defines the design decisions

open to connunity ehoice and the robe woman will play

- preparlng a detalled work plan speclfylng how the software

end hardware conponents will be woven together and who

will be responsible Lom what, at what time and in what

pbace.

13. Arrangements should be made to albow Lor eonmunity involvenant

during the construction phase. Pmovisions should be Inciuded

in the terns of reference Lom the Design Consultant end
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contractor, specifying the exact community inputs duming

construction.

14. A more particIpatory approach to health education is necessary

in order to bring about a change in the thinking patterns and

behaviour of the beneficiary communities. The community

nembars must be more deeply invobved in the critical enalysis

of theim own situation end identlfy the actions which thay een

inplenent to improve It.

15. Health educationmust be prov.ided, not only prior to construc-

tion, but also at regular intervals after the improved

supplies are in use. The RWSB end its Public Haalth EJnit

should draw iÏPofi~tha local communlty resource of the rural

heabth motivators, who in tumn could regularly pmovide health

educatlon to the communities. In order to increase the rural

health motivators’ effectlveness, it will be necessary to

suppiement their training curriculum with specific instruction

as to their robe in promoting community management and

maintenence, and in the use of carrying out participatory

health education.

16. In order to foster coinmunity responsibility and ow~arship of - 1
the improved suppbias, It is reeonmended that a mutuably-

binding reciprocal contract be signed between the RWSBand the 1
beneficiary connunity (two officers of the water end sanita-

tion committee) during the hending over of the water supply

schema. Such a contract, bisting not onby the cominunity’s

long-term mesponsibilities, but also those of the RWSB in

providing a reliable rapair service to the connunity, would 1
serve as a ineens to fomnabize each party’s conmitnant and

accountability to the other. At the hending over eeremony

wonen should be at the centra of attention so that their

prominent role in water supply is given public racognition.

17. The training of the water commIttee nembems end water

operators/attendants must occur befora the water schemas are 1
put into operation so that the communlty menbers will be

1
1
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skibled and competent to ba able to parform their raspective

tasks onca the supplies are handed over to than. Therefore,

the existing training approach needs to be adapted.

It Is recomnended that henceforth, training be provided to all

the comnittee nembers and water oparators/attendents from a

community. A participatomy training approach should be

adopted to train partieipents in management, problam-solving

skllls, action-plannlng and prograss-monitoring, bookkaeping

and health education, in addition to providing the technical

operation and naintenenee training. Sone of the contant of

the SWAMDP“leadership training” would be extreneby benafi-

dal.

Small-scala, comprehensive workshops could ba omgenized at

district level, grouping together some 20-30 particlpants per

workshop. Eaeh workshop should include all the conmunity

nembersfrom the Lomé III communitles within one district, but

the total numbem of partIclpants per workshop shoubd be

linited to 36. This type of training workshop could also be

provided as refresher courses to the Lomé II eonmunity

nembers. 1f successful, this training nethod could be applied

on a broader scala end inplenented in all RWSB water pro-

jects.

18. It is recommended that furthem training and skills upgrading

be provided to the communlty development workers In the

folbowlng areas:

- the assessment of wonen’s needs and priorities In rebation

to water end sanitation;

- the identification of the existing constraints to wonen’s

invobvement;

- the design and use of different types of particlpatory

techniques to promote effective community participation,

Incbuding the full involvement of wonen;

- training-of-trainers tachniques to carry Out the training

of the connunity nenbers using the partlcipatory approach;
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- the use of various information collection (community

anabysis and rapid socio-economic survays) end monitoring

techniques (qualmtative, quantitative, participatory and

observationab);

- the carrying out of needs assessments and simple feasibil- -

ity studies to detarmine what inputs are neaded to inprove 1
wonen’s income-earning capacities and which activities will

be cost-effeetive;

- brief business training to enable the conmunity devebopmant

workers to be in a bettem position to advise wonen on

setting up Leasible income-ganerating activities (MOAC 1
could assist in the provision of this type oL training).

19. In order to improve project efficiency and effactivaness, it

is recommended that a monitoring and evaluation systam be

inplenentad. This een serve as a tool for both project

menagement and the eonmunities in nonitorlng project progmess -

and making adjustments whare necessary. Participatory data 1
collaction by the beneficiary cornmunlties to monitor thair

own progress is a method to stimubate the communities in

probbam-solving and make then aware of their responsibility to

take control and assune ownership of the inproved supplies.

The analysis of the data would occur at three intarrelated

levels: eomnunIty, conmunity developmant extension staff and

RWSB/projeet management. 1
20. The Planning Division of the MONR is currently involved in

earrying out rapid surveys at connunity level, in partieubar

with fenale household heads end nenbers, in order to assess

the effaets of electrification upon woman as well as the 1
implicatlons of environnental resource utilization for wonen. -

This same manpower and approach could serve as a rasource to -

the RWSB in inpbementing its affordability studies and

assessing the constraints end needs of woman in improving -

thair incone-genarating possibibities. 1

1
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Beyond Project Level

21. In order to improve the effectiveness of the rurab credit/ban

facibities offered by organizations end banks, It is recom-

nended that saminars ba orgenized for the credit/laan officers

in order to:

- make then aware of the constraints, needs end priorities of

their rumab clients, in particubar rural woman;

- provlde skllbs upgradlng In implenentlng mamket Leasibllity

studies to the officers, so that they will be in a better

position to advise the wonen of the curment namket

situation with regard to the feasibility of their proposed

activity and the most profitable economie opportunitles

available.

22. The ~valuation reveabed that neny of’ the outlying rumab

conmunities as well as the community devabopment workers

thensalves, ware unaware om poorly infomned of the servicas

and project assistence offered by the various NGOs operating

in the mural areas. It is therefore reconnended that all NGOs

undertake information eampalgnswhieh are aimed at providing

information to the outbying rumab communitles. Furthermore,

the NOOs’ systen of sebection of project applicants should be

based on a quota systen so as to evenly distrIbute the

Intended project services and benefits between those eonnun-

ities located in proxinity to the capital and urban areasend

those mural comnunities situated in the more difficult to

reach, outlying rural araes.

A list of more general reconnendations, concerning EEC assistance

to the rurab water and sanitation sector is pmovided In Annex 9.
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TEBMS OF REFERENCE

Evaluation Missioris to Mono—Sector Projects

in Agriculture, Livestock and Water Supply

The following projects are to be evaluated:

— Botswana: Sheep and Coat Development Project

— Burkina Faso: D~ve1oppement de la riziculture dans 1’ORD de

la Como~

— Niger: D~ve1oppement de la riziculture moderne sur le

fleuve Niger, am~nagement hydro—agricole de Daibdry

— Niger: Hydraulique villageoise, D~partement de Zinder

— Swaziland: Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Programme

— Zambia: Maize Development Project.

Introduction

1n July 1988, BMB in association with FEMCONSULTwas assigned

by the EEC to carry out a thematic evaluation on wonen in

deve].opment. The evaluation consists of three phases: Phase t

is the documentation and preparation phase which inciudes

among others the selection of projects and the proposal of

detailed tertns of reference and a working progranime for the

next phase; Phase II consiats of the field evaluation of the

selected projects, and in Phase III a synthesis report will be

drawn up.

The ultimate objective of this thematic evaluation is to learn

from past experience concerning WID in the sectors of agricul—

ture, livestock, forestry and energy and environinent, and

rural drinking—water supply and Sanitation, and to arrive at a



set of realistic recominendations related to the cooperation

policy, means, procedures and methods of the Community and its

development partners, and in particular to define a number of -

operational sector—specific guidelines for the integration of

women during the various stages of the project cycle.

The goals of the project evaluation are:

1. To assess women’s participation in the project and to

evaluate the way in which wonen’s roles, needs and

interests have been taken into account during the

different phases in the project cycle, i.e. identifica—

tion, preparation and design, appraisal/financing,

implementation, monitoring and evaluation.

2. To investigate whether baseline data regarding women’s

position and role were available or have been collected

during the preparation phase; if not, an attempt will be

made to reconstruct the initial situation of wonen in the

project area.

3. To assess against these data the actual or expected

effe~ts of the project on the position of wonen:

— women’s income—generatingcapacities: access to

factors/means of production and to services

— wonen’s workload

— wonen’s social role/status in the local conununity:

level of participation in decision—making and

organization

— women’s living conditions: benetits of social services,

improvement of health, etc.

— effect 0fl family living conditions.
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4. To analyse:

a) constraints (or positive factors) in and outside the

project for the effective integration of women as

agents and beneficiaries in the project

b) the consequences of the (non—)integratiorl of women for

the achievement of the project’s general goals and

specific objectives, notably with respect to project

sustainability (viability)

c) the appropriateness of the objectives, riotably with

respect to the enhancement of wonen’s status, of their

role as (co—)breadwinners and of family weil—being in

general.

5. To recommend where appropriate project adjustments are to

be made to ongoing projects.

6. To formulate conelusions and recommendations of a general

nature with a view to involving women more systematically

in EEC projects, with special attention to sustainable

development in the sector concerned.

The miss jou shali make usa of the attached checklist “Evalu—

ation of WID in Mainstream Projects”, which contains more

detailed guestions and points of attention regarding objec—

tives 1 to 4. The checklist has been developed as a guideline

for all the evaluation missions and shali be used with the

required flexibility. For each sector, a supplementto the

general checklist shall also be used.

A report on each project shail be prepared in English or

French within four weeks after termination of the mission.

The report shali be drawn up in accordance with the uniform

reporting format designed for this evaluation. The report

shail not exceed 30 pages and shali be introduced by a

summary of approximately 5 pages.
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CHECKLIST FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE ROLE OF WONEN
IN RTJRAL WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECTS

Does the effective involvement and participation of Women

in the Design, Management and Maintenance of the supplies:

— Laad to a greater level of sustainability?

— Lead to a greater reliability of the supplies and

a better rate of functioning?

— Improve the community’s capacity to manage and maintain

the supplies?

— Lead to an increased and correct usage of the supplies

by the community.

1. Assessment of the actual or expected effects of the

project on the position of women as well as upon the

community in general?

Four aspects are considered:

1. Women’s workload;

2. Woman’s income—earning capacities;

3. Woman’s social role in the local community;

4. Family’s living conditions.

However, before an assessment can be made of the actual

or expected effects which the provision of improved water

supply and/or sanitation facilities has or will have upon

women, and the cornmunity it will first be necessary to

evaluate the actual performance and use of the water supply

and/or sanitation facilities installed by the project.
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More specifically, it will be necessary to evaluate whether 1
the facilities are reliable and function, whether they

meet the beneficiary women’s and community’s needs with 1
regard to quantity and quality of water produced, as well

as accessibility, ease of use and hours of operation of - 1
the facilities.

Finally, an assessment must be made as to whether the

beneficiary women systematically use the improved facilities, --

for the project’s installation of improved supplies does

not automatically mean that they will be used as intended.

The degree to which the improved supplies meet women’s 1
needs as well as their awareness of the casual link between

contaminated water, poor sanitation and disease will determine 1
the degree of usage of improved supplies.

Once the actual performance and use of the facilities --

have been determined, it is possible to assess their effects

upon the position of women with respect to the above—mentioned

aspects.

1
-- 1

1
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2. Evaluate the performance and use of the improved water

supply/sanitation facilities:

Are the improved water supply/sanitation facilities

reliable and do they function?

Do the improved water supply facilities meet women’s

rieeds with regard to:

— quantity: adequate number of water points providing

a sufficient quantity of water to meet women’s

needs for drinking water, domestic and non—domestic

uses?

— quality of water: safe, acceptable taste, colour and

odour?

— accessibility and distance?

— ease of use and upkeep?

— convenient hours of operation?

Do the improved sanitary facilities meet the women’s

needs with respect to:

— reliability?

— culturally acceptable technology?

— hygienic disposal of human excreta?

— privacy?

What are the water—use patterns?

— Are the facilities being used correctly?

— Who uses them and how often during the dry and

rainy seasons?

— How much time is spent collecting water and what

distance is travelled?

— Is there any increase in water use?
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Did the presence of the improved water supplies

change old patterns of water use for personal and

domestic hygiene?

Are the sanitary facilities used? Is there a safe

method of excreta disposal?

1
3. . What is the level of the participation of women

in the implementation?

Do women have access to project activities and

what is the extent of their real participation?

In which activities do wornen participate, in which

do they not? 1
In what way do women participate, e.g.:

Are women given the opportunity to take part directly

in local planning and decision—making or consulted

as to choice/design of facilities, siting decisions,

construction of additional facilities or operating

hours?

Do women participate in local management, operation

and maintenance of water supply/sanitation facilities?

— water point/sanitation site management

— caretaking as trained caretakers doing both technical

tasks or as mernbers of mixed caretakers teams

— local administration and management as trained

members of a local managementcommittee

— health promotion as village health workers.

1
1
1
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Do women participate in training and extension

activ i t jas

— for construction, or

— in operation, maintenance, and upkeep of the

system?

Are women provided training in management as mernbers

of local comrnittees in book—keeping, record—keeping

and problem—solving approaches?

Are women provided health education or health knowledge

and hygiene practices?

Are the participants special categories of women?;

which categories are not participating? (differences

in age, caste, ethnology, rich/poor, positian in

family: female—headed, first/second wife).

Any changes in the level of participation during

implementation? Reasons? Is the level of wornen’s

participation in the project commensurate with

their role in the family and community in water

supply and sanitation, in water collection, traditional

public management of water sources, maintenance,

waste disposal and health promotion as acceptors,

users, managers and agents of change?

1f not, identify constraints in the social/cultural/

legal spheres and/or other reasons.
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4. What are the eonsequences of the (non—)integration

of women for the achievement of the project’s goals?

What is the importance of the integration of women

in rural water supply and sanitation projects for

the achievement of the project’s goals? These are

usually the provision of modern water supply/sanitatiori

points which will be managed, maintained and sustained

in the long term by the beneficiary user—community,

and, if used correctly, can contribute to a saving

in the time and labour involved in drawing and transport—

ing water.

1
For example, as local water managers, women need to

be involved in any decisions pertaining to the new

water points, because it is they who make the day—to—day

maintenance decisions. They decide where to collect 1
water for various purposes and in various seasons,

how much to collect and how to use it. In their role

as local managers, wornen make decisions on what water

points, both traditional and improved, should be used

and maintained. These decisions determine the long—

term sustainability of the improved water supplies.

Thus, women’s opinions and needs have important consequences

for the acceptance, use and readiness to maintain

new water supplies and for the ultimate health impact

of the project.
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5. How does the project affect, or is very likely to

do so in future, women’s workload?

Did the project contribute to an alleviation of

women’s workload, i.e. a tirne/energy saving? For

example by:

— provision of appropriate technology for dornestic

or productive use, e.g. gram muis and fuel—saving

stoves

— iniprovement of water supplies (if project resulted

in a saving in the time- required to collect water,

calculate time and indicate how time gains were

used.)

— provision of child care facilities, improvement

of health facilities.

Did the project increase women’s workload? For

example by:

— the intensification of the agricultural and livestock

production

— demanding unpaid labour contributions in social

infrastructurai works

— changing the social environment (settiement

projects)

— detrimental effects on the environment (scarcity

of fuel—wood)

— distant location of water point or long queues

because of inadequate water supply or inconvenient

operating hours

— loss of assistance in water collection

— women’s labour is required for excavation or

construction of water points.
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Were the benefits received commensurate to this increase?

1f the project has resulted in an initiat decrease

in woman’s workload as well as timesaving (for exampie

as a result of an improvement in water supplies),

has this timesaving resulted in allocation of additional

tasks from men to women, thereby increasing their

overall workload?

1
6. How does the project affect, or is very likely to

do so in future, women’s income—earning capacitles

and income?

Check on changes in:

Women’s access to factors and means of productioon

— land, water, stock, poultry-, fish, trees

(Have any categories of women been excluded from

access to water for agricultural production?)

— capital, credit, savings 1
— labour (children, spouse, other kin, informal -

work group, hired labour)

- — implements and inputs

— transportation 1
Woman’s access to production services 1
— skill training (inciuding management and accounting)

— extension services and inputs (such as seed, 1
young plants, fertilizer, animal traction)

— marketing facilities

— eo—operatives 1
— research and technology

Women’s workload as a constraint (see also 3.2)

Women’s access to and control over income e.g.: 1
— decrease in income as a result of loss of employment

in water collection and sale of water, or women

having to contribute much more money than men

do for the construction and maintenance of water -
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— increa~e in woman’s income as a result of utilization

of imç~roved water supply for irrigation (or natural

ferti1~zer through sanitary collection of human

waste) 1 thereby increasing agricultural production

for salk

— increa~e in income as a resuit of time saved by

using frProved water supplies being used for income—

generaçing activities

— time ~avings and economie usa of water result in

an inliTtial increase in woman’s income, whereupon

the h~isband reduces his financial contribution

to far~ily subsistence, thereby increasing woman’s

share q~f financial responsibility.

7. How does the project affect, or is very likely to

do so iri~ future, woman’s social role in the local

community?~

Check on changes in:

Women’s~ participation in decision—making at the

communi~y level (e.g. member of co—operatives,

users’ ~committees, water supply management committees)

women’s.j level of organization (e.g. forming of

women’sjgrôups to cultivate communal field)

women’s knowledge and skills competency (leading

to mor~ self—reliance, for example as a result

of te4nicai traïning acquired for water supply

mainten~nce, management or book—keeping skills).

t
How do~s the project affect, or is very likely

to do so in future, women’s living conditions,

those o~Eher family and those of the community?

1f the~e is an improvement in the level of social

service~, have women acquired access to these services?

e.g. :

ii -

—
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education and literacy/numeracy

health care and family planning

drinking water and sanitation -

community centres. 1
1f there is an improvement in physical infrastructure

(road infrastructure, housing, etc.), do women —

benefit?

Especially for projects which provide social services:

What is the effect on the health of women and children

and famuly?

— Have the provision and use of improved water suppiy/

sanitation facilities resulted in a reduction of

caloric output and energy for water collection?

— Has there been a reduction in water—and sanitation—

related diseases, and improved personal and domestic

hygiene?

1
1

1
- 1

1
1
1
1
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Historical and Socio-Economic Background of Swaziland

Swaziland, as a Kingdom, has a long tradition of baing ruled by a

monarch.

The most striking feature of the political structure in present-

day Swaziland is the coexistance of a modern and a traditional

government side by sida.

This dichotomy, which further brings about and partly explains the

dualisrn in the economy, has its roots in the colonial era (1900-

1968). -

During the l9th century British and Boer settlers entered the

country. Land as well as mineral rights ware “given away” in

concessions to the “white settlers”. In 1907 the British Colonial

Government issued two-thirds of the land in Swaziland to the “white

settlers”, leaving Swaziland with only one-third of its original

- area. The Swazi king was entitled to allocate Swazi Nation Land

(SNL) to his people, but the freehold land of the white settiers

and colonizers was beyond his control.

This situation has changed with time and at independence 44% of the

country was freehold land, privately owned, and 56% SNL, communally

owned and controlled by the king. In 1983 this distribution was

about 60% SNL and 40% freehold land, with 82% of the Swazis living

on SNL.

The king has control not only over the land, his primary power

base, but also over male labour power, through the institutional-

ized age-graded regiment system. Regiments can be called upon to

provide free labour to the Crown.
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1
The Pra-IndependenceEconomy - - 1
The redistribution of Swaziland under the British Colonial -

Government, carried out by the ConcessionCommission, smoothedthe

way for the primarily British settiers to set up larga profit-

making estates in the country. The eviction of the Swazis from

their land in 1917 and the reintroduction of a heavy tax forced

many male rural farmers to become wage labourers on the settlers’

land. In addition, the small size of the land area allocated to

the Swazis and its poor quality made it impossible to provida for

the food needs of the growing population.

It followed, inevitably, that many male Swazis took up employment 1
on the settlers’ plantations and on large farms as well as in the

mines. 1
The king, in turn, demanded from the migrant labourers one-quartar -

of their earnings to be contributed to a fund to buy back the lost 1
land. -

Booth (1982) presents an effective discussion of the objectives and

the strategies used by the Commission in the allocation of land.

The Commission was careful to allocate enough grazing land for

cattle for the use of the Afrikanars. The Commission’s main

concern, however, was the provision of Swazi labourers for the 1
plantations and especially the mines. Labour was provided by

ensuring that the 32 “native areas” assigned to the Swazis would

not support their human and cattie population for more than a few

years at best and not at all in a faw areas.

The “native areas” became overpopulated and overstockad. The

combined effects of, at first, the deeimation of the cattie herds, 1
and, at a later stage, overpopulation, overstocking, landlessness,
low yields and haavy taxes began a processwhich eventually pushed

many Swazis into the labour market. By the mid-193Os, the self-

suf ficiency of the Swazi farmer had deteriorated rapidly and labour

integration increased during the 194Os and 195Os. In fact, during 1
the 193Os labour was considered to be Swaziland’s most valuable —

1
1
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export. During this period the British and later South African

sattiers set up large farms and ranches involved in cash-crop

farming and cattle ranching.

Before long, however, the settiers and mining concessionaires in

Swaziland were in competition with the mmerecruitars from South

Africa for the Swazi labourer. In order to meet its manpower

requirement Swazi industry than had to racruit labourers from

Mozambique as well as rely on the work of Swazi women and children.

This nead for manpower particularly intensified when, during the

1940s, the forestry and timber industry saw and pulp mills ware

established, followed by sugar and eitrus plantations in the 1950s

and 1960s and the iron mines in iq64.

Booth reports how a cartain timber company in the 195Os and 1960s

employed a labour f’orce consisting of 60% woman and children, at

the time of planting and road construction 1)•

The Traditiona]. Role of Swazi Women

- The traditional systam underlined the important status and role of

the mother. The Swazi woman was not a perpetual minor (the

present-day legal status of Swazi woman under Roman Dutch law);

she controlled affairs at the domestic level. A Swazi wife could

personally own cattle and other small animals and be allocated

cattle for her domestic unit. The mother was important in

ancestral rituals, and, as a bearer of children, sha was vital to

the existence and continuity of her husband’s lineage. Swazi

married woman controlled the domestic sphere and their membership

was limited to kinship groups.

Men, on the other hand, ware warriors, associatedwith the wild and

with political spheras. Their membership in age-group regiments

cut across kinship ties and integrated them on a national level.

This influenced Swazi attitudes on the division of labour based on

1) Booth. 1982 (quoted tn Tabibian. 1985 - ref. 60. Annex 3).
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1
gender: men’s work was regarded as superior to woman’s work.

because men challenged the wild nature and fought batties, while

women ware confined to the less hazardousdomestic environment” 1)~

In many respects this gender ideology continues to shape the

socialization process underlying the foundations of modern-day 1
Swazi society: “The work of a man is superior to that of a woman”.

It is therefore not the type of work, or its productivity value, 1
but the sex of the worker that givas rating to labour 2)~

1
The Political and Social Structure of Swazi Society

-I
Sinea indepandence, a dualistic political systam has emergad with,

on the one hand, a parliament and a western style of administration

and, on the other hand, the traditional politica]. system with the

ultimate power in the hands of the king.

The modern government is composed of a cabinet of ministers whose

members are appointed by the king. The government rules the

country in close cooperation with the traditional ruling class,

consisting of the king, the quaen mother and the aristoeracy.

The king and the queen mother represent the dual monarchy,

embodying all legislative, executive, administrative and religious

nianpower. The traditional government rules through the Swazi

National Council (SNC). It derives its main source of power from

the control over almost half of the land callad Swazi Nation Land —

(SNL), whieh balongs to the nation but is vested in the person of

the king.

The king, who is the head of both governments, rules the land 1
through the chiefs. He appoints the chiefs in various areas. They

are usually aither princes or heads of important clans.

1

1) USAID 1989e 77 (ref. 23. Annex 3)

2) Kuper. H. 1947: 140.

1
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For administrativa purposes, Swaziland is divided into four

administrative districts: Hhohho, Manzini, Shislaweni and Lubombo.

Each district is governedby a eommissionerand a senior district

officer. Below the district level, the traditional government is

in chargeof the local administration. The SNC is charged with the

customary law of any issues and programmaspertaining to SNL and

with advising the king in all these matters.

Every adult male Swazl can, in theory at least, attend the

discussion sessions of the SNC. The male-dominant and male-

orientad nature of the Swazi society leaves little room for the

involvament of women in politics.

The principal link between the Council and the people are the

“Tinklundlas” (sevaral chiefdoms togather form a common “tink-

lundla”). These are the meeting places in the rural areas, which

are attandad by local adult males and their chiefs. A chiafdom, in

turn, is made up of several wards, together composing the total

area and population that comes under the authority of a chief. A

chiefdom has a relatively standard internal organization and is

recognized as a local administrative unit.

At the ward or community level, thare is a traditional council

(“libanda”), headed either by a chief or a deputy. This council

daals with problems affacting the local community as well as

development-relatedmatters such as new agricultural techniques,

planning the construction of a clinic or discussing the need for an

improved water supply sys tam.

Councils are typically involved in varlous types of preliminary

planning. Once discussions coinmence, council membersmay deeldeon

the formation of a specialized committee to carry out particular

functions, such as a health committee to choose the site of a

clinic or a water committea to supervise all activities necessary

to initiate and managethe communities’ contributions and partici-

pation in a water project.



Woman, however, do not deal with chiafs directly and have to

discuss business with them through their fathers or husbands.

Apart from the queen mother. Swazi woman have no formal political

roles. At the community level, however, woman may play a very

active and proininant role in soma of the community development-

ralated committees.

Dualism is characteristic not only of the political systam, but

also of the organization of Swazi society. On the judicial level,

two systems coexist, the traditional Swazi law (customary law) and

the Roman Dutch law. Roman Dutch law is the general law and

applies to all inhabitants of Swaziland, while customary law is

rastrieted to cases in which all partjes are Swazi.

Economie Development

The aconomy of Swaziland has been strongly influenced by the fact

that the country is land-loeked and surrounded on three sides by a

highly developed country, i.e. the Republic of South Afriea (RSA),

while Mozambique separates it from the Indian Ocean.

The geo-strategic location of Swaziland has been an important

factor in the country’s economie dependance on the ESA. About 90%

of the irnports to Swaziland originate from or pass through the RSA,

whila 25% of its exports are absorbedby the RSA. Moreovar, Swazi-

land is also a mamber of the Rand Monatary Area and therefore has

a very open market aconomy which makes the country vulnerable and

givas little autonomy over monetary, fiscal and pricing policy.

The open economy of the country provides almost unlimited opportun-

ities for foreign investment.

Firstly, the Swazi Governmentoffers generousincentives in order

to attraet foreign investors. Secondly, although Swaziland has a

small internal market, its access to the larga South African market

is another point of attraction. Finally, Swaziland’s location

makas It a suitable place for the production of goods destined for

ANNEX 6
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those African states which, opposing the South African apartheid

policy, will not buy South African products.

Swaziland’s economy is marked by an agro-industrial capital wage

sector and an agro-pastoral communal land sector, the former

producing for export (sugar, citrus, fruits, forestry and mining)

and the latter producing food for subsistence consumption.

Some 70% of the total work-force is involvad in subsistanee

agriculture, farming SNL which eornprisas 52% of the country’s land

surface, but only contributes about 7% to the GDP. The stapla food

is maize, and in addition sorghum, groundnuts, beans and vagetables

are grown. Of the total area of SNL, about 85%, howaver, is

devoted to cattie pasture lands. Farming on SNL is not vary

commarcialized. Only some 5% of the farming househoids deliberata-

ly grow eash crops, cotton and tobacco; about 80% of the cultivated

area is devoted to maize, and the small-scala SNL farm is charac-

terized by traditional systems of cultivation, low usa of inputs,

lost yields and lack of marketing and credit facilities.

The economy, therefore, is dominatad by privately run companies,

traditional agrieulture making only a small contribution to the

GDP.

Sugar, which alone accounts for almost half of the export value, is

almost exclusively produced on non-Swazi plantations. British

capital in banking and agricultura controls a major portion of the

production of wood pulp and timber and the mining of asbestos.

Manufacturing and commerce remain in the hands of South African

investors.

Thus, a picture emerges of large companies on freehold land,

dominating commarcial agriculture, forestry, mining and, to some

extent, manufacturing. In 1974, almost one-quartar of the country

was owned by 35 farmars and companieson freehold titla land (FTL)

or Individual Tenura Farms (ITF). At present ITFs are no longer

owned exelusively by non-Swazis, as, racantly, Swazi individuals

and eompanieshave also purehased portions of the fraahold land.



At present ITFs occupy about 40% of the total land area and consist

of erop land, commercial forests and pastura land. This cornmercial

agriculture produces some 60% of the country’s total agricultural

output.

Although agrieulture accounts for 30% of the GDP, the prosperity of

this sector has been limited to eommarcial agrieultural enterprisas

almost entirely owned by expatriatas and foreign countrias. It is

therefore inevitable that great disparities should exist batween

the incomes of the SNL farmars and those in the eominercial sector.

Agricultural davalopment efforts on SNL have been limited for the

most part to those rural areas selectad undarthe Rural Devalopment

Areas Programme (RDAP). The RDAP aims at achieving self-suffi-

ciency in food produetion and reducing migration to the urban

araas.

Sinee 1970 there have been agricultural projects in various parts

of the country on SNL to stimulate the aceaptanee of “modern”

agrieultural production to increase self-suf ficiency and cash

cropping. By 1983, the main objectives of the RDAP had failad, for

food imports had inereased, as had migration in search of waga

employment. Booth points to the Government’s underspending of

agricultural funds by 48% during the Second Development Plan and

the concentration of funds on irrigated farms, and conciudas that

the Government’s priority claarly lies with eommercial agriculture
1)
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“It would appaar, in short, that in spite of the various
assertions of dualism and parallelism of a “modern” and a
“traditional” sector, in fact thera is in Swaziland a
single agricultural aconomy, in which one sector, embracing
most of the land containing the bulk of the population, is
helping to subsidize the other.” 2)

1

1

1) Booth. 1982 (quoted Lfl Tabibian. 1985 - ref. 60. Annex 3)

2) Booth. 1983. page 92 (ref. 36. Annex 3)
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Although some 70,000 Swazis work in South Africa, the great

majority of Swazi workers find work - of ten as weekend commuters -

within Swazilanditself. Some 25% of the paid wage labour force is

famale. Although almost all adult men go into wage employmant,

almost half are not in paid work at any one time. Some 142% of

adult males have been raported as being amployad in farming 1)~

Non-Forma]. Education, Training and Self-Help Development

Assistance Prograinmes Available to Rural Woman

The Handicraft Department of the Ministry of Commarce, Industry and

Tourism (MCIT) trams, supervises and supports producers of

handierafts, an estimated 90% of whom are woman. Training consists

of short courses lasting a few weeks in a variety of skills, such

as sisal work, baskat-weaving, nackiaca-making, cerainics, etc.

Plans also exist for the MCIT to collaborate with the National

Taxtile Corporation of Swaziland to supply materials at special

rates, and subcontract to sewing production units of the UNDP WID

project graduates, MCIT handieraf t promotion units, Zanzele groups,

SEDCO estate enterprises and PPP groups.

The Small Enterprises Development Company (SEDCO) is part of the

Small Enterprises and Handicraf t Project. Funded by the UNDP,

UNIDO and the ILO, it provides technical and financial assistance

to eligible Swazi entraprenaurs, at least 65% of whom have been

woman. Its activities are carriad out in three different ways:

1. Assistance to thosa who have skills, but lack the means to

start production;
2. Assistanee to those who alraady have a business, but seek help

to axpand it;

3. Suggesting a line of amployment to the would-be self-employed

people. The training programme consists of motivation train-

ing, management training, conducting feasibility studies and

project preparation. Those individuals who settle on SEDCO

1) de Vletter. 1983.



estates are expected to mova out upon completion of the

training and open their own businesses.

The Lutsango Vocational Training Centre offers eight-month courses

in naedlework, handicrafts, sewing, knitting, crocheting and

cooking skills, mainly to school-leavers. The objective of the

training is to assist woman in securing skills for salf-employmant.

Several NGO Church and Evangelical Organizations offer income-

generating training courses in sewing/handicraft production,

vegetable-gardening and poultry raising.

The Catholic Mission offers a two-year training programme in

handicrafts and small livestock to school-leavars.

The ten Rural Education Centres located throughout the rural areas

offer training coursas to both men and women, but 75% of the

participants are woman. Sewing, cooking, knitting and literacy

coursas are offered at the centras.

One of the largest income-generating training programmes is the

UNDP-funded Women in Development Project, whose objaetives inciude

training rural woman in i.a. sewing, machine knitting, carpentry,

metalwork and handicrafts; introducing and disseminating rural

labour/time-saving tachnology; and setting up a revolving ban fund

in order to facilitata aceess to capital for graduates (sea

Subsection 3.1.10).

Five training centras have been set up in different parts of the

country, and over 2,000 woman have recaived training of up to four

to five months’ duration. Although the training is largely based

ori traditional women’s oecupations, there has been increasing

interest over the years in less conventional, more technical

activities. One of the major shortcomings which has been reported

concerning this programma is its lack of business and management

skills. Many of the teaching staff lack the entrepreneurial

knowledge and know-how for setting up a small business. Further-

ANNEX 6
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more, research has shown that over 50% of the graduates are not

able to usa the skills they have aequired ‘~.

The USAID-fundedSwazilandManpowerDevelopmant Programme(SWAMDP),

which began in 1985, has provided innovativa training to the Home

Economies Extansion Workers of the Ministry of Agriculture and

Cooperatives, who have then baanin a position to train the Zanzela

groups. Over 5,000 rural woman have participated in the training

workshops and seminars.

Racognizingthe community mobilization and development potential of

Zenzele groups, “this project was set up to encourage the formation

of mdre Zenzele groups, expand the quabity and quantity of the

training of the women and improve communication between male

extension workers and Zenzale groups” 2)~

The first type of training provided to Zanzele groups is participa-

tory leadarship training (sea Annex 7). The objectiva of this is

to increase the woman’s problem-solving capacity and self-ralianee.

Subsequently, training has been conducted in or near the commun-

ities where the women reside in i.a. kriitting, handicrafts, sewing,

bookkeeping,vegetablegardening,pig farming, bboek-moulding,and

fruit tree and vegetable cultivation.

This training has been folbowed up by business management training

- a much needed skill for these woman’s groups ~. The Home

Economics ExtensionWorkers have been provided with the necessary

businessskills to be in a position to advise Zenzelegroups as to
the feasibility of undertakingvarious income-generatingactivities

or micro-enterprisesas well as to train the Zenzelegroupsin such

business management skibls as earrying out simple feasibility

analysis studies themselves.

1) Netherlands Development Cooperation. 1988: 30 (ref. 45. Annex 3).

2) USAID. SWAMDP, 1988: 7 (ref. 61. Annex 3).

Netherlands Development Cooperation. 1989: 161 (ref. 46. Annex 3).
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1
In this way, in future, the Zenzele groups should be in a position

to make better and more informed choices about the type of economie

activities they wish to undertake, and to plan and manage them more

effactively. 1
Plans exist to carry out sensitivity training seminars for the male 1
agricultural extension workers to improve their communication with

women’s organizations and encouragethem to work with tham.

A recent evaluation study of this project recommanded that a micro-

enterprise advisory unit should be established within the Home 1
Economies Section of MOACin order to provida assistance to Zenzele -

groups engaged in income-generation in planning, organization,

analysis and management.

Furthermore, it was recommended that support should be providad to 1
Zanzele groups in the marketing of their product, for axampla in

assisting with the development of regional marketing outlets 1)~ 1
The Community Development Department of Tinkundela, which is in

charge of the UNDP WID project, also manages the People’s Partici-

pation Project (PPP) funded by the FAQ. The PPP gives support,

advice and assistance to small groups, 85% of which consist of 1
women, who are involved in starting production activities, particu-

larly in the agricultural sector.

In addition to providing access to credit through special agree- -

ments with banks (seeSubsection 3.1.10), the PPP trams the group 1
members in basic group organization, income generation and monitor-

ing and evaluation. The training workshops take place bocally and - 1
cover subjects such as simple racord-keeping, planning, marketing,

saving and inonitoring. It is worth noting that the PPP has

devebopedsyrnbol language to involve illiteratas in record-kaaping

and monitoring. 1

_________________ 1
1) USAID. SWAMDP. 1988 41-42 (ref. 61. Annex 3).

‘I
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Ten women’s groups are involved in aetivities such as poultry

raising, pig farming, brick-moulding, tin-bucket making, maize and

cotton farming and sewing. The groups are assisted with thair

group organization, feasibility studies and income-genarating

activities and with monitoring their activities.

Whila the PPP itself does not provide agricultural extension

assistanee, it collaborates with the Swaziland Farm Devebopment

Foundation, an NGOwhich provides agricultural extension assistance

in vegetable gardening, maize and cotton cultivation, ete.

An important feature of the PPP is that It works in the rural areas

whare no other projects or organizationsare active.

As already discussed in Subsection 3.1.10, the PPP has set up a

guaranteefund at the SwazilandDevelopmentBank, which enablesits

women’s groups to receive loans without having to provida collat-

eral. Unlike the ban applicants of the UNDP WID project, PPP

group ban applicants do not need a husband’s or male relative’s

signature for ban rapayments, because they apply for a ban as an

organized group.

In the near future, the PPP has plans to organize a training

seminar for credit offieers at Swaziland Development Bank to

sensitize and train them, so that thay will be in a better position

to advise and assist the groups applying for loans. The PPP also

acts as an intarmediary for its groups, seeking assistance from the

EDF Micro-Projects Fund.

The EDFMicro-Projects Fund provides assistance to community-based,

small-scala, self-help davebopment efforts. Either the community,

or a women’s group, for exainpla, can apply for assistanca with a

project in agrieulture, social infrastructure, rural water supply,

sanitation, ete., with the community group contributing one-third

of the cost either in kind (land, matarials, labour) or in cash.

Many women’s groups have used this assistance to carry Out pig-

farming or poultry-raising projects and vegetabbegardaning. In
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1
addition, many women’s groups have initiated community self-help 1
water supply projects with the Fund’s assistance.

Efforts are now under way to establish an EDF-funded Revolving Fund

for Micro-Businessesand Self-EmploymentSchemes. This fund is to

complement the existing Small-Scala Enterprise Revobving Fund, 1
which only provides loans of E 5,000 and abova. The EDF Micro-

Business Fund will be targeted, in particular, at those woman

antrepraneurswho face legal constraints in obtaining credit from

commarcial banks. Women’s groups will thus ba able to receive

boans without collateral. The objeetive is to stimulate the

formation and growth of woman-run micro-efiterprises. In addition,

the project has a specific goal of stimulating non-agricultural 1
small business activitias.

1
1
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ZENZELE LEADERSHIP TRAINING/PARTICIPATORY TRAINING TECHNIQUES

The techniques used to train both rural wcmen and the Home
Econcmics staff have inciuded lecturers, discussions,
demonstrations, study tours.and participatory, experiential
tecrtn~ques.

It was not until~ the World Education/Tototo workshops in
October 1987 that the techni~ues of experieritial, adult
learner—centred training were fully understood, and traihing
using this approach has siric~ been widely adopted. One of the
most valuable ou-tcomes of the Tototo training has been that,
although it was centered on i.eadership training, the ~
scope of the workshop was such that it has given che Home
Econoraics Officers the skill and ability to use t~’ese
techniques when provi~i~g �ra~ning to 2enze~.4groups on other
top ios.

The primary advantage of the participatory training
methodology is its focus on learners. Traditiorial training
methodologies 4~end~o focus on ~ ~eacher, the subject matter
or a combinatjon of both. Th.a. as-s~~p~-~or£~ t~a: a ~rained
teacher, well versed in the subject mater, will be able to teach
effectivelv. Little thought is given to the learners, tr~eir
backgrour.ds and e~:perience,charac:eristics, their individual
neecs. aria their reasons for being present in a le~trning
situz~cicrt. .A furdamental p~ of adult educat~or1 is that
adults learn best wheri these are ;ake!L i:i~o can~ideraticui.

Tne :.‘~rti~:i~tory m~t:iod involves tne learners in
~centi:~:rig the reasons :he~’ might benefit from tra~ning. It
t~ke~ into ~ccount their training needs and the experiences they
bring to the training which may be of benefit to others in the
~arr:ing group. It establishes realistic, measureabie
cb.ectives that should be the resul: of their proposed
teachiri;/iearni~i~ activities. Learners are the:efcre invoived
in sezt~.ng their own objeczives based on their perceived rieeds
and their ow~ e~~erice~. The te~tcherdoes not ucricentraLe ori
a ecete:~mi~e’.1curricuiwn, bu: rather on meeting ti:e learning

* Excerpc Out of: Zenzele and Bolomakhaya,The Impact of Training Investments.
Swaziland Manpower Development Project. USAID, Trans Century Corporation,
Mbabane, Swaziland, Juby 1988.
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objectiVeS agreed on by the group. This is accornplished with
the assiStaflce Of the group.

The role of the teacher/trainer is to design creative
learning activities in which learriers participate. Most ofteri
the learners are involved in this design process. These
activities provide practice in carrying out the actions or
creatirig the products identified in the objectives. Sufficient
practice is provided during the teaching/learning activities to
ensure that all learners in the group are able to meet the
ob .j ec t ~“e S.

This methodobogy is experieritial and success orierited. The
goal is for all learners to meet all the objectives.
Appropriat.e prauti~.e in meeting Liie oLijectives is provided.
Evaluation of the learning is based upon the achievement of the
objectives established at the beginning. The process of
learning is not complete until all learners have met all the
objectives.

This participatory training through SWAMDPshould continue.
These techniques will be used during the business management
training planned for later this year. SWAMDPshould support
further training of trainers of this nature and should assist
the staff of the Home Economics Section develop the materials
and skills needed to use this methodobogy in other aspects of
their work, s~ch as the planned introduction of nutrition and
a,griculture training.

The second successful training technicjues used by S~MDPbas
oeen demonstration, whjch is followed hy practicing the new
skill. ?eople learn by doing, and Zer~zele ~~ouien ~ rio
e~cept1on. Tomlinson’ s business survey questlorinalre curitained
the ~uest ion “How do you learri r,e~t?”. lvariMb t~-~ ~e~ponse
was that the women learned Oest by cu~n~it for themsej’ ei after
demor~szra~iori. ~1uch of the SWAMDPtrairi~rig has been coiiducted
this way, with trie exception of some of the earliest. leadersbip
and conimittee formation iectures.

The opportunity to immediately practice what bas been
learnea is not iossibie wjth ~ery iar~e grcups of peopie. For
this reason, tne large demonstrations supported by S~AMDPwere
restricted to simple topics, such as so~a beari cookery
dernonst~•at~ons. The introouctory beekeeping demonstrations
coriducted ~:te senior Home ~ ~rt Lhe Hhohho ~e~ioni ware

1
1
1
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of this type.

Materials ha~’ebeen developed in support of SWAMDP training
activities, but these have usually been simple one—page handouts
related to the training topje involved. The World
Education/Tototo workshops changed the way Home Ecoriomics
Officers look at training materials. They now wish to develop
materials for trainers and learners which specifically meet the
needs Llliterate rural women. The productioni of training
niaterials will require further attention from SWAMDPshould the
proposed record—keepinig training be implemented. Consideration
snould also Lie given to supportixig the production of new
training maziuals within the Home Ecoriomics Section so that what
bas been ~rid hill be achieved with leadership and business
management training cani be fully documented for future use.

Any rnaterials developed for use by rural women must take
into account the fact that fully one—third are illiterate. The
most appropriate materials will therefore be posters, pictures
and handouts using symbols instead of the writeen word.

The development of Zenzele women as instructors bas been an
important achievement under SWAHDP. It has been a forrn of
leadership training in its own right, and has provided rural
women with successfu]. role models. there are any number of
examples of Zenzele members being trained in the new fine
quality sisal weavinig zoinig on to become instructors not orily in
their own regions but throughout the country. In addition, the
.‘~ayiwane women were suppörted as instructors for a two—day gram
and water storaze tan~ cor.struction demoristrationi. zn~s was
open to other ~enzele groups arie to the commurimty at iarge and
rece~ved coVera~e mn the riational media. No~ orily ~id this
e::~~~rid tna ::ket avai~~bie to the ~fayi~~ane wornen, Liut it aiso
zave tnem adce~ stutus ~n their own commurimty.

Ho~ever. It snou~d be hot eci that when these types of
training re~ationships becon.e too ciosa, the training can become
iess ~: fective. Where Zenizele ~omen are used as iristructors for
grouj:s of whmch they are memoers the resuits have not been as
successful. This is well understood by tne Home Economics
Of~~cers, but fmnancial constraints have sometimes prevented
trainmn~ be~nig conducted hy members of differenit groups.

~i~:..i.~triy, it bas proven more ~uccessful to tr~n âÎ 1 the
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members of one group, as opposed to training one or two members
and expecting them to transter their new skmils and knowledge to
the remamninig group members. For reasons of cost effectiveness
and to ensure that as many groups as possjble have access to
training mariy of the earlier trainirigs conducted under SWAMdP
were open to a limited number of members of several Zenzele
groups. Only the rnosi. solid and cohesive groups benefitted from
this approach.

1
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CONTRACTOF RECIPROCAL RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE OPERATION

MAINTENANCEAND REPAIR OF CONNUNITY WATERSUPPLY SCHEMES

ANNEX 8

R.W.S.B. COMMUNITY

1 IT

t

~~
In order to guarantee to the rural population a water supply of
sufficient quantity and quality throughout the year, R.W.S.B. and
the comniunity of mutually undertake to: Tii

Ii
T

II
IUtLS.B. COMMUNITY

1 Water and SaHitation Committee~T
1 assiimes responsibilities for: l

! — Frovide follow—up and back—up t — Ensuring availability of Mainte—
T support to Water and Sanitation nance Funds to pay for all re—

T
Cotmnittee and Water Operators! 1 current operation and maintenan—
Attendants; ce costs;

T
1

; 1 !
!
T

1

T
T

— Provide training and refresher— — Enacting regulations concerning 1
training to committee members 1 access, hours of operation,
in management, bookkeeping, 1 utilization, water use and
health, èducation, etc., as well J tarification policy; II
as to Water Attendants!Operators 1

1
T

H
~

in maintenance and simple 1
repairs and operation of electri—I 1

cal and pumping equipment; 1
1 II

T

T
T
T
!

:
~

— Provide periodic preventive j — Ensuring efficient operation and
maintenance inspections, T maintenance and simple repairs
servicing, lubrication and major (taps, intake drains, cleaning 1
repairs of equipment (e.g. gene— 1 r~sevoir!settlement tanks, dig— 1
rators, pumps, pumping equipment, 1 ging and re—filling trenches in
electrical equipment, etc.; 1 case of pipe burst; ensure 1

I cleanliness of waterpoints and 1
IT

;
T

1 area;
Ê II

— R.W.S.B. undertakes to provide — Water Operators!Attendants will. T
T
1

repair service within 72hours carry out all operation, simple 1
after being alerted of breakdown.~ maintenan~ce!repair tasks, T

T T T II
T T

T! T T T

In case of non—respect of engagements agreed to by said community, R.W.S.B.
reserves the right to cease operation of water supply system, after a warning
period. In case of non—respect of engagements by RWSB0V non—provision of repair
service within a reasonable delayof time, the communitv can first notify
R.W.s.B. National Headquarters and then appeal to District Commissioner
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RECOMMENDATIONSCONCERNINGEEC ASSISTANCE IN GENERALTO

THE RURAL WATERAND SANITATION SECTOR

1. The preparation, design and approach of rural water supply and

sanitation projects determine the possibilities of integrating

women. Information on the existing socio-economic distinc-

tions between men and women in their separate roles, needs,

tasks and incomes is of crucial relevance in preparing water

and sanitation projects.

It is recommended that during the planning and project

preparation phase, community analysis studies or rapid socio-

economie field surveys be carried out in the project area to

collect separate data for women and men on their roles, the

division of labour, workload, water-use needs, income and

financial responsibilities for household expenditures.

In addition, it is essential to ascertain existing constraints

for women as well as their priorities with regard to water

and sanitation. When planning the project, each decision

involving the choice of technology, the siting, location and

timing of meetings, training approach, etc. should be made in

ways that increase rather than decrease women’s participation.

2. It is important that local or foreign social scientists/WID

experts are included in the feasibility/identification

missions in order to plan the rapid field surveys and

information collection methods and make a qualitative

assessment of women’s roles and needs. Unlike most government

socio-economic surveys which focus almost entirely on the

status of the male household head, it is necessary to use data

collection methods which collect separate socio-economic data

on both men and women in the household.

Furthermore, consultations with local women and discussions

with women’s leaders should take place in order to:

- identify women’s needs in relation to water and sanitation



- reveal the important roles women have to play as partners

in planning and decision-making, as local managers of the

operation and maintenance as well as economic producers of

the cash to fund the cost recovery system

- permit the design of water supply schemes to be based upon

women’s actual patterns of water use and their preferences

and constraints.

3. Government socio-economic household census surveys and reports

are inadequate t
6 determine the affordability of the projected

O&M costs and do not provide a basis to assess the feasibility

of’ cost recovery. Such surveys indicate the average annual

income of the male household head but do not reflect the

income of’ the female household head or the female household

members. It is therefore recommended that during the

appraisal stage of water supply projects af fo rdability studies

be carried Out in the project area to determine who within the

household will be responsible for paying the O&M costs and

whether they have sufficient revenue to do so.

l4~ Rural water projects which are based upon cost recovery

schemes and cominunity financing require adequate community

resource generation possibilities. In the interest of

sustaining the functioning of the water supplies as well as

ensuring an equitable access to them, It is essential that

water projects take measuresto ensure that the beneficiary

cominunities possess suf ficient community financing resources.

Coordination should be sought with other governmentservices,

NGOs and donors operating in the project area to provide

services and inputs necessaryto improve the income-earning

capacities of the community members, particularly those with

the most urgent cash needs - the female household heads.

5. Project selection criteria which inciude the community’s

financial ability to collect its maintenance fund within a

1
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limited time period - in

capacity - implicitly

advantaged communi ties.

other words, its short-term financial

favour the wealthler, economically-

The initial provision of improved

1
1
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improved water supplies to the wealthier communities - to the

exclusion of the poorer coinmunities - only widens the gap

between rich and poor and increases the disproportionate

allocation of services within the rural areas.

Very of ten, in project areas where there is a high rate of

male labour migration, the poorer communities contain a large

nuinber of female-headed househoids. This type of project

selection criteria ultimately discriminates against those

communities with a large proportion of households which are

economically dependent upon women.

Hence, different selection criteria should be applied which

reflect a coinmunity’s long-term ability to generate the funds

to cover recurrent maintenance costs, as well as its potential

to manage the operation and maintenance of the improved

supplies. These criteria include the corninunity’s organiz-

ational capacity and its past experience in community self-

help projects.

6. Proposed project activities should be critically examined to

see whether they promote the involvement of women as both

agents and beneficiaries throughout the project cycle. In the

design of project activities, women must be approached as

active participants in their community and independentactors
in their own right. Otherwise, 1f a gender-neutral approach

is applied, there is no guarantee that women will participate

on an equal basis.

7. The approachand also the quality of the community development

extensionactivities and training are largely decisive for the

effectivenessof the participation of the local population in

general and for that of women in particular. In order to

ensure women’s involvement in all project activities, It is

essential that the community participation strategy applied

includes the active involvement of women as one of its aims.

The promotion of women’s participation should be explicitly
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1
thorough assessrnent of the integration of women in the 1
project.

14. The appointment of f’emale technical experts to provide assist-

ance and back-up support to national rural water supply

implementing agencies in the promotion of the role of women 1
in water supply and sanitation is an important measure for

the enhancementof the participation of women.

15. It is recommended that the EEC includes either a country-wide

or regional WID coordinator/advisor as part of the permanent

EC Delegation staff, who would be responsible for advising

and coordinating, on a country-wide or regional basis, all WID

issues for all the EC delegations within the country or

geographical region. This person could provide backstopping

and assistance in the identification and preparation of

projects and ensure that the water and sanitation projects

are designed and implemented in ways that integrate women

throughout the project cycle.

1
1
1
1
1
1
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